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President Asks For
Emergency Power To
Ration Oil Products

JOHNNY WOODS POSTHUMOUSLY COMMENDED—The
Calloway County Fire Rescue unit recently presented a plaque to
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Woods, (seated) commending their late son
for his work in the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Unit. The
plaque, which was presented by Jimmy Johnson and Max Dowdy,
said in part: "As a tribute to his courage and enthusiam as a
firefighter despite overwhelming personal handicap, Calloway
Co. Fire-Rescue has amsed Johnny Woods as Fireman
Emeritus." Woods died February following a loos illness and
had remained active in rescue squad work despite his ill health.
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WASHINGTON ( AP ) -- President Nixon has asked Congress
to give him emergency power
to ration gasoline and oil, cut
working hours, reduce highway
speed limits, put the nation on
year-round Daylight Saving
Time and suspend antipollution
programs.
Congressional spokesmen predicted Nixon would get the
powers quickly The President
said Wednesday he wants them
by mid-December.
In a nationwide broadcast
outlining his energy proposals,
Nixon set 1960 as a target date
for the United States to achieve
enerly self-sufficiency. He
called for research and development programs rivaling the
all-out efforts that developed
the atomic bomb and put
American astronauts on the
moon.
The President also departed
from his text to say he had "no
intention of walking away"

Kissinger Ends Talks In Egypt;
Acceptable Compromise Indicated
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger ended his mission to
Egypt today and a top aide
completed talks with Israeli
leaders amid indications that a
compromise had been reached
on the Middle East crisis.
Kissinger flew to Jordan and
Saudi Arabia after spending a
day in talks with President Anwar Sadat in Cairo. Kissinger's
assistant in charge of Middle
East affairs, Joseph J. Sisco,
emerged from talks with Premier Golda Meir in Jerusalem
and told newsmen: "I feel optimistic." He had gone to Israel
unexpectedly from the Cairo
sessions Wednesday,apparently
bringing with him details of the
Kissinger-Sada t meetings.
One Israeli source close to

Fins Being
Replaced On
Skylab Rocket
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
( AP) — Space agency technicians begin replacing eight
defective stabtizing fins on the
Skylab 3 rocket today, hoping
to avoid an additional launch
delay.
Discovery of hairline cracks
in the fins forced officials
Wednesday to postpone the
launching of the three astronauts by five days, from Saturday until next Thursday. Officials said the cracks most likely were caused by salt air corrosion.
The technicians planned
work around the clock in hopes
of completing the job in tine to
start the final countdown on the
Saturn 1B rocket Monday.
But Skylab program director
William C. Schneider said,"We
want to get well into the
changeout before we make a
definite decision. It's a reasonable bet we'll launch on the
15th, but it's certainly not a
sure thing."
The Saturn 1B rocket is to
loft astronauts Gerald P. Carr,
William R. Pogue and Edward
G. Gibson toward a rendezvous
with the Skylab space station,
now orbiting unmanned 270
miles high. They are to remain
aboard a record 85 days in
man's third and final visit to
the orbiting lab.

WEATHER

EQ.A.Y4cAsT
Partial clearing and cool
tonight, low in the low 305.
Partly cloudy and cooler Friday, high in the mid 40s. Saturday partly cloudy and cool.

Mrs. Meir said while Sisco was
meeting with the Israeli leaders: "The talks are not going
badly for tweet."
Earlier,another authoritative
Israeli source indicated that Israel had accepted a compromise proposal worked out
between Kissinger and the
Egyptians.
Thesource gave no details,
but the plan appeared to focus
on haw to continue supplying
food and water to the Egyptian
3rd Army, encircled by the Israelis in the Sinai Desert.
In the background of these
reported movements toward
peace, however, were charges
Wednesday from Israel that
Egypt was preparing a new attack along the Suez Canal. The
Egyptians said the situation on
the canal front was "tense and
explosive" and that their army
was in position to crush the Israelis.
peace-seeking
1Cissinger's
tour continued with a quick visit to King Hussein of Jordan in
Amman and then a trip to
Saudi Arabia, the big oil producer in the Middle East, for
conferences with King Faisal in
Riyadh.
Sisco met in Israel not only
with Mrs. Meir but also with
Deputy Premier Yigal Alton
and Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan. An Israeli communique
said the discussions took place
"In a good and constructive at-

Under the proposal, worked
out between Kissinger and Sadat, Egypt's demand that the
Israelis free the 3rd Army by
returning to positions held at
the first U.N. cease-fire on Oct.
22 would be considered later,
Ow Israeli informant said.
Mrs. Meir called a special
Cabinet meeting apparently to
consider the results of the Kissinger-Sadat meetings.
The Israeli newspaper bitterly, in a dispatch from Wash(See Kissinger, Page 16)

'Candles For
Fifty' To Be
Aired, WDXR

"Candles For Fifty," a lyrical
documentary depicting 50 years
of life and growth at Murray
State University, will be
televised on WDXR—TV in
Paducah at 9:30 p.m. Sunday,
Nov. 11.
The 34-minute tape, the first
of its kind in documentary
production at Murray State, is
part history and part fiction. An
all—Murray State production,
the tape involved some 40
students and faculty members.
Musical flavor for the 50
years the tape covers (l9-72)
is provided by 43 numbers
dating back to the early 1920's.
Emphasizing student life and
One highly placed Israeli the beginning of the university
source said Mrs. Meir was as Murray State Normal School,
ready to accept a proposal for the production uses more than
the delivery of supplies to the 100 slides of former students.
encircled Egyptian 3rd Army
"Candles For Fifty" was
without the withdrawal of Is- scripted and directed by Larry
raeli troops that Egypt has Suffill, assistant professor of.
been demanding.
communications.

from his office despite some demands that he resign.
With petroleum heading for
10 to 17 per cent shortages because of Arab oil cutoffs, Nixon
warned that the nation faces
"the most acute shortages of
energy since World War IL"
Consumers of home heisting
oil must get through the wider
with only 85 per cent cot the fuel
they used last year, Nixon it
Airline flights will be reduced
10 per cent through federal allocation of jet fuel, Nixon
added.
He said a "contingency plan'
for gasoline rationing was in
preparation, but energy adviser
John A. Love and an official
fact sheet both said plans were
being readied for the rationing
of gasoline and heating oil.
Love said a decision on rationing must be made by December or January.
Gov. Robert B. Docking of
Kansas, briefed with other governors by the President, sail,
"I wouldn't be surprised to see
rationing after the first of die
year .

Public Invited
To Inaugural
At University
A special irrvitation is extended to the public to attegg
the
Monday
inaugueg
ceremony formally
Dr. Constantine Curris ths Ow
sixth president of Murray State
Uni versity
Dr. William G. Read, vicepresident for academic affairs
and chairman of the inaugural
steering committee, called the
inauguration "a land mark
event" in university history and
encouraged participation by
area people.
"Murray State has been
fortunate to have the loyalty
and support of so many people
through the years," he said,
"that we feel it appropriate to
Invite them to be a part of this
special occasion. We hope a
large number will attend."
Dr. Elvis J. Stair, a favorite
son of the Jackson Purchase,
will deliver the inaugural address. Now president of the
National Audubon Society, the
Hickman native has served as
president of two major
universities—West Virginia and
Indiana— and as Secretary of
the Army.
Gov. Wendell H. Ford will
bring greetings from the State
of Kentucky during the
inauguration program.
Representatives of the Kentucky Council on Public Higher
alumni,
Education,
the
students, faculty and community will also deliver
greetings.
The inaugural program will
begin at 2:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auctitoridm.

Nixon said power plants now
burning coal will be barred
from switching to shortagestricken oil or gas. Love said
this regulation will be issued in
about 10 days.
Nixon also asked for legislation allowing him to order power plants to switch from petroleum back to coal if they can
do it.
Home heating oil, jet fuel,
diesel fuel, kerosene and prei See Energy,Page 16

Sigmas Plan
For 'Visit
With Santa'
Plans are currently under
way for -A VISIT WITH
SANTA", sponsored by the
Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
This event is scheduled for
Saturday, December 8, at the
Murray Woman's Club House
on Vine Street and is open to the
public for parents and children
of all ages.
There will be two sessions:
Morning: 9:30 a.m. - 11:00 ann.
and Afternoon: 1:00 p.m. - 2:30
p.m. Santa will be present
throughout both sessions and
will have a private interview
with each child. Refreshments,
entertainment and party favors
will also be provided.
Tickets are $1.50 each and are
available by calling 753-3574.
Proceeds from this event will
help support the Sigma's
Summer
Kindergarten
Program which was established
principally to provide an opportunity for children to attend
kindergarten who otherwise
could not attend because of
financial reasons.
The entire Sigma Department
is working hard to make "A
VISIT WITH SANTA" an event
that everyone will enjoy and
remember. They urge you to
make plans to help them support their Summer Kindergarten Program and other
worthwhile community projects
through this effort, by calling
753-3574 for your tickets today.

Leaf Raking Day
Planned By Home
Department Here

The He Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has
announced plans for a leaf
raking day to aid the citizens of
Murray who are shut-in,
disabled or unable to hire this
work done for themselves.
The Tr -Alpha Club of Murray
High School and the Clean
Teens of Calloway High School
are donating their time and
talents to perform this com•
munity service.
The students will rake and
bag the leaves in bags furnished
by the Home Department. Hex
Billington of the city Sanitation
Department has agreed to send
trucks around to pick up the
bags.
The date is Saturday,
November 17 Eligible persons
wishing to avail themselves of
this free service, please call
Mrs. P.A. Peterson, Civic
Chairman of the Home
Department at 753-8569, or Mrs.
T.C. Doran, Co-Chairman, at
753-1567, and your name will be
put on a list. In casedf rain the
project will be postponed one
week to Saturday, November
24.
The Home Department exits gratitude to Stacy
-11,6
T1'1-7tifilia,'
lleht
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INAUGURAL PROGRAM CHECK—Proofreading the program for the inaugural ceremony Nov. Amanda Hoke, president of
12 to install Dr. Constantine Curtis as the sixth president of Murray State University are Dr. William Clean Teens, Mrs. Morgan Sisk,
G. Read, vice-president for academic affairs, and Mrs. Alma Ys,his executive secretary. Read, their counselor, and Rex
chairman of the immoral steering committee which is planning the inauguration, emphasized that Billington for their co-operation
the public is invited to attend rue 2:311 pam.ceremony In Lovett Auditorium on the campus.
In this project

=

SHOPPING SPREE—Patricia Gray was the winner of a three-minute shopping spree at the
Northside IGA Wednesday night. The shopping spree was given away by Sigma Chi fraternity after
chances were sold. A spokesman for IGA said this morning that groceries gathered by Miss Gray
totaled ;149.54, including $100.66 in meat.
I Staff Photo by David Hill i

Nixon Says He Has No
Intention Of Resigning
WASHINGTON(AP) — President Nixon, responding to
mounting calls for ms resignation, vows he has "no intention
whatever of walking away from
the job I was elected to do."
Nixon voiced his determination to hold onto his office in "a
personal note" at the end of a
television-radio address to the
nation Wednesday night on

energy problems. Speaking
without notes, he said:
.. I would like to give my
answer to those who have suggested that I resign.
"I have no intention whatever
of walking away from the job I
was elected to do. As long as I
am physically able, I am going
to continue to work 16 to lb
hours a day for the cause of a

real peace abroad, and for the
cause of prosperity without inflation and war at home."
While talk of possible resignation or impeachment has
mounted sharply in recent
days. Nixon seemed to place no
great urgency on finding a way
out of his current predicament,
speaking of it as a long-range
operation.

Campaign Official Denies
Florida Builder's Testimony
which would be paid by one
check."
Fernandez said there was
nevery a request for Priestes to
make his donation in cash and
that, contrary to Priestes' testimony, the builder never asked
former Commerce Secretary
Maurice H. Stuns to pick up a
telephone and call Housing Eecretary George Romney about
the builder's troubles with the
Federal Housing Administration.
Priestes' testimony was
According to the Fernandez heard Wednesday as the Waterversion, Priestes "volunteered gate committee began its probe
to make a 625,000 donation of campaign financing.

WASHINGTON (API — A "appalled, shocked and disNixon re-election campaign of- gusted with the tenor of his
ficial denied under oath today a (Priestes' testimony."
Florida builder's testimony that
he promised to solve the buildFernandez said a meeting he
er's legal problems in exchange had with Priestes was arranged
for $100,000 cash contribution.
by the builder's associates, that
"I never asked him for a
Benjamin Fernandez, who dime," and that Priestes "was
headed the Hispanic Finance never promised any favors —
Committee to Re-elect the directly or indirectly — in exPresident, rejected the charges change for his donation" of
made Wednesday by John J. 825,000 to Nixon's re-election efPriestes of Coral Gables.
fort.
In an opening statement
fore the Senate Watergate cobmittee, Fernandez said be was

THANKSGIVING FOOD DRIVE--The Panhellenic Council at Murray State University will be
sponsoring a food drive during the Thanksgiving holidays. Members of Each of the six Greek
-meoriros
the Murray comics will
enttsibutiag canoed goods and fresh units arifii loral
grocery stores donating the meat which will be assembled in baskets. The baskets will then be
distributed to needy families id the Murray area. Shown left to right are: Leslie Arent, Alpha Sigma
Alpha; Lisaa R000ks, Alpha Delta Pi; Emily Watson. Kappa Delta; Dare Cope, Alpha Gamma
Delta; and Lolita Stice, Alpha ()micron Pi.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley
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Lessons Presented At Coldwater Meet At The Fuqua Home

N-G7r
tR"AY LEDGER & TIMES

Mrs. Noble Fuqua opened her
home for the October meeting of
the Coldwater Homemakers
Club. Mrs. Jerry Bazzell,
president, presided.
The opening prayer was led
by Mrs. Newel Doores, and the
roll call was answered by
naming a favorite Halloween
character when a child. Mrs.
Ralph Bennett reported on the
bake sale held recently.
Mrs. Dewey Bazzell was in
charge of the main lesson on
"Quilts,
the
American
Heritage." She said quilts and
their story reach into antiquity
beginning in the very cradle of
civilization in the earliest
Biblical times and gaining in
favor and popularity with each
generation.
In this country quilt making is
a tradition born of necessity,
she said. Colonial women
patched and pieced quilts to
ward off the severe cold of the
New England winters. Patterns
were developed, exchanged and
handed down from mother to
daughter. No longer essential as
protection against the elements,
quilt making has become the
favored handcraft of rural and
city dweller alike. Each person
present was given a pattern of

the improved nine patch.
Mrs. Dan Barzell was in
charge of the dried flower
arrangement study. She had
spent many hours searching for
different kinds to dry and had
some beautiful ferns treated
with glycerine along with dried
sumac pods, the milk weed,
pepper grass, gold rod, life
everlasting ground cherry,
beauty berries, hydrangea
pompons grass, corn tassels,
and cattails.
She stressed that one should
be very careful in seltrtion of
containers. Points to remember
are whether the container is too
large or too small for the
amount of material, suitable in
style and color for the place it is
to be displayed. She said that
the plant material and how one
uses it is more important than
the container.
Mrs. Earl Adams showed a

Miss Patricia Foy
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding
Plans have been completed
by Miss Patricia Foy, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Foy,
for her marriage to Harry Gill.
The double ring ceremony
will be solemnized on Wednesday, November 21 at three
o'clock in the afternoon at the
Salem Baptist Church with Bro.
Edgar Sadler, uncle of the
bride-elect, officiating.
Miss Foy will be given in
marriage by her father. Mrs.
Dorothy Palmer will be matron
of honor and Miss Paula Foy,
sister of
bride-elect, will be
bridesmaid.
Best man for Mr. Gill will be
Gene Lamb. The ushers will be
Hal Banks and Steve Wagoner.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held at the
home of the bride-elect's
parents.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend both the
wedding and the reception.

Open Fri.-Sat-Sun.Only
Open 6:45-Start 7.15
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

CoMirlimagid4me.11.• NM •

dried flower arrangement she
had framed.
Mrs. Fuqua was assisted in
the decoupage dome lesson by
her niece, Mrs. Wayne Adams
who had completed many
beautiful pieces since the last
meeting.
Welcomed as a new member
was Mrs. Marshall Eddings.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Homer Bazzell, Hill
Adams, Hugh Adams, and
Delbert Newsome. Visitors
were Mrs. Hubert Bazzell, Mrs.
Eddie Billington, and Larue
Mayfield. The next meeting will
be on November 20, at 12:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Dewey
Bazzell

.

Skip the pill boxes
Medicines come in certain
kinds of containers for a reason. The type of packaging
helps preserve a drug's
strength.
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) urges consumers to skip pretty little
pill boxes in a two-page fact
sheet entitled Beware of Substituting Drug Containers
Single copies are available
free from Consumer Information, Pueblo, Colo. 81009.
According to FDA, never
transfer a drug to a container
that once held a different
medicine. The drug could mix
with traces of the previous
contents and cause an undesirable effect.
•Always keep the cap on
the drug container tightly
sealed and follow any storage
instruction on the label
•If the original prescription vial is damaged, ask your
pharmacist for another.

'••••,,...
Dr. Helene H. Weber
Education, spoke on "The
Environmental Crisis." She
formerly taught at Murray
State University, Geroge
Peabody College, Nashville
Tenn., and Montana State
University, Bozeman. She now
resides in Murray with her
daughter, Peggy, since the
death of her husband, Dr.
Stephen Sargent Visher, in 1987.

She gets rebuff after
dressing down neighbor
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A 40-year-old man who is a neighbor of
mine, and also a friend, goes out to get his morning paper
in the nude.
I have told him that tills is against the.law, balle says
as long as he is on his property they can't arrest him. I
told him, it didn't make any difference, it was still against
the law.
I am afraid they will catch him and lock him up Will
you please print this. There are lots of children in the
neighborhood, and I don't think this is very nice. Sign me
WORRIED IN FORT PIERCE, FLA.
DEAR WORRIED: Laws differ. but your neighbor
should find out if he's within the law to be without clothes
even on his own property in view of the neighbors. I What
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Dr. Visher related the environmental crisis to major
factors which have combined in
recent years to accelerate the
irnproverishment of both
natural and human resources.
Brief analysis was made of the
impact of the world-wide
population explosion, the
almost Universal struggle for
higher standards of living, the
marked increase in urbanization,
and
industrialization, the
recordbreaking developments in
technology and sciences which
create here-to-fore unknown
demands on the natural
heritage, and the spread of
world-wide tension and wars.
The speaker gave several
illustrations of energy-saving
measures now being used by
industrial
and commercial
consumers. Leading scientists
believe that a significant
conservation effort by industry
would yield an average daily
saving of 10 per cent of about
five million dollars. Most
energy-saving
techniques,
desirable for use in the home, in
business, and in industry, are
common-aenae methods
with great
potential for
reducing the consumption or
waste of our energy resources.
In concluding the wellillustrated discussion, Dr.
Visher stressed that "in our
perpetual search for abundance, beauty, and order, we
must mainfest our love for the
land and for future generations
by assuming responsibility for
maintaining and for enhancing
the quality of our total environment."
Mrs. C.C. Lowry, club
president, presided and opened
the meeting with a poem,
"Word To Live By."
The special tribute to the late
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, written by
Rev. Henry McKenzie, was
given to each member.
During the social hour a salad
plate was served by Mrs.
Livesay to the twenty members
present.
The next meeting will be held
on Friday, November 16, at two
pm, at the home of Mrs. A.C.
LaFollette.
The
regular
meeting time has been changed
due to the Thanksgiving
holiday.

Problems? You'll feel better if you get It off year chest.
For a personal reply, write to ABBY. Box Ns, 0740, L. A.,
Calif. 1101161. Enclose stamped, self-addresooll envelope,

please.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Vas Rana,
112 Lasky Dr., Beverly Ifills, Cal. 96212, for Abby's booklets.
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions."

Dr, C.S. Lowry, retired
professor of social science at
Murray State University, was
the guest speaker at the
meeting of the Zeta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
held on Thursday, October 25,
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house.
"CARE, UNICEF, and U.S.
Foreign Aid" was the subject of
the interesting and informative
talk by Dr. Lowry. He was introduced by Mrs. John Pasco.
Mrs. Purdom
Outland,
department
chairman,
presided. The group voted to
give $10 to CARE. It was announced that Mrs. Henry Holton
of the Zeta Department had won
a blue ribbon on metal craft at
the district contest and her carft
will be entered in the state
contest.
a,
The members of the department will help in the Christmas
decorations of the club house.
Mrs. Roger Blackwood announced plans for the sale of the
stationery, note cards, and
place mats.
It was announced that the
Zeta will have an auction at the
next regular meeting to be held

MEXICAN
CRAFTS
•Wooden Furniture
•Earthenware
•Leather Goods
•Wrought Iron
•Flacks •Horns
•Masks .Whips

•

"Where In the World Is My
Neighbor — was the theme of
the talk by Rev. C.E. Timberlake at the World Community Day program held by
the Church Women United at
the First Christian Church on
Friday evening.
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Mrs. A.D. Wallace, Mrs. Henry
Fulton, Mrs. Vernon Riley, Mrs
Glen Hodges, and Mrs. Henry
Holton.

Radioihaek

Aurora, Ky.

lluminer.AnniiAJ Plates

Now

ED'S PLACE
Hwy. 94 East
Open Sat & Sun.4
Only

Rev. Timberlake
Speaks At World
Community Day

on Thursday, November 29, at
the clubhouse. John Irvan will
be the auctioneer.
During the social hour
refreshments were served by

'
t

N

DEAR ABBY: A woman wrote that she had been married 27 years, and all she was good for was sex one is
struck by her incapacity to realize that she must be one
Dr. Timberlake emphasized
fantastically creative, imaginative, responsive female to
that the question for each inhave made sex so exciting for the same man for 27 years
dividual is "Whose Neighbor
She says she's "the world's worst cook and housekeepAm Ir
er, and not good at anything except sex"—as if sex was a
Included in those who will be
bad thing to be good at.
aided by the offering taken at
One could easily change the letter around. A woman
the meeting are:
may have written in saying all she was good for was
American
Indians
—
cooking, and that's the only reason her husband married
educational
and
selfher, and now they are both overweight, and their lives are
development projects.
devoid of everything except the pleasures of eating. That
would he worse, wouldn't it?
Victims of war—Vietnam,
Or she might have said she was the world's greatest._ _Nigeria,Indonesia, and Ireland.
housekeeper, but since she didn't have a passionate nature,
Women in the Caribbean —
her husband went out and paid prostitutes, or kept misdevelopment of social and
tresses to fulfill his sexual needs Sadder, but more believaeconomic programs.
ble, right?
- People in Costa Rica, Kenya,
I was married for years to a man who found my sexual
Zambia, and '2,,We (Congo) —
nature both irritating and intimidating. Since he really
community devivnents.
didn't enjoy either physical or emotional intimacy, and
People in Lebanon—health
since he mostly wanted me to be an excellent cook and
services and job training.
housekeeper (neither of which I am or ever will bel, our
Overseas students in the USA
relationship was singularly lacking in closeness, friendship,
— hospitality services and
and love.
scholarships.
Luckily. I since have left that marriage and have found
In addition material aid made
a man who appreciates a woman who is passionate, responsive, and sexually creative.
possible through gift cerAfter six years of this fulfilling relationship, please tell
tificates contributed from
that poor woman for me that I have been there, too-both
member churches will be used
ways. And believe me, this way is better!
for crisis needs and emerging
"LIVING" IN RIVERSIDE,('Al'
opportunities where most
needed and for blankets, shoes,
DEAR ABBY: We are studying about reproduction in
and clothing for victims of
school The book says that a female can become pregnant
disasters.
only during a two to four day period every month, but it
Mrs. Nell Eaton was Church
doesn't say anything about a man. Does the man have a
Women United chairman for the
certain time when he is fertile, too?
observance.
I am embarrassed to ask the teacher because I don't
want to sound dumb.
WANTS TO KNOW
DEAR WANTS: First: There is nothing "dumb" about
your glestion—In fact, no question is "dumb" if it's sinhesitate to ask. The male Is fertile on a
cere, so
nonstop basis tins/out his reproductive life.

mc

FRANCO

could they charge him with? Indecent exposure. or being
an attractive nuisance? I

PtAYBOY

1141141110114TIMICIVRES rpm..
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Phone 753-1917 of 713-4941

"Environmental Crisis" Discussed
By Dr. Visher at Magazine Meet
Dr. Helene H. Visher, was the
guest speaker at the meeting of
the Magazine Club held on
Thursday, October 24, at two
p.m. at the home of Mrs. John
J. Livesay, New Concord.
The speaker, formerly a
specialist for Conservation and
Georgraphy, U.S. Office of
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Dr. C. S. Lowry Speaker At Meet Of Zeta Department

lor and about
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .
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M-Thurs.
10-6 p.m.
10-1 p.m. •
Sat. 10-6 p.m.
Closed Sunday
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James-Schroader Vows To Be Read

Miss Jean James
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Jean
James to Earl L. Schroeder,son of Mr. and Mrs Bobby Schroeder
of Almo, has been announced by her parents, Mrs. Bob McKenilree of Mayfield Route Five and Clois James of Kirksey Route
One.
Miss James graduated frbm South Marshall High School in the
class of May 1972 and is presently employed at Standard T
Murray.
Mr. Schroeder, a 1970 graduate of Calloway County High
School, enlisted in the Army and served three years with the 82nd
Airborne at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. He is presently employed with the Industrial Construction Company at Gilbertsville.
The vows will be read in a family wedding at the home of the
groom's parents, at Almo on Saturday, December 22, at four
o'clock in the afternoon.
An open reception will be at 4:30 p.m. at the Schroeder home.
All friends and relatives are invited to the reception.

Four Students
At Lynn Grove
Are Honored
Climating the fall festival at
Lynn Grove Elementary School
was the crowning of the Fall
Festival Kings and Queens,
Melissa Miller, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ferrel Miller, and
Joey Butterworth, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Butterworth,
students in the sixth grade,
were crowned as Senior Queen
and King.
Crowned as Junior Queen and
King were Vonda Murdock,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Murdock, and Terry
Thomas, son of Mr, and Mrs.
Kenny Thomas, students in the
second grade.
Attendants to the Kings and
Queens were the Wildcat
basketball
team
and
cheerleaders and representatives from the other grades
who were as follows:
First—Rita Elkins and John
Paschall.
Third—Regina Morris and
Jeff Butterworth.
Fourth—Keri Compton and
Darrel Overby.
Fifth—Carla Briggs and
Mickey Butterworth.
Seventh—Beverly Ahart and
Dan Potts.
Eighth—Regina Gentry and
Garry Morris.
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Lynn Grove Junior King and Queen

MSU Presidency Profile
display will open at the MSU
Library and continue through
December 3.
Thursday, November 8
Creative Arta Department of
Cumberland Presbyterian the Murray Woman's Club will
Senior art exhibit of Bob
Women of
North Pleasant hold it annual bazaar at Lit- Pluckebaum, Louisville, will
Grove Church will have a tleton's during store hours.
open at the Clara M. Eagle
potluck supper at the church.
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arta
The
North
Murray Center, MSU, and continue
Contemporary Homemakers Club will meet at through December 3.
The
Homemakers Club will meet at the home of Mrs. John Workthe home of Mrs. Leroy Frazier man, 1508 Parklane Drive, at
American
Legion
and
1:30 p.m.
at one p.m.
Auxiliary will meet at the
Camp 592 ot the WOW will Legion Hall, South 8th and
Frontier
New
The
Homemakers Club will meet meet at the WOW Hall at seven Maple Streets, at seven p.m. A
with Mrs. Paul Kurz, 1707 p.m. Note change in date from service officer will be present
from five to seven p.m. to assist
Thursday to Friday.
Parklane Drive, at 9:30 a.m.
The Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet at the Dexter
Community Center at 9:30 a.m.
The Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Robert
Hopkins, Cardinal Drive, at 7:30
p.m.
Wagon
Welcome
The
Newcomers Club will meet in
the basement of the First
Christian Church at 7:30 p.m.

Vonda Murdbck and Terry Thomas

Lynn Grove Senior King and Queen

Small Look
The Fashion House of Norell believes in the small
shoe look while many other
stylists keep turning o u t
those thick, thick soled numbers for day and evening.
David Evins did the shoes
for the New York firm's fall
and winter clothes collection. For day, the models
wore -little girl" looking
footwear, almost flat-heeled
pumps done in alligator calf,
lizard, patent and suede with
grosgrain ribbon bow. For
evening, bare sandals had
skinny medium heels.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Telephone 502.71514641

Opening Tuesday, Nov. 13

The Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will
provide transportation for
senior citizens from nine a.m. to
12 noon. Call the church office,
753-1854.

flocks,flockson
foikenthossed
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Joey Butterworth and Melissa Miller

BICYCLES
$5.00 OFF
ON ANY BIKE in Store!
you purchase when you bring this coupon.
(This Includes Lay-Away Bikes)
Expires Nov. 14, 1973

Sales & Service
Finest Imported Bike
— WE SDI ONLY BICYCLES —

Spoke & Veda! Bicycles
511 So. 12th
'a.LIAAJLIAllFinancing

Phone 753-0388
Available 611•11,0 LiaAla
THINK BIG

/ILES
TE

Visit Murray's Most
Unique Tri-Level Gift
& Frame Shop on
Mayfield Hwy.

tbcgalltrv
First Level

Candles
Handmade Dolls
Picture Frames & Prints
Handmade & Imported Jewelry

SNACK

Friday, November 9
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F & AM
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Hazel
Lodge.

(00/04,

SHISI—KY SMITH

sue

Groups of
Pant Suits
Dresses
Slacks
Sweaters
Vests
Skirts

Senior Citizens will meet at
the Ellis Center at ten a.m.
Activities include quilting and
other arts and crafts. Each one
is to bring a sack lunch.

NEW Smillf VINYL
WALLCOVERING
SALE
°Wet
foil*,

1617 121 By-Pses

ign
sy
(ear

Joint meeting of United
Methodist Men and their
families from all churches in
Murray and Calloway County
will be held at 8:30 p.m. at the
First United Methodist Church,
Murray. Barbecue, coffee, and
soft drinks will be furnished for
the potluck dinner. Rev. Ed
Crump, Jr., will be the speaker
and South Pleasant Grove Choir
will provide the music.

Baroque Ensemble Concert,
directed by Prof. Leo Blair, will
be at the Farrell Recital. Hall,
Fine Arts Building, MSU, at
8:15 p.m.

The Showcase

. FM

Foreign Language Festival,
sponsored by the Department of
Foreign Languages, MSU,
under the direction of Mrs.
Susanne Keeslar, will be from
nine a.m, to three p.m., n
Faculty Hall, MSU. Area high
school students will compete in
exhibit, examinations, and
talent in French, Spanish and
German.

Homemakers CIA 0f New Providence
Has Workshop Meetings
The
New
Providence
Homemakers Club will hold its
monthly meeting on Tuesday,
November 13, at one p.m. at the
home of Mrs. James Puckett. A
special lesson will be presented
and all members are urged to
attend and visitors are invited.
Mrs. Puckett gave an interesting lesson on "Quilts" at
the October meeting of the
club held at the home of Mrs.
John Dale, Elm Street, Murray.
Mrs. June Curd, president,
presided.
Her display of beautiful
quilts, some made by her
grandmother, Mrs. Ellen
Miller, in the last years of her
life, was shown. A part of the
display was a quilt made by

Mrs. Alney Norell of California,
a former movie star, former
resident of Calloway County,
and a relative of Mrs. Puckett,
who visited in the Puckett home
about two years ago. Mrs.
Norell is a descendant of the
Allbritten family.
Mrs. Dorval Hendon gave a
report on the flea market and
bake sale held in October by the
homemakers. Games were led
by Mrs. Karen Housden and
refreshments were served to
Opal Shoemaker, Sylvia
Puckett, Jackie Herndon,
Karen Housden, June Curd,
Dorval Hendon, and Iva Mae
Allbritten by Mrs.John Hendon.
A tour of the house was made by
the group.
A lesson on "The Art of
Speaking and Conversation"
was presented by Mrs. Hardirnan Miller at the September
meeting held at her home.
Mrs. Karen Housden, vicepresident, presided. Refreshments were served by Mrs.
Miller to Mesdames Jackie
Herndon, Sylvia Puckett. Opal
Shoemaker, Mavis Elkins,
Dorval Hendon, Iva Mae
Allbritten, Karen Housden, and
two visitors, Mrs. Sue Miller
and daughter, Angela.
Liquid leftover after cooking
vegetables may be used for diluting canned soup.

ft

See our new line of S-W vinyl fabricbacked wallcoverings. The whole collection's beautiful So are these prices.
Now sale-priced at just $4.20 to
$8.76 per single roll, packaged in
double rolls.(Usually $5 25 to $10.95 )

Furniture
Victorian Pinaz in
Shelves
Racks
Chairs
Planters
Headboards Tables

411 Wittef

14:

Sherwin-Williams wallcoverings: durable, stainproof, scrubbable, strippable, backed by fabric and a 5-year guarantee.

_.

444
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Most professional paperhangers
prefer a tabric-backed paper. It
doesn't ne\to be soaked After
applying the pasta. So it's easy to
get the hang of it. Eskecially when
you get our step-by-itep guide,
"How to Hang Walicovdtings
"4
It's free.

4444 ll 44444444444411441444444444i44444i4i44 4 4

6-YEAR GUARANTEE
All Sherwin-Williams SW Vinyl patterns ere guerintesd to the
onginal purchaser for five yews from date of hinging to withstand
'
,arms' 'own 0.r:rotors without fading and to clean settsfactonly in
accordance with our instructiona
Should any SW Vierel Walleoveong reit in this respect and upon
notrce of such fatlure to the dealer from whom the wallcoverings
were purchased, we wilt furnish new wellcoverings of equal value
'without charge
However, this guarantee shall not apply to color changes caused by
chemical reactions of unneutralized plaster thot spots). for discolors.
lions or reectrons caused by materials contained in previous wall
decorations over which new wallcoverings are hung, for discoloration
of metallic patterns nor for damages caused by failure to follow the
Company instructions with respect to hanging. The guarantee shall
not apply if welkovertngs we (reneged white 141 01.11 possession ol
the purchaser or subiected to unreasonable use which C,114,1110$ them to be
defective. The term -unreasonable use" should Include failure to provide
reasonable and necessary care in accordance with our instructions

SALE ENDS

NOV. 17t.h

ritityrityli v v v t,t
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Our Color Harmony Guide will help you
match up walicoverings with paints.
It s a marvelous new decorating device, exclusive at
Sherwin-Williams. Gives you a big screen picture of
how to coordinate the wallcoverings you choose
with the paints you see.
Everything you see, you can buy in one store.
Your Sherwin-Williams Decorating Center. All you
have to say is "Charge it."

SANKAMERICA110

Aurora, Ky.

'414w-'
,
0sr

*************

manly! cha

'MURRAY
Soilthside Manor
Phone 753-3321
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GUEST EDITORIALS
Police and Media
between the news media and the
relations
Better
police is a subject that we're deeply interested in, of
course, but it also is important to the overall community. The broad-based importance of this was
noted this week by participants at a statewide
conference on police-community relations.
With one exception, the conference, sponsored by
the Tennessee Law Enforcement Planning Agency
.and the National Conference of Christians and Jews;
'provided a positive forum for discussing how to
improve attitudes toward police.
The conference approved four resolutions
designed to bring the police and the media closer
and to emphasize the mutual responsibility of the
police and the mdeia to the community. Certainly,
those are healthy goals that the news media and the
police share.
Although it discussed better communications
between the press and the police, the conference
- failed to practice what it preached. Of the 84 participants, half were policemen, half were civiliani.
;None, however, was from the news media.
7 We welcome suggestions on how to improve
relations with police or, for that matter, any
-segment of the community. But if conference
- planners really want to get somewhere in this area,
they should try involving the media in their
discussions. — Nashville (Tenn.) Banner

in Cras
Hurt
13
Dead,
8

Questions and Answers on
President's Energy Plan

A. Nixon asked Congress to and water quality laws and
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here
adoption of Daylight regulations on a case-by-case
authorize
on
answers
and
questions
are
of A Arwutture
and pertn:ent
throughout the basis, without notice or hear'rime
Savings
the
ra
of
impact
.
sn
the scope and
. eat
6<mned the:
rd uo
contamtnei
year, saying it could reduce ing, if necessary to permit use
program
emergency"
"energy
>Aid the t
of more plentiful but dirtier
;10
announced Wednesday night by electricity and heating deUm auto CIrtvil:271
fuels.
per
three
as
much
as
by
mands
President Nixon:
Q. Will the President's proQ. Will homes and offices be cent.
gram result in higher prices?
colder this winter because of
Q. Will there be curbs on use
A. In some cases, probably
energy shortages?
of energy for lighting?
yes. For example, he asked
A. The President asks that
congressional
A. Nixon seeks
to authorize temporahome thermostats be reduced authority to order a curtail- Congress
of federal regususpensibn
ry
average
by six degrees so the
ment of outdoor electrical adprices on new producdaytime temperature will be 68 vertising and ornamental light- lation of
the duradegrees. Operators of offices, ing, including gas lamps to be tion of natural gas for
emergency.
the
of
tion
factories and stores are asked found in front of many homes.
Q. How bad is the energy
to cut their heating needs by 10 He also wants power to limit
per cent through lowering ther- store hours, which would save shortage?
A. The White White House
mostats or adopting shorter on both heat and light. None of
said daily supplies of crude oil
working hours.
use
affect
his proposals would
and oil products now are runHome owners and businesses of lighting in the home.
ning about 10 per cent below
or
that heat with electricity
Q. Will any of the adminis- demand but added that if the
natural gas are expected to
result in current cutoff of Arab-supplied
make the same sacrifices as tration's proposals
ft
taxes?
higher
oil continues supplies will run
those using oil and the federal
A. Nixon said the government 17 per cent short of demand. In
government will set an ex"con- shortest supply are heating oil,
ample by lowering thermostats is considering imposing
dis- diesel fuel, kerosene, residual
to
surcharges
trol
or
fees"
de68
in its buildings to 65 to
courage excessive use of natu- fuel oil and jet fuel. While gasogrees in daytime.
and line is falling about 7 per cent
Q. Will there be rationing of ral gas and electricity
to short of demand, expected
authority
for
Congress
asked
oil?
gasoline and borne heating
shifts in refinery output to
A. The federal government is levy them.
developing a gasoline rationing
Q. How will the energy con- greater production of heating
plan that will be put into use if servation program affect use of oil at the expense of gasoline
needed, and a proposed plan to such public carriers as airlines would boost the gas shortage
significantly.
ration heating oil will be an- and bus lines?
Ethical Patterns
nounced in about four weeks.
A. Nixon noted the Federal.
Q. Will there be restrictions Aviation Administration alState Senator Dewey Wise, D-Charleston, says his
on the use of automobiles?
ready is working with airlines
`ft• ethics bill is patterned after a law recently passed in
A. The President has sug- to reduce flying speeds and
fine, except for one thing. The
That's
Alabama.
$F
r
gested that states lower max- limit the amount of taxiing but
Alabama law requires newsmen as well as public
imum speed limits to 50 miles said shortages of jet fuel could
emery News Service
officials to reveal sources of their income. If we had
per hour and asked Congress lead to a 10 per cent cutback in
emergency authority to cut scheduled flights. As for buses,
for
•our druthers we'd prefer to see the South Carolina
Highway glutton
speed limits through federal ac- he suggests they be given ex- - law kept in line with the'constitution and limit its
tion. He also suggested parking clusive highway lanes on comdisclosure requirements to those in the employ of the
taxes be raised, vehicles with muter routes and said the fedBy James C. Williams
state. — Columbia (S.C.) Record
An AP News Analysis
but a single occupant be barred eral government will give priof
more? Yep. We warned
sections
Still
from designated
ority to applications for federal
each city and preferential park- grants to buy buses for mass you.
ing be provided for participants transit.
in car pools. All federally
Joe Hal took us on a short
Republican nominee Mills
Q. Will the energy-saving
owned vehicles will observe a
WASHINGTON (AP) — For Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill., race
Journey to lake Chapala which
measures lead to greater polludid damage the E. Godwin Jr., a former Demo- 50 mile an hour speed limit.
is the largest inland body of
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Kerby Jennings, politicians seeking omens in the said Watergate
in
elected
was
governor,
tion?
cratic
very
"tbe
and
party
Republican
to
given
completely
being
thought
Q. Is
scattered elections of 1973, the
water in Mexico. Lot of
located off the New Concord Road, was
- TA. Yes. Nixon asked Congress
adopting year-around Daylight
real message may be in mil- electoral process itself.' --- Americans live on the shores.
mayoral
air
state
waive
destroyed by fire last night.
City's
to
York
authority
New
In
for
A sampling of voter turnouts
Saving Time?
lions of ballots that were not
Another day we went to
Mrs. Temple Tatum, age 77, died this morning at cast.
in two states and some of the election about 1.69 million balwith its 500 year old
Tepatitlan
compared with
the Murray Hospital.
It is a simple one: Dis- cities that held elections shows lots were cast,
cathedral.
four
election
the
million
2.39
in
will
decrease
Band
with few exceptions a
interest.
The Calloway County High School Laker
That decline apWith some exceptions the In voter turnouts compared years ago.
Joe introduces to a fine
participate in the Murray State homecoming parade
largely from
stem
to
peared
or
two
elections
similar
with
was a decline in voter
Mexican family, Mama and her
that
and the International Banana Festival at Fulton, trend
certainty
the
virtual
participation in the odd-year four years ago.
sixteen children. Mama is 72
both on Saturday. Rodney Scott is drum major state and municipal balloting.
Whether that is a product of Democrat Abraham D. Bearne
and is as sweet and gracious as
Dodson,
Neil
J.
By
Woodruff,
Ph.D.
elected, as he was,
Majorettes are Vicki Crawford, Charlotte
Patterns are difficult to dis- dissatisfaction produced by the would be
anyone you would want to meet.
of
Journalism
Associate
Professor
campaign
of
lack
a
from
and
for
say
can
one
no
scandals
cern and risky to read in any
Marie Hoke, and Phyllis Bogard.
One son Victor operates a
Murray
State
University
eigues.
In some cases, dull camrestaurant,
another Antonio, a
Miss Joyce Christine Stinett, daughter of Mr. and odd-year elections, particularly sure.
was
In Detroit, voter turnout
George
good grocery store, and still another,
when the voting is limited, paigns without real contests
public's
the
of
the
of
one
portance
is
and
opinion
Public
Madisonville,
of
Stinnett
Houston
Mrs.
56 per cent in a closely conwidely scattered and generally were more likely to blame
main barometers of any will. The forces of public Paco, a captain in the state
Ed Waldrop, son of Mr. and Mrs. Burr Waldrop of local as was the case Tuesday.
In Tuesday's elections, the tested mayoral race. "I think
public relations activity. opinion must constantly be police. Coca, a daughter is
the
of
home
the
at
18
the
October
on
Murray, were married
Democrats emerged with the most dramatic decline in voter people are turned off
public opinion is the working for in organization superintendent of Public InWhile
said
bride's parents.
advantage, and some of their participation came in New Jer- whole political process,"
opinions of a large rather than against it if suc- struction in the city. We did not
aggregate
city
the
Edwards,
George
Brendan
state and local leaders said Wa- sey, where Democrat
we are all cess and growth is to be.,, meet the others since most of
people,
of
group
has
Watergate
think
tergate was a siigtificant factor Byrne was elected governor. clerk. "I
them live south of Guadalajara
in per- possible.
interested
quite
also
on the
in the showing. But the national Fifty-seven per cent of the eli- had a significant effect
in a town called Autlan.
in
opinions
is
private
advertising
all
Practically
and
sonal
Americans
many
that
attitudes
cornballots,
cast
chairmen of both parties, gible voters
associations
favorable
a
everyday
creating
at
aimed
politics."
our
toward
Robert Strauss and pared vrith 74 per cent In the feel
These people treated us as.
Progress has been reported toward the Democrat
public opinion for an
In Cleveland's mayoral elecwith others.
Republican George Bush, said last gubernatorial race four
and we were able to be
friends
tion, voter turnout was the loworganization of a country club here, according to the they doubted the scandal had years ago.
At all levels of associations organization. AVities of
a Mexican family and
around
36
Houston,
In
years.
40
in
est
In Virginia, the other state
among people it is the sub- members of organizations and
officers, Jack W. Frost, George Hart, and Alfred shaped the outcome.
they live and work. It
how
see
eligible voters cast conscious desire of each of us business firms are designed to
Bush did say that Tuesday's that elected a governor, 50 per per cent of
Lindsey.
enlightening and
was very
candidates
rival
with
ballots,
voters
registered
cent
the
of
for
Leroy Todd, son of Mr. and Mrs. L.D. Todd of voter verdicts might signal turned out Tuesday. That was generally agreeing that apathy to maintain a high opinion create favorable opinions
informative,
rating from others. One of the the organization through
for office holders in the
Almo Route One, is shown with his Grand Champion troubleand
congressional elec- down by about 2.3 per cent stemmed from a lack of heated
state
most important aspects of speech making, work with
We get invited to dinner at
of the District 4-H and FFA Beef Cattle Show and tions two years hence.
from the last gubernatorial campaign issues.
relationships between people civic organizations or through Victor's place and the meal
sale held here. Also shown are Richard Tuck of
is the opinion that each has various other activities.
lasted four hours. No body was
Kroger Company and E.F. Settle of Belk-Settle
We all do many things in In a hurry and various dishes
for the other. This, of course,
Company who purchased cattle for their firms at the
can be in personal relations or our associations with other were brought out from time to
it can be in relationships with persons to create favorable time. The math dish was a huge
sale.
Opinions. It may be the way plate with rice, sauces, peppers,
large publics.
Prof. Russell Terhune, pianist, will be presented
NaUnited
of
permanent
veto
a
members
has
SENDING
THE
Lowelronce
we dress. It may be in the and the piece de resistance,
Rumen
James
the
of
hall
recital
the
in
10
orrNovember
in a recital
power, could authorize the estabtions cease-fire observers to the
wrote that the pressure of form of favors and other acte several huge Crayfish boiled in
Fine Arts building, Murray State College.
lishment of peace-keeping forces.
public opinion is like the of good deeds toward other butter. They called them
Middle East probably will lead to
Births reported at the Murray Hospital during the
U.N.
pressure of the atmosphere. persons. It may be through Crayfish., but they sappeared
Egypt
a
of
and
establishment
Union
the
Soviet
the
period of November 4 to 6 include a boy to Mr. and
You can't see it, but it is 15 letter writing to friends or to be small Lobsters. Tasted
pressed for the removal of the
peace-keeping force in that area.
Mrs. Joseph Berry.
pounds to the square inch just business associates. Favorable like lobster. Very well
U.N. peace-keeping forces in the
If so, the Soviet Union should be
the same. It's true, we can't opinions of people may even prepared, and absolutely
Gaza Strip in 1967, just before the
required this time to pay its share
hide from public opinion and be formed by the automobile delicious.
Egyptian attack that started the
of the costs.
in the day to day affairs of they drive or by the neigh1967 war.
Another night we go to the
In the past, the USSR has repersonal borhood in which they live or
and
business
This year, however, Egypt with
christening of Esmeralda, the
fused to pay any part of the experor
public
relationships,
church
the
they attend.
By Carl Riblet Jr.
fourteen month old daughter of
Soviet backing wanted the U.N.
penses of U.N. peace-keeping
sonal opinion plays a big- part
While most of us are not Victor. Of course the entire
When a man marries a second time it may be on
Midback
in
a hurry when Israeli
forces sent to the Congo, the
in our lives.
aware or perhaps concerned ritual was in Spanish, but we got
the rebound; a third time it may be for the comfort
forces crossed the Suez Canal and
dle East and Cyprus.
opinion
about the forces of public the gist of it anyway since it was
American
public
of his soul. After that he is demonstrating that either
headed toward Cairo.
These-forces were authorized
puts government in and out of opinion, it remains a big part obvious what was going on.
is
he easy to get or hard to refuse.
The Soviets can show their good
by the General Assembly. The Sooffice., It makes and breaks of our lives in all of our ac- Esmeralda is as cute a kid as
"Any woman will marry any man
faith by helping this time to fiviets contended that only the Senational heroes. It determines tivities with other persons. In you would want to see. Joe Hal,
that bothers her enough."
nance the peace-keeping.
the success or failure of public any case, we live our lives as who has known these folks for
curity Council, where each of the
—Henry Wallace Phillips
or private institutions depen- our circumstances dictate and some years, was the Godfather
dent upon it for support. In for the most part let the
of the baby and participated in
the ceremony. One part of the
business activities, one cannot public's opinion take care of
ceremony, at the conclusion, is
over-emphasize the im• itself.
that the Godfather throws out
Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of
coins to the urchins in front of
were locked up, we had better
IT
WAS
a
that
SURPRISING
the church. We didn't know this
the field whieh the Lord God hath made. And he said
know it and take action to change
national advisory commission, fiuntil we got to the church so we
unto the woman, Yea, ha4h God said, Ye shall not eat
the system.
nanced by federal money under
emptied our pockets of pesos
A red-faced traveller reported to police that he took a
of every tree of the garden?—Genesis 3:1.
the "safe streets act," should regirl to his room in the Royal York Hotel Friday night and, and centavos and gave them to
Protection of the public is imThe doubt in our minds concerning God's word,
Joe. This was a big deal as he
port that the tough approach to
as he hung his pants across the back of a chair, she
possible if money spent to apprelove, wisdom and justice is planted by Satan.
threw the coins into the air and
law and order has failed to work
grabbed
them
and
ran
out.
His
wallet
contained $20 and his
hend criminals and incarcerate
all the kids of the neighborhood
in this country.
Chargex card. (Toronton Star)
them only makes them more of a
scrambled
around for them.
The commission study was
Belgrade, Yugoslavia—A thief caught trying to steal a
threat to law and order when they
left
shoe
explained
to
store
employes
that
he
had
by
stolen
the
sponsored
the
Law EnforceA great occasion which gave
are released
right shoe the previous day. (Politika Expres, Belgrade
ment Assistance Administration
us
another viewpoint of life in
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc., 103 N 4th St.
A cleric in a grocery store in Tuscaloosa, Ala., adMurray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753-1916,
of the U.S. Department of Justice.
Mexico.
an
on-the
ministered
-spot
lesson
in
law
and
order
a
to
Walter L Apperson, President and Publisher
This was a commission of realwould-be bandit. A man walked into the store brandishing
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager'
We
found
With the loyal, thou dost
out
that
istic, experienced law enforcea butcher knife and demanded money. The clerk replied
reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
people, anywhere in the world,
show thyself loyal; with the
ment officials — not academic reshe had no intention of giving him anything and puncCr Public Voice items which, In Our opinion, are not for the best inare people. They desire only to
terest Of Our readers.
blameless man thou dost show
tuated her remarks with a wrench across his head. The
formers.
#—atatiimal.Rwores4myta*wpw: 1414144.-4QACilinate.CO- 15t* Mac:limy' Awa.,,,##
be.left
alone, to love,-to 44g, to
stunned
Nillber a1ogti 1i,sá fled"the store
thyself 'bra meless7 — Psa."1/En. -:
Fol that
AAerriphis, In , Time I Life Bldg , New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
go to their homes at night, to
Detroit, Mich
need to be carefully weighed.
Middle age is that time in life when you figure that in
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There
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element
is
one
another day you'll feel as good as new.(Earl Wilson)
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mail
All
year
If prisons are indeed failing to
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that is worth its weight in gold and
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subscriptions plus 5 per cent state Sp
rehabilitate criminals but are inbetter liquor than he serves himself. (Hartford Courant) life all that it has to offer. What
Entered daily at the Post Office, Muerey Kertt.cky , for transmission
that is loyalty. It will cover a
stead turning out ex-convicts
as Second Class Matter
Loud voice on the bus:"Anybody who iswit on some kind a different world when we find
multitude of weaknesses. —
of crackpot diet or other is some kind of nut."
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(Milwaukee that all people are people who
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ety than they were the day they
seek the same things that we do
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Wagner Leads List In NFL Interceptions
NEW YORK (AP) - Mike
Wagner loves being in the right
place at the right time - mainly when the ball is coming toward him.
The Pittsburgh Steelers' safety had six interceptions for the
entire 1972, National Football
league season. It galled him a
Little bit that Jack Ham, a linebacker on the Steelers, had seven.
Wagner is making up for that
in a hurry. He's already got six
interceptions this season, tops
In the league according to NFL
statistics released today. And
Ham is nowhere to be seen on
the thievery list.
The only problem for Wagner
is that another teammate, safe-

ty Glen Edwards, has taken up
the challenge. He and Levi
Johnson of the Detroit Lions
have five apiece.
Buffalo's O.J. Simpson, held
in check last Sunday by New
Orleans, still commands the
American Conference in nishing with 1,104 yards, well ahead
of runner-up Larry Csonka's
659 for Miami. The National
Conference leader is still Dallas' Calvin Hill with 701 yards.
The league continues to rate
John Hadl of Los Angeles and
Ken Stabler of Oakland as the
passing leaders in the NFC and
AFC respectively. In receiving,
Harold Carmichael of Philadelphia tops the NFC and the
league with 41 for 608 yards.

Fred Willis, whose game-winning touchdown against Baltimore enabled Houston to snap
an 18-garne losing streak, is the
AFC leader with 37 receptions.
Other NFL leaders include
Nick Mike-Mayer, the Atlanta
place-kicker whose five field
goals carried the Falcons past
Los Angeles 15-13 and gave him
the league scoring lead with 74
points, and Jerrel Wilson of
Kansas City, the top punter
with a 44.9-yard average.
The best people ckin't always win football games," says
Ntchigan State's new coach,
Denny Stolz. "The best prepared people win games."

THE CARR RATINGS
BY

DON CARR

TOP TWENTY TEAMS - NOVEMBER 4. 1973
1 - ALABAMA
2 - OHIO STATE
3 - OKLAHOMA
- MICHIGAN
5 - NEBRASKA
6 - NOISE DAME
7 - PENN STATE
- L. S U.
9 - SO. CALIFORNIA
10- U. C. L. A.

-

118 5
116 5
116.4
115 4
112 0
/I/ 9
Ill 7
108 8
108.6
108 5

II 12 1314 15 16 1718 19 20-

HOUSTON
ARIZONA STATE
MISSOURI
TEXAS
KANSAS
COLORADO
TEXAS TECH
TENNESSEE
MIAMI-OHIO
NO. CAROLINA ST.

- 107 I
- 106.9
- 105.9
- 105.7
- 104.6
-103.8
- 103 2
- 102.7
- 102.4
- 102.2

COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS - NOVEMBER 4, 1973
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The Top Fifteen, with firstplace votes in parentheses, season rtcords and total points.
Points tabulated on basis of 20By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS nal playoffs last season. "We're
1816.14-13-10-9474.5.44.2-1.
Meet the Los Angeles Lakers' in a learning process. I don't
1. Teart. State ( 2818-0-0 876
think there has been a cham"New Faces of 1973."
2. Hawaii 151
7-0-0 709
"We're having trouble be- pionship team in this league
3. W. Kentucky (3)8-0-0 673
cause we're reconstructing our that hasn't played together for
4. Cal Poly-SLO(3) 74-0 637
team," said Los Angeles Coach I several years."
5. La. Tech (1)
In the other NBA games
8-1-0 587 Bill Shaman after his club suf6. Wittenberg (21 8-0-0 440 fered a 109-92 National Basket- Wednesday night, it was Phila7. Elon Ill
9-04) 359 ball Association loss to the Mil- delphia 172, Phoenix 115; Capi8. Grambling
7-2-0 322 waukee Bucks Wednesday tal 111, Houston 97 and Seattle
9. Nev-Las Vegas 6-2-0 256 night.
130, Buffalo 113.
10. North
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar scored
Dakota
St
Among the new faces this
8-U 198 year are center Elmore Smith 14 of his 32 points in the first
11. Boise State
6-2-0 174 and forward Connie Hawkins. quarter to help the Bucks beat
12. Carson-Newman 7-1-0
155
This new guard has replaced the Lakers for their 10th
13. South Dakota
7-2-0 130
the old guard that included Wilt straight victory.
14. Delaware
71ers 122, Sum 115
6-3-0 100 Chamberlain, Jim McMillian
15. Montana State
Fred Carter, Tom Van Ars92 and Keith Erickson.
7-2-0
"You can't replace people dale and Steve Mix provided
The National Hockey League
like
Wilt, McMillian and Erick- the offensive spark as Philawill have 18 teams for the 197475 campaign when Kansas City son and be a winner again delphia turned back Phoenix
and Washington, D. C., join the overnight," said Sharman, 122,-115. Carter topped the wincircuit
whose team was in the NBA fi- ners with 32 points while Van

Arsdale had 29 and Mix 20.
Bullets 111, Rockets 97
Mike Riordan scored 15
points in the third quarter, rallying Capital to a 111-97 decision over Houston.
SuperSonles 110, Braves 111
Spencer Haywood connected
for 26 points and Dick Snyder
added 20 to lead Seattle to a
130-113 victory over Buffalo. It
was the Braves' fourth straight
defeat.
American Basketball
Association scores: Virginia
Ill, New York 107; Indiana 109,
Carolina 100; Kentucky 113,
Memphis 89 and San Antonio
105, San Diego 104.
John Pont is the new football
coach at Northwestern. The
Wildcats won two of II games
last season.

Morgan, Trevathan 8 Gunn, Inc.
Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate - 108 E. 12th St., Benton

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER
For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
THE NUMBER TO CALL

753-6434
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MARGIN

OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
OPPONENT
AIR FORCE
10
RUTGERS
PENN STATE
14
NO. CAROLINA ST
ARIZONA
14
BR IGHAM YOUNG
SAN DIEGO ST
31
LONG BEACH STATE
31
ARIZONA STATE
WYOMING
SOUTH CAROLINA
35
APPALACHIAN
ARKANSAS
RICE
SO. CALIFORNIA
21
STANFORD
7
ARKANSAS STATE
ARLINGTON
SO. ILLINOIS
7
DRAKE
Id
AUBURN
MISSISSIPPI ST
TAMPA
10
WEST TEXAS ST
BOWLING GREEN
10
E. MICHIGAN
TEMPLE
17
RHODE ISLAND
CALIFORNIA
7
SAN JOSE STATE
TEXAS
28
BAYLOR
CORNELL-N.Y.
10
BROWN
TEXAS A 81 14
I
S. M. U
DARTMOUTH
14
COLUMBIA
14
TEXAS TECH
T. C. U
DUKE
3
WAKE FOREST
TOLEDO
MARSHALL
3
EAST CAROLINA
RICHMOND
7
7
TULENE
NAVY
7
FURMAN
CITADEL
U. C. L. A.
4
OREGON
GEORGIA
I
FLORIDA
UTAH
IC
NEW MEXICO
GEORGIA TECH
28
V.14.1.
UTAH STATE
7
NEW MEXICO STATE
21
HARVARD
VILLANOVA
PRINCETON
14
WEST CHESTM.
I
HOLY CROSS
SYRACUSE
VIRGINIA TECH
FLORIDA STATE
3
35
NOIJIPTO
COLORADO STATE
N0
WASHINGTON
IDAHO
7
INDIANA
NORTHWESTERN
WASHINGTON ST
OREGON STATE
KANSAS
3
COLORADO
WEST VIRGINIA
I
BOSTON COLLEGE
KENTUCKY
3
VANDERBIL T
W. MICHIGAN
10
BALL STATE
LOUISIANA TECH
LAMAR
10
WM. & MARY
IC
COLGATE
LOUISVILLE
7
DAYTON
WISCONSIN
14
IOWA
MARYLAND
28
VIRGINIA
I
YALE
PENNSYLVANIA
MEMPHIS STATE
10
SO. MISSISSIPPI
PRO FOOTBALL Csr 11-11-73
MIAMI-FLORIDA
ARMY
24
ATLANTA
PHILADELPHIA
3
MIAMI-OHIO
3
KENT STATE
BUFFALO
CINCINNATI
3
24
MICHIGAN
ILLINOIS
CLEVELAND
7 _ HOUSTON
MINNESOTA
3
PURDUE
DALLAS
7
N. Y GIANTS
21
NEBRASKA
IOWA STATE
DENVER
14
SAN DIEGO
NORTH CAROLINA
10
CLEMSON
GREEN BAY
1
ST LOUIS
NO. TEXAS STATE 14
WICHITA
LOS ANGELES
24
NEW ORLt AN,
NORTHERN ILL
10
XAVIER
MIAMI
21
BALTIMORE
NOISE DAME
17
PITTSBURGH
MINNESOTA
IC
DETROIT
OHIO STATE
31
MICHIGAN STATE
NEW ENGLAND
t
N. Y. JETS
OHIO U.
3
CINCINNATI
OAKLAND
3
PITTSBURGH
OKLAHOMA
7
MISSOURI
WASHINGTON
10
SAN FRANCISCO
OKLAHOMA STATE 10
KANSAS STATE
PRO FOOTS&-L _OF 11-12-73
17
PACIFIC
FRESNO STATE
KANSAS CITY
CHICAGO
3
SEASONS RECORD
HIT-I 454
MISSED-386
T1ES-44
PCT-790

covnigril- 1973

which gave
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Lakers Suffer 109-92 Defeat
To Milwaukee Bucks Wednesday

MAJOR COLLEGE GAMES - WEEK OF NOVEMBER II, 1973
FAVORITE
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9:00 10 9:00
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QUITTING

WANTED!

BUSINESS

FIFTY WOMEN TO JOIN
GRAND PRIZE CAMPAIGN CREATED BY OUR
ADVERTISING AGENCY JUST TO HELP US ADVERTISE THIS SALE

BY THE CARR RATINGS SERVICE
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11 - LAS VEGAS
12 - MONTANA STATE
13- NO. DAKOTA STATE
II - HOWARD PAYNE
15 - EASTERN MICHIGAN
16 - HAWAII
17 - WITTENBERG
18 - TROY STATshav
19 - EMPORIA 5
20 - CENTRAL MICHIGAN

Z••=i•C:).CK:14=00•C>CD•OCK>C24=-C
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W L. Pet. GA.
7
3 700 Boston
7 5 .583 I
New York
6 8 .440 3
Buffalo
Philadelphia
3 8 .273 4'
Central Division
8 5 615 Atlanta
6 5 .545 2
Capital
4 10 .266 4' 2
Houston
3 10 231 5
Cleveland
Western Conference
Midwest DiVISI011
1 .923
12
Milwaukee
10 2 833
Chicago
Detroit
8 5 .615
4 8 333
KC Ornaha
Pacific Division
6 4 600
Portland
Golden State__A: 4 .600
II 6 571
Los AngeleS
Seattle
S 10 333
1 .154
Phoenix
2
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia 122, Phoenix
III,
HoustOn
Capital
Mdwaukee 109, Los Angeles 92
`x•attle 130. Buffalo 113
Thursday's Games
York
New
at
Boston
Detroit at Atlanta
Chicago at Golden State
Friday's Games
Phoenix at Boston
Phiradeiph•a
New
York at
Cleveland
at
Houston
Capitalvs K.0 OmahaatOrnaha
Portland
at
Buffalo
Los Angeles at Seattle
ABA
East Division
W. L. Pct. G.B.
II
1 917 10 5 147 2'
5 8 .385 6' I
4 8 .333 7
4 8 .313 7
West Division
Indiana
7 5 583 Utah
6 6 500 1
Denver
6 6 500 1
San Antonio
8 9 471 1 1,
San Diego
9 1011 3,,
4
Wednesday's Games S
Virginia III, New York 107
Indiana
109,
Carolina
100
Kentucky
113, Memphis 89
San Antonio 105, San Diego 104
Thursday's Game
New York at Utah
Friday's Game
Carolina vs. Kentucky
at Cincinnati

Small College
Grid Ratings

THURSDAY-NOVEMBER 8, 1973
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Where You Want
It. Great.
Kentucky Finance, with home offices in Lexington and
over 50 offices throughout Kentucky, has a new office. It's
right here, where you want it. Now the best loan service in
Kentucky is ready to serve you, just as they've served
Kentuckians for over 29 years.
Remember.. at Kentucky Finance we are anxious to
approve your loan. Small loans up to $1200.. and the big
loan, up to $7500. To meet today's greater needs. You can
count on us Thank you.

Go Where The Service Is/Loans to '7500

KENTUCKY FINANCE
Murray, Kentucky
753-2621
506 Main Street
(In the former Murray Loan location)

MYSTERY PACKAGES
16 WATCHES
WILL BE SOLO FOR ONLY Si 15 IN OUR
MYSTERY BOXES DURING THIS SALE
Other Package:
Contain Jewelry,
F renc h Perfume
and Other
y sox
Valuable
m
items
Every
Contains Guararitead
ues:911 Worth
Imo
Si 15 to $10 00
Come In Pick A Package
10,000 EXTRA

VOTES ON EACH PACKAGE

RECEIVES FULL,
FAIR OPPORTUNITY TO WIN

These Beautiful Prizes Given
To the Contest Winners the
Last Day of the Sale ...Which
One Do You Want?
1. 3-PIECE BEDROOM SUITE
1 2.1ECLINER CHAIR
3. SIMULATED ANTIQUE PITCHER AND BOWL
4. FOUR SLICE TOASTER
5. WARING BLENDER
6. DECORATOR CLOCK
7. 22 CUP COFFEE MAKER
S. TRAVEL IRON
9. TREASURE CHEST JEWEL BOX
10. INTENSITY LIGHT

this Cou on to Our Store Todo
Nome
Address
Phone
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World Golf Tournament Fails
To Attract Needed Attention
By BOB GREEN .
Associated Press Golf Writer
P1NEHURST, N.C. 1AP) Arnold Palmer's here. And
Gary Player. And Bruce
C'rampton and Masters champ
Tommy Aaron and the Young
Lions Lanny Wadkins and Ben
Crenshaw and tough old Sam
Snead.
National champions from
some .20 countries around the
globe are on hand to make a
run at one-half million dollars
in prize money, the richest golf
tournament the world has ever
known.
But the brand-new World
Open, which offers 1100,000 to
the winner of the two-week
tournament that began its inaugural run today, is in a
slightly embarassing position.
The winner will be billed as
The World Champion.
But he'll get that title without

"You'll pay the full
replacement cost"
One of the benefits of a
Homeowner Policy is
- replacement cost' insurance. The policy will
pay full replacement cost
on insured damage to the
residence if insurance is
rnantained to at least 80 per
cent of full value. Ask
about a Homeowner Policy
at Murray Insurance
Agency

the necessity of defeating perhaps the three top players alive
today - Jack Nicklaus, Tom
Weiskopf and Lee Trevino. U.S.
Open champion Johnny Miller
also is on the sidelines, suffering from influenza.
The absence of those four collectively, they've won the
U.S., British and Canadian
-Opens, the PGA, 12 other titles
and-more than $1 million in
prize money this year - has
taken some of the gloss and
glitter off the event that admittedly is looking for a place
alongside the game's Big Four
championships. It's sort of like
haying a Super Bowl in which
the American Football Conference champion doesn't appear.
Or a World Series without a
National League representative.
Even with the absence of
some of the game's top players
and the lack of national television coverage - Hughes
Sports Network cancelled out
some time ago - the tournament has drawn an extremely
impressive field.
Among the top Americans
are such veterans as Palmer,
Billy Casper and Gene Littler,
youthful standouts Lanny Wadkins and Ben Crenshaw and the
incredible Snead, still dangerous at the age of 61.
The foreign threat is very
strong and it's among the nonAmericans that the likely favorite rests. That role probably
would go to either Player or
the sturdy Crampton.
Player, the little South African who has swept all the
world's major title in his career, apparently is fully recovered from surgery that slowed
his progress much of the year.
He made a run at the title in
the Hartford Open, won the
Southern Open the next week
then later took his fifth title in
the Piccadilly World Match
Play championship in England.
-Since Hartford, I've played
really quite well," the muscular little man said.
Crampton--until
Weiskopf
made his mid-season rush-was
one of the standouts on the
American tour all season. He

won four times, was in position
to take a half-dozen other titles,
went past the $1 million mark
in career earnings and ranks
second only to Nicklaus on the
current money-winning list.
A strong performance here
could make him only the second foreign player in history to
take the American money-winning title. He'd like nothing better.

cPORTS
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MSU Women's Volleyball To
Depend On Calloway Countians

Notre Dame

Leading In
Defense
NEW YORK (AP) - Notre
Dame, Penn State and Miami
of Ohio, the top defensive
teams in the nation, test their
stinginess against offensiveminded opponents this weekend.
The 7-4) Irish lead in total defense, allowing the opposition
only 163.6 yards per game and
only four touchdowns in 423
plays, according to National
Collegiate Sports Services statistics released Wednesday.
Notre Dame faces Pittsburgh
and Pitts' No. 4 rusher Tony
Dorsett alone has contributed
an average of 142.4 yards per
game to the team's total average effort of 346 yards per
game.
Miami of Ohio, 8-0 and going
for its first perfect season since
1955, has held opponents to
183.3 yards. But Kent State, 7-1
going into Saturday's game
with Miami, has an average of
389.6 yards per game.
Penn State, an 8-0 team that
is No. 3 in total defense and
No. 1 in rushing defense, puts
its 186.0 average per game
against 6-2 North Carotins State
which has gained more than 400
yards per game, more than 280
of them on the ground.
Penn State, meanwhile, has
held opponents to only 45.8
rushing yards per game. Notre
Dame's defense has given up
an average of only 58 and
Michigan, third in rushing defense, has allowed only 75.8.

Shirley Wilfred
The Murray State University
women's volleyball team will be
depending heavily on two
Calloway Countians to help win
the
Women's State Intercollegiate Volleyball
Tournament that is to be held
this weekend in Richmond, Ky.
Shirley Wilfred and Linda
Arnold, both of Murray, have
already helped win one state
championship this year, that
being in softball. Although Miss
Arnold was "Most Valuable
Player" in the tourney and Miss
Wilfred was the strategic coach,
the question remains, "Will
these two be able to pull out
another state championship in a
different sport?"
Their teammates think they
can. Mary Pallo, "quarterback" of the squad, says,
"Linda and Miss Wilfred are
real competitors. In fact,
they're the nucleus of our squad
and that's one reason I think
we'll win it."
Head coach Nan Ward added,
"Coach Wilfred has helped us a
lot this year She has a
tremendous ability to analyze
the play patterns and total
game situation. We attribute

much of our success to her."
Asked to comment about the
only local member of the
squad, Coach Ward said,"I just
can't praise Linda enough.
She's a smart kid
(honor
student) with a great attitude,
and has done a real fine job this
year. She's a starter who can do
it all-bump, set, and spike the
ball."
The Racers, who have been
state runner-up for the past
three
years, will
play
Georgetown Friday night at
6:30 and then tip-off against
Morehead at 8:00.
Eastern Kentucky, the
defending state champion, is in
the bracket with Bellarmine
College, University of Kentucky, and University of
Louisville.
A round robin tournament
will be played each bracket
with the winner and runner-up
advancing
a
single
to
elimination tournament„
Michigan State basketball
coach Gus Ganakas spent one
month in Greece this summer
conducting instructional work.nops for coaches and players.
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Coaches Disagree
On Retirement Of
Lionel Aldridge

THE CARR RATINGS
tx1•• c•••

onci, ca,LviaDA.A13 - WIER

SAN DIEGO (AP)- Defensive end Lionel Aldridge, a veteran of three championship
Green Bay teams, is retiring
from football, says the San
Diego Chargers' defensive
coach.
No he isn't, says the head
coach.
Aldridge couldn't be reached
for comment.
Defensive coach Willie Wood,
a former Packer teammate of
Aldridge, said Wednesday the
Football
National
11-year
League veteran told him 'Nesday of plans to retire.
"Lionel has been unhappy because he isn't playing and he
wants to call it quits," said
Wood. "He felt that he should
be contributing more. As to
whether or not he's going to follow through, it's hard to say.
Hopefully he'll catch on with
somebody else, a contender."
But head coach Ron Wallet
said Aldridge missed Wednesday's practice because he was
sick.
Aldridge, 32, a 6-foot-3, 254pounder, was drafted no. 4 by
Green Bay from Utah State in
1963 and started for the Packers' NFL champions of 1965
through 1987.
He was traded to the Chargers for safety Jim Hill last year
and led the club with eight cornerback sacks. But he lost his
starting job to Coy Bacon several weeks ago and has been
used only on passing downs.
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SMALL CARS
Sizes E78-14
F78-14
Service for your hard-working Datsun was never speedier nor more
professional. Our own "Doc Datsun" and his staff of experts will put
your car in top shape, save you money in the long run.

4fors85

* WINTERIZE YOUR CAR NOW *

Plus $2.31 to 62.54 per tire I 1
old tire

MEDIUM CARS

Tune-Up for ... 510's - 610's - 521's & 620's
Points, plugs, condensers, valve adjustment.
* check of hoses, antifreeze, fan belts, battery.
windshield, wipers, lights and tires.

Tune-Up for 1200 Series
Reg. '19.50
Points, plugs, condensers,
valve adjustment.* Check of
hoses, antifreeze, fan belts,
battery, windshield wipers,
lights and tires.
- •1

$ 1 700
•

plus tax

i

Sizes G78-14, 15
H78-14, 15

4for$95

Tune-Up for 240Z

Phis $2.67 to $2.9ti per tire F. I
.ind old tire

Points, plugs, condensers,
valve adjustment Check of
hoses, antifreeze, fan belts,
battery. , windshield wipers,
lights and tires.

LARGE CARS
Tab,*Plies ot

* Any item listed as checked, which needs repair, has an extra charge not quoted in ad.

DATSUN

IT111-4

Sizes 178-14, 15
L78-15
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EWING TIRE SERVICE
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points - Murray
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7.30-5.30 - Snf
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7-30-5.00
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Ted Garvin Replaced By Delvacchio On Red Wings
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By FRED ROTHENBERG . security for a 41-year-old center
Alex Delvecchio, the new which Delvecchio was.
coach of the Detroit Red Wings,
But, then again, there's even
is still skating on thin ice.
less in being the Detroit coach
Granted, there isn't much job which Delvecchio now is after
•

Maravich Doesn't Think
Of His Personal Goals
By TOM SALADINO
Associated Press Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — "My only
ambition in life at this moment
is winning a championship,"
said Pete Maravich when asked
his thoughts on leading the National Basketball Association in
scoring.
"I don't think of, personal
goals," said Maravich Wednesday. He is now in his fourth
season with the Atlanta Hawks
after leading the nation in scoring three times as a collegian
at Louisiana State University.
"The only thing I care about
is the position we're in now,
first place in our division," said
the 2.5-year-old who tops the
league with a 29.6 point average after 13 games.
"I wasn't even aware I was
leading the league," the 6-foot5, 195-pounder said, "until
someone mentioned it to me. It
really doesn't matter.
Asked the difference from his
rookie season in 1970 and now,
Maravich said there was none.
"The difference is experience," he sayd. "We have
been playing together for three
years now. I'm not doing anything different now than when I
was a rookie. It's just that
we're getting to know each other better now.
"There is less pressure now,
though," admitted Marovich.
"My rookie year it would always be,'watch Pete Maravich
play so and so,' not the Atlanta
Hawks. I was thrown into a situation I disliked.
"But I stuck to my guns and
have played the same way and
never will change. I've been
criticized for passing behind by
back and poor ball handling.
But it took me 15 years to get
me where I am now and I'm
not about to change."
And nobody would want "the
Pistol" to change, including his
Coach Cotton Fitzsimmons, who
says Maravich "has emerged
as a floor leader and our clutch
performer."
"I must have been asked 15,000 times what adjustments I
have made," says Maravich.
"I'm tired of that question and
I just don't answer it anymore.
"I consider myself a part of
a unit that has finally become
cohesive. It has been going on
for three years and actually
what has happened is that we
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finally came into our own."
And so far this season the
machinery has worked as the
Hawks lead the Central Division with an 15-5 mark going
into tonight's contest with Detroit.

BOWLING
STANDINGS
MURRAY AJBC
Bantam League
Team
Ding Bats
Thunderbirds
Top Cats
Strikeouts
Corvette Conctherors
Go Getters
Tornadoes

7
8
12

25
24
20
)8
16

16
14
18
14 18
13 19
Cougars
11 21
Road Runners
Colts
5 27
High Ind Game (SC)
155
Gary Eaker
141
Gary Eaker
139
Steve Thomas
Dewayne Smith
135
Chris Bland
130
Jeff Reed
126
High Ind Game (MCI
197
Gary Eaker
176
Dewayne Smith
173
Michael Spoerner
Laura Scott
166
165
Bobby Murray
High Ind Series (SC)
412
Gary Eaker
372
Steve Thomas
Smith
Dewayne
360
Craig Thurman
348
340
Chris Bland
Jeff Reed
336
Eric Story
335
Todd Swain
334
High Ind Series (MCI
538
Gary Eaker
483
Steve Thomas
483
Smith
Dewayne
475
Chris Bland
474
Craig Thurman
4/2
Swain
Todd
High Averages
127
Eric Story
114
David Story
112
Jeff Reed
111
Billy Smith
107
Don Hargrove
106
Tommy Hutson
Robin Roberts
103
Steve Thomas
103
Stan Bone
100
99
Gary Eaker

rookie coach Ted Garvin was
dismissed Wednesday night following the Wings' 4-1 loss to the
Philadelphia Flyers.
Elsewhere in the National
Hockey League, Montreal beat
Toronto 4-1; Pittsburgh and the
New York Islanders skated to a
1-1 tie; Atlanta and St. LOWS
played to a 2-2 tie; the New
York Rangers battered Boston
7-3; Minnesota whipped Los Angeles 5-2 and the Chicago-Oakland game ended in a 1-1 tie.
In the past five years, six different men have paced up and
down behind the Detroit bench
and Delvecchip has sat in front
of all of them. Now it's Delvechio's turn to stand up as
coach No. 7.
But a National Hockey
League rule against participation as a player-coach forbids
the 23-year veteran from playing for the rookie coach.
The Wings, showing only five
points after 12 games, are
stuck in last place in the NHL's
East Division. Bill Barber's
goal 19 seconds into the final
period snapped a scoreless tie
and Ross Lonsberry followed
with a pair of Flyers' goals,
sending Detroit to its latest defeat.
Delvecchio, who follows
chronologically Bill Gadsby, Sid
Abel, Harkness, Doug Barkley,
Johnny Wilson and Garvin, said
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WKU Non-Conference
Game Is Important

it-41°

;NI)
1
7
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BOWI-ING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Western Kentucky University Coach Jimmy Feix said
he was not worried "about our
boys getting overconfident." for
the game with Butler Saturday.
"With our perfect season Still
possible, they've got too much
to lose to take anybody lightly," he said in an interview
with the Bowling Green Daily
News.
The undefeated and thirdranked Hilltoppers play Butler
in non conference action in Indianapolis.
Feix said the game is "twice
as important as most" because
of playoff hopes the Hilltoppers
have.
"I'm sure whatever we do
Saturday will be observed by
the people in charge of selecting teams for the playoffs," he
said. "Arid that makes the
game even more important to
us."
Western is 6-0 in the Ohio
Valley Conference, while Butler
is 4-4 in the Indiana Collegiate
Conference.
Fels said he learned Wednesday that no teams had been
chosen for the Division II playoffs during the NCAA college
division football committee's
first conference call.
Lou Spry, assistant executive

New Jersey Law Says Girls Can
Play Little League Baseball
NEWARK, N.J.(AP) — New
Jersey has become the first
state in the nation to order
Little League baseball teams to
permit girls to play.
"The institution of Little
League .is as American as the
hotclog and apple pie," Hearing
Examiner 'Sylvia Pressler of
the state's Civil Rights Division
declared Wednesday. "There is
no reason why that part of
Americana should be withheld
from girls.
"We must start somewhere in
reversing the trends in this
society. Girls should be treated
no differently than boys."
The ruling, which covers only
New Jersey teams, followed a
complaint by a Hoboken girl
against Little League Baseball,
Inc. of Williamsport, Pa., after
the girl was ejected from a
team whose charter had been
threatened by the national organization,
The complaint by Maria
Pepe, 12, was prepared by the
National Organization of Women.

Attorneys for Little League
Baseball said they would appeal Mrs. Pressler's ruling to
the Appellate Division of Superior Court, the state's second
highest tribunal, and to the
State Supreme Court if necessary.
Miss Pepe's complaint was
filed in 1972. Despite her victory, she is now too old to try out
for her team, the Hoboken
Young Dems.

Baseball Writers
NEW YORK (AP) — The
New York chapter of the Baseball Writers Association of
America re-elected its officers
at its annual meeting Wednesday.
Joseph Durso of the New
York Times will serve his second year as president. Phil
Pepe of the New York Daily
News was re-elected vice president and Jack Lang e$ the Long
Island Press will continue as
secretary-treasurer.

director of the NCAA, said the
committee "talked about a lot
of folks, but didn't make any
final decns."
Spry, contacted at the NCAA
headquarters in Shawnee Mission, Kan,, said the committee
probably would issue several
invitations next week "on a
contingency basis," and whether or not a team actually gets a
bid "will depend on how it
fares in its final games."
Football cocaptains of the
U.S. Air Force Academy football team are quarterback Rich
Haynie of Florissant, Mo., and
linebacker Jim Morros of Pittston, Pa.
1
Niati96,...A098111.94490104,&25St

If You Miss
Your Paper.
Ledger & Times city
subscribers who have not
received delivery of their
newspaper by 5:30 p.m. are
urged to report the nondelivery of the paper to
their route carrier. If the
carrier cannot be reached,
call 7534916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. for
delivery of the newspaper.

OTA'714

Intheyearof the smallcar,
the biggest choice is at yourToyota dealer

THURSDAY COUPLES
November 1, )973
Bowling League
Team
25 11
Red Birds
25 11
Breds
10
22
Rockets
24 )2
Night Owls
21 11
Deamons
22 14
Alley Cats
Strikes
21 15
19 17
Road Runners
18 18
Hits & Misses
1$ 17
Whiz Kids
14 18
Rs & Ms
14 18
Ups 8. Downs
14 18
Carraway
13 19
Bs & Cs
Fisher Price No 2
14 22
13 23
Ten Pens
Frustrations
10 22
11 25
Fisher-Price No. 1
9 23
Berors
High Team Game (SC)
706
Night Owls
678
Red Birds
669
Red Birth
High Team Game (11C)
819
Night Owls
819
Frustrations
813
Hitt &Misses
High Team Series (SC)
2014
Red Birds
1947
Night Owls
1883
Deamons
High Team Series (MCI
2381
Night Owls
2366
Red Birds
2307
Hits & Misses
High Ind Game (SC)
220
T.C. Hargrove
216
Paul Enlow
Campbell
213
Bobby
Women
202
Marilyn Chapman
201
Dee Holzschuh
182
Betty Dixon
High Ind. Game (14C1
Men
237
Bob Shaw
236
Booby Campbell
Hargrove
236
T.C.
Women
243
Dee Holzschuh
233
Marilyn Chapman
720
Burlene Brewer
High Ind. Series (SC)
Men
Tammy Jones
dee
See
Tx.Hargrove
570
Dixon
Lyman
Women
517
Marilyn Chapman
513
Patsy Neale
490
Betty Dixon
High Ind. series (MC)
Men
Tommy Jones
Hargrove
T.C.
Bobby Campbell
Women
Patsy Neale
Marilyn Chapman
Dee HOlzschuh
High Averages
MEN
Dave Bradford
Tommy Jones
Lyman Dixon
Delmar Brewer
T.0 Hargrove
WOMEN
Norma Benett
Betty Dixon
Marilyn Chapman
Patsy Neale
Judy Parker
Dee Holzschuh

he didn't plan any drastic
moves.
Rangers 7, Bruins 3
Brad Park scored two goals
and assisted on another, leading the Rangers past the Bruins
7-3 and ending their non-winning streak at seven.
Blues 3, Flames t, tie
Wayne Merrick's goal midway through the final period
locked the Blues into a 2-2 tie
with the Flames, snapping a
five-game winning streak for
Atlanta.
North Stars 5, Kings 2
Rod Norrish sparked a fourgoal blitz during a four-minute
span in the opening period that
carried Minnesota to a 5-2 victory over Los Angeles.
Canadlens 4, Maple Leafs 1
Defenseman Guy Lapointe
scored one goal and assisted on
two others, leading the Montreal Canadiens to a 4-1 victory
over Toronto.
Islanders 1, Penguins, tie
New York Rookie Garry
Howatt flipped in a goal with
just 27 seconds left in the second period that gave the Islanders a 1-1 tie with Pittsburgh.
Hawks 1, Seals 1, tie
Morris Matt's first goal of the
season at 12:59 of the third period lifted California into a 1-1
tie with Chicago and stopped
the Golden Seals' six-game losing streak.

g
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You might think of Toyota as a car or two,just
small potatoes in the smalBear business.
But you ought to stop in at your Toyota dealer
and see what he's got.
You'll see a bigger selection of small cars than anybody
else in town offers.
You'll see coupes, 2-door sedans,4-door sedans,

station wagons,small pickup trucks and those very
tough Land Cruisers.
Twenty-three models in all, and all so you can find
exactly the kind of small car you're looking for.
The automotive experts say'74 is the year of the small
car. We think you'll truly enjoy spending it in a new Toyota and
seeing how much car your money can buy
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SMALL,STRONG,LONG
TOYOTAS. Our new trucks
have the biggest engines of
all the small pickups, and one
has a bed a foot longer than
any other small pickup's.

LOW, LOW-PRICED
TOYOTAS. Seven new Corollas
this year, from the five-speed
SR-5 to the lowest priced of
all, the 1200 2-door sedan.

TOUGH TOYOTAS.The three
new models of the steel-clad
Land Cruiser come equipped
to the teeth. They're for people
who like to play rough.

•

n

SOFT TOYOTAS The top of
the Toyota line is Mark II, in
three different models. Each
comes with six cylinders and
rich standard equipment.Worth
giving up your big car for.

NEW-ALL-OVER TOYOTAS
The five new Coronas are
virtually redesigned up one side
and down the other. New safety
features, advanced engineering.
You'll see.

And so is the new Celica GT5-speed.

/a
tte

The sportiest -Toyotas are Celicas A GT with a five-speed
transmission, radial tires and full instrumentation.
And right behind, at a slightly lower pnce. is the new
Celica ST with a standard 4-speed transmission or
automatic you can order Racy as these new Celicas are,
both offer the economy of a six months or 6,000 mile
recommended m'aintenance schedule.
AEddIAI1Ae18mw.......we•wr—

657
647
626
636
613
601
190
190
179
176
176
159
156
156
145
142
142

Attendance Up in WHA
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) —
The World Hockey Association
has announced that attendance
for the 1973-74 season is up 11.3
per cent over last season.
The league announced
Wednesday • that attendance
through games of Tuesday was
430,684, an average of 5,742 for
75 games. The 75-game total for
the WHA's Inaugural year last
season was 386,854, an average
of 5,153
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See the'74 Toyotas
on the world premier
•
of"Airport.”- •

40
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„—
Small car specialists for 40years.

ABC-TV. Sunday, November 11.
Check your newspaper for time.
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Food Costs For Family Up $3.30 In September

Bass Fishing Big Business
For `132,000 BASS Anglers
REX THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
MONTGOMERY, Ala. A?)
— The bass is the meanest critter in the fascinating world of
fresh water game fish. Sometimes he strikes when he's hungry and sometimes just because he's ornery.
He makes his own rules, and
he changes them daily.
That, the experts say, is why
a million or more fishermen in
the nation, most of them in the
south, spend millions of dollars
a year trying to outwit the cantankerous piscatorial prey.
They lose more often than
they win, but they don't give
uP.
Tom Mann is one of the best
in the business.
In a small, concrete fish pond
in his back yard, Mann keeps
10 or 12 bass, weighing from
about four to 11 pounds. Using
one lure after another—with the
hooks removed—he drags a line
through the water to test which
one they'll hit under certain
conditions.
In a few weeks, the former
game warden will go into research on a more sophisticated
basis—in a $20,000 experimental
aquarium under construction at
his baimanufacturing plant at
Eufaula, Ala.
The tank, with thick glass
windows, will be equipped with
scientific gadgets to change the
temperature, barometric pressure, oxygen content, even the
density of light. A sprinkler

overhead will simulate rain to
find out what bass do when the
weather changes.
Mann already has learned, as
others have, that bass get wise
to one type of lure and, after a
while, ignore it.
Consequently, bait manufacturers are continuously coming
out with something new.
Research is going on elsewhere, too. The Bass Anglers
Sportsman Society (BASS),
which has 132,000 members,
has established a research
foundation, and next year the
profits from the tournaments
sponsored by BASS will go to
the foundation.
Fish biologists already have
learned, for example, that the
bass has a sense of sound probably exceeded only by that of a
bat.
Because of that, it can strike
with amazing accuracy at a
minnow or a plug it can't even
see. That's what makes spinners or other vibrating, noisemaking lures effective.
In recent years, bass fishing
has skyrocketed into big business. A fully-equipped bass
boat can cost more than a new
car. It will have a powerful
gasoline motor, an electric
trolling motor, depth finder,
temperature gauge, oxygen meter, even deep-pile carpeting.
A rod and reel can cost upwards of $100 and most fishermen have two or more. Lures
run to $2.50 or more apiece.
Tournament winners take
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home upwards of $3,500 in prize
money. BASS puts on a "World
Series of Fishing" each year,
which pays $15,000 for the biggest three-day haul.
Environmeetalists have complained that the tournaments
are wastefully depleting the
bass population and BASS has
inaugurated a ''put 'em back
alive."
Tournament
competitors
must use boats equipped with
live wells, and the bass are released back into the lake as
soon as they are weighed in.

By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (API — New
government figures show it cost
a family of four at least $40 per
week to eat in September, up
$3.30 in five months, even if the
family bought plenty of beans
and avoided expensive meat.
The budget was compiled by
the Agriculture Department according to a low-cost plan for a
four member family whose income is between $4,000 and $8,000 per year.
Under a -moderate" plan for
a family making $8,000 to $10,000 a year, groceries in September cost $51.70 per week,

compared with $47.30 last April.
A more affluent family with
an income of $10,000 or more
would have spent $63.30 per
week in September for a "liberal" plan, compared with $58.10
last April.
The new food cost figures
were included Tuesday in a
routine weekly publication Food
and Home Notes, which is sent
upon request to daily and weekly newspapers. There was no
official news release by the department.
The three types of food budgets, for most household sizes,
were up about nine per cent in
September from last April,

That covered five months dur- last summer when margins
ing which the Nixon adminis- were squeezed by price contration tried to curb soaring trols, the report said.
"As a result, retail costs for
food prices through retail and
market basket foods will not
wholesale ceilings.
In another report Tuesday by fully reflect the expected dethe Outlook and Situation creases in returns to farmers In
Board, the department said the fourth quarter," the report
consumers cannot expect retail said.
Officials said the retail price
food prices to decline much
of a market basket of U.S.
during the remainder of 1973.
The forecast was included in farm-produced food, which does
a summary of a report on the not include imported products
marketing and transportation or seafood, cost an average ansituation to be issued later this nual rate of $1,064 during JulySeptember. That was up seven
month.
Middlemen, including whole- per cent from the second quarsalers and retailers, are cur- ter and 21 per cent above a
rently trying to catch up from year earlier.

LOSE UGLY FAT
Start losing wain today or money
back. MONAD X a. tiny tablet
and easy to take. MONADEX will
help curb your desire for excess
food. Eat leas - weigh las. Contains
no dangerous drugs and will not
melts you nisrvous. No stninuous
exarciaa. Change your life ... start
today. MONADEX cost $300 for
s 20 day supply. Large economy
sus n 55.00. Also try AOUATAEtS.
they work gently to bolsi you Iola
wstrir-bloirt. AWATABS -i "water
pill" that works - $3.00. Both
guaranteed and sold by:
Say-rite Drugs-Bel Air Shopping
Center-Mail Orders Fated

lei THE DRINK
Twenty-five thousand bottles of whiskey, seized in Kuwait during the last few years.
have been thrown into the sea
Alcoholic beverages are for.
bidden in Kuwait, an Islamic
nation. — C'NS

We Have Many Other Styles to Choose From . . . From Car Coats to Maxis

Tax-Free Fuel In Motor
Vehicles Cuts Revenue
By GARY W. GRAHAM
Associated PressWriter
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) —
The use of home heating fuel in
diesel-powered vehicles as a
tax dodge is costing the federal
government and the states millions of dollars in revenue annually, authorities say.
The two fuels are almost
Identical in chemical makeup,
but the big difference is that
diesel fuel, when it's used to
power vehicles over public
highways, is taxable. The No. 2
home heating fuel is considered
a nontaxable necessity.
Robert Heller, director of the
Pennsylvania Bureau of Liquid
Fuels Tax, suggests the scheme
has cost this state about $10
million annually over the past
20 years.

The market basket used by
USDA theoretically is enough
food for a household of 3.2 persons for an entire year. It is
primarily a statistical indicator
used to show where consumer
;
r,
g
pte
o.mb
food dollarsjul
July-September, farmers
got $761 of the annual basket
rate, up 42 per cent from the
third quarter of 1972, and middlemen $843, up seven per cent
from a year earlier, the report
said.

Rayon cracked ice suede coat
with zip front and two zip pockets. Sherpa trim collar, border and seams. Ladies sizes
6 to 16 in wine or brown.

A trucking trade publication,
"Fleet Owner," says the loss
nationwide might run as high
as $1 billion annually.
Not only has the practice
been costly in terms of tax dollars, but it continues at a time
when many Americans have
been warned that they may be
in for a cold winter because of
dwindling fuel oil supplies.
Diesel fuel, which sells for 34
to 36 cents a gallon is taxed at
the rate of four cents per gallon
on the federal level and eight
cents by Pennsylvania. Home
heating fuel sells in Pennsylvania for about 22 cents a gallon.
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100% acrylic seal fake fur coat
with blue fox collar and border. 40" length, belted, double
breasted. Sizes 8 to 18 in
black or brown.
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standards.

Heller said that of the 1,417
cases his investigators have
probed since mid-summer,
large scale construction firms
and
road
builders
have
emerged as the most common
violators. Others, in order of
incidence, are truckers and
truck stops; retail trades and
product distributors; mining,
demolition and wrecking firms;
manufacturing operators and
fuel oil distributors.
Heller said that in the past
3ks months his bureau's field
auditors have uncovered and
collected about $675,000 in unpaid taxes.

Rayon cracked ice suede coat
with sherpa collar, front, cuffs
and border. Zip diamond pockets, snap front, belted. Junior
sizes S to 15 in brown or blue.
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Business insurance
takes two businessmen.
You and the Listener.
Between he two, you know what's needed. You know
your business, he knows his insurance. You know your
key people, your P&L. He knows his pensions and profitsharing. You know your tax bracket. He knows the new
breaks that have come through. So. when it comes to your
company insurence. be businesslike. Talk to the Integon
Listener

acrylic seal double
i00%
breasted coat with beautiful
ocelot trim and collar. Belted,
too! Sizes 8 to 18 in black or
brown.

100% orlon fake fur coat with
spotted lynx trim collar, cuffs
and border. Double breasted.
Sizes 8 to 18 in brown or
black.

We specialize in group Life & Health; Pension
& Profit Sharing Plans for all 'businessmen.
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A leader for more than a
decade in a nationwide campaign to overcome architectual
barriers for the handicapped,
the Veterans Administration
has issued new guidelines to
further improve design, construction and alteration of its
buildings and facilities.
Construction standards to
t accommodate the physically
handicapped were pioneered by
the VA in the 1950s. This was a
Congress
before
decade
directed by law that public
buildings financed with federal
funds be designed and constructed to permit accessibility
by the handicapped.

49
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Most items Available
All Big K Stores

wig/egg:NI°

5-BUSHEL
LEAF BAGS

WORK SHIRT

Donald E. Johnson, Administrator of Veterans Affairs,
said the improved standards
are the result of continuing
studies conducted by the VA in
the interest of the handicapped.
The new construction
standards will be applied by
architects, engineers and
designers in our Washington
office, our 169 hospitals and by
private architect-engineer
firms engaged for design of VA
buildings and facilities."
Expansion and strengthening
.of standards
for VA site
development planning includes
wider sidewalks and gradients
of not more than 3 percent.
Other points cover improved
accessibility in parking lots and
curb ramps at all intersections
of roads and walks.

The internattonally accepted
symbol of accessibility for the
handicapped will identify such
facilities and areas within VA
structures, according to the new
standards.

de coat
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"Development of the VA
construction standards has
attracted national attention,"
Johnson said. It will assist the
VA in maintaining the position
as a leader in the concern for
the handicapped. It is our hope
that it also will serve as a
model for those organizations,
both private and public, which
design for
_ the handicapped."

GENERAL ELECTRIC
STAINLESS STEEL

Clean your yard
now at prices
you can't beat!

Permanent press shirt in
polyester-cotton blend.
Sizes 14/
1
2 to 17 in grey
or olive,

COFFEE,
MAKER ‘'

WORK PANTS
6-FT.
ALUMINUM

Stainless steel, immersible, measuring
gauge, mini-basket,
a light comes on
when coffee's done.

LADDER
This sturdy, 6-foot
aluminum ladder is
perfect for many
household chores!

B & D CIRCULAR SAW
YOUR
CHOICE

e
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Baby Powder
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Model
7504

C>
3/8" DRILL

JIG SAW

Double reduction gear
system, recessed lock
inbutton,
double
sulation.

Cut any type material in
any shape- with this B&D
jig saw. Double insulated.

A general pu'pose, 1
HP motor, is safety
approved toj/
1
4" &
61
/
2
" blacieS7 Sawdust kept away from
cutting line.

BLACK & DECKER HEDGE TRIMMERS
OR GRASS SHEARS

VALUABLE COUPON

Model
CS20

Model 7301

CAN OPENER

CHOICE

WITH THIS
COUPON
limit: 1 Coupon per purchese
bi• Big

K
45c

The perfect Christmas gifts for the
man in your life who cares about
the look of his lawn!

PARKER BROS

Model 8110

CLUE
L..--se tr,OUPON

isk

The exciting detective game for up
to six players. Match wits with
friends and family!

HALF GALLON SIZE
(640Z.) win/ THIS

Wt.&
1"
Redeemable
only at_

PARKER BROS.

COUPON
Lm
lit I coupon piir
bottle purchased

NERFOOF'
233

Big K
_Without Coupon 'hold so. $1.7'7
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COFFEE, END AND
OCCASIONAL TABLES

Have you joined the Nerfoop
group? Do it now!! Get your
official Nerf net and basketball while they last!
DYN SON IC

DRYER
VENT KIT

FAT
OVERWEIGHT
The Cidrinex Plan can help you

Control Shopping Center

1

Reg: 1 4.88
Starts and stops by itself!
Handles large-size cans.
Magnet holds lid out of the
way. Dishwasher-safe, no
skid feet. Also sharpens
knives!

AM/FM
PORTABLE
RADIO

Reg. 29.88

become the slim trim person that you
would like to be. Odrinex has been used
succossliany by thousands all Over the
country for 14 years. Get rid of excess
fat and bee longer.
°dimes is a tiny tablet and easily
swallowed Contains no dangerous drugs
No starving. No special exercises
Odrinex Plan costs $.3.25 and the large
economy size $5 25.
You must lose ugly fat or your
money will be refunded. No questions
asked Accept no substitutes. Sold with
IhI* -guarimit by;
• —

Model SSP10

potto-n+rinicti
4ulinmot-eAmc-^'

only at
Expires-11-11-73 Without coupon, Pric• is- 2 for

November 3, 1973
ADULTS 103
NURSERY 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Driskell (Mother,
Anita Gail), Route 9, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mildred Etta Broach,
705 Sycamore , Murray, Mrs.
Mildred Mae Calhoun, Route 2,
Cadiz, Miss Kathy Jo McGee,
Regents Hall, Murray, Master
Todd Alan Fuqua, Route 1,
Faye
Farmington, Miss
Luhuntes Garland, Box 406,
Hazel. Mrs. Odell Donelson,
Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Alice
Lavine Lax, New Concord, Mrs.
Verlene Eldora Joseph, Route 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Maureen Oliver
Geurin, 1611 Dodson, Ave.,
Murray, Floyd David Usrey,
Route I, Kirksey, Mrs. Eva
Pearl Wyatt, Route I, Almo,
Mrs. Jessie May Rogers, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, Mrs.
Effie H. Ellison, (expired),
Box 524, Murray, Braxton
Burton (expired), Cony. Div.

20 plastic, leakproof bags with
tics. 5 bushel
capacity fits into
33 gallon cans.

LEAF
RAKE

Most of the improved standards are directed at existing
VA facilities. Among the
changes are major points
covering public toilet facilities
for use by the handicapped. One
such point calls for one water
closet wide enough and deep
enough to accommodate a
wheelchair user.
Among other standards for
VA buildings are lower drinking
fountains, at least one public
telephone for handicapped
individuals on each floor and
modifications of passenger
elevators. The latter includes
audible signals to assist the
blind.
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Keep dogs out of
your cans with
this neat, sanitary garbage can
•
holder.

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

Holder
Only

NO
EXTRA
CHARGE
FOR
LAY-A-WAY
AT BIG K!

Add decorative new accents to your
home with these Colonial styled
tables from Turner. Made of a sturdy,
highly resistant material finished in
planked maple.

USE YOUR BANK'CREDIT
CARD AT BIG K!

Includes aluminum vent hood,
tube with self
closing flap, 8'
flexible hose
clamps.
and
Fits all driers.

Model
DS1 31
Tune in your favorite music
and keep abreast of the news
and weather with this portabl radio!

BEL Alit-SHOPPIN-G-C-ENTE-R:753-8777
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
* Acres of Free Parking
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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Lt. Gerald Carr To Command Largest Flight
will be the man in charge on tending to become a naval
history's longest space flight — aviatior.
As a junior in college, said
an 85-day stay aboard America's space station.
Carr, he became interested in
The spaceman says he has a "the espirit of the Marine
light-handed style of command Corps, something that has apand doesn't plan to run a really pealed to me all my life."
tight ship.
He took his commission in
"I guess I would be called a the Marine Corps after gradubenevolent dictator," said Carr, ation in 1954 and earned his
an easy-going, relaxed man aviator's wings. After five
Frances Drake
with an infectious grin. "We years as a jet fighter pilot in
have a free interchange of the United States and the OriFOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1173
ideas. Neither one of the guys ent, Carr went back to school
bit to earn a masters degree in
Look in the section in which Study new trends, develop- on my cre: are the leasthow
reluctant to let me know
aeronautical engineering from
your birthday comes and find ments.
they feel about anything."
Princeton.
what your outlook is, according SAGITTARIUS
CAIT and his crewmates, Dr.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
In 1966, he was selected as an
to the stars.
Keep at whatever you are Edward G. Gibson and William astronaut.
ARIES
doing since you seem to be close R. Pogue, are all space rookies,
Carr served twice on techni'(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Shim a tendency to sidestep to achieving a special desire. but by the time they return to ,
•al support crews for moon
great
earth they'll be history's most mu ssions and also helped to deobligations in favor of more Your intuition can be of
experienced travelers in space. velop and test the lunar rover
pleasurable activities. Set your help.
sights high, establish day's CAPRICORN
As first-timers in orbit, Can car astronauts drove on the
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 14/
pattern early.
said he expects to "make some moon.
should
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As a Senate subcommittee ingly on your target and aim for bitions must be carefully Colo., but moved at an early
which has studied the issue it unerringly. Stellar influences directed now. Don't follow new age with his family to Santa
concluded,"We believe that all helpful.
trends blindly.
Ana, Calif., the place he calls
investors are entitled to the CANCER
PISCES
his home town. His mother,
SNACK BOX
best market available, given (June 22 to July :a) SO (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Freda L. Can, still lives there.
794c
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separate bills on
SCORPIO
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Gerald P. Can gets his first
command Saturday when Skylab 3 streaks away from earth
to start a record space mission.
Can, a 41-year-old astronaut,

By PAUL RECER
AP Aerospace Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP ) — After nearly 20 years
as a Marine officer, Lt. Col.
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BLESSINGS AND SNACKS—A favorite time for this kindergarten in Murray is the snack time. fluffy Elkins 5, (left)
Emener 5.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwaine Elkins, and Karen
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Bill Emener, say grace then Karen
Irighti licks her fingers of peanut butter.
Photos by Wilson *wile%

Nation Moving Toward Central Market
NEW YORK ( AP ( -- Pushed cess to it and on what terms.
by a Congress anxious for re- "We want to know the rules of
form, the nation's fragmented the games before we start playsecurities industry is moving ing," said a spokesman for the
slowly and painfully toward a New York Stock Exchange, the
central market system de- nation's biggest auction market
signed to serve the American for securities.
"Like motherhood and apple
investor as fairly and efpie, everyone here is in favor
ficiently as possible.
Despite continued con- of a central market," said one
troversy and disagreement broker intimately involved in
within the industry itself, the current negotiations. The only
first step in such a central question is how."
Resolving the "how" requires
market — a composite ticker
delicate balancing of strong
the
secuof
the
sale
record
tape to
nties anywhere in the United and varied interests throughout
States — could begin to operate the industry and within the government itself.
as soon as next summer.
Many stocks today are
Further steps foreseen by
most observers include a com- traded, auction-style, on the
posite tape for bid and ask New York Stock Exchange, the
prices, and central facilities for American Stock Exchange, and
paperwork on securities trans- 11 regional exchanges. In addiactions and handling of stock tion there is the over-the-counter market, in which dealer
certificates.
The goal -is a network of firms buy and sell thousands of
brokers and dealers, operating stocks not listed on the exboth from offices and on ex- changes.
Because of the tremendous
change floors, linked together
by an electronic commu- increase in block trading, parnications network and subject ticularly by such institutions as
to a common regulatory frame- banks and pension funds, a
work," according to the Secu- dealer-operated "third market"
rities and Exchange Conunis- has developed to buy and sell
Large quantities of listed issues
sion.
Though technologically the away from exchange floors. Ficentral market could begin nally there is the so-called
relatively soon, the controversy "fourth market," where innow is over who will have ac- stillations simply swap stock

among themselves at whatever
price is mutually acceptable.
Why is the central market
needed? To assure greater efficiency and give the investor access to the best available price,
observers agree. Proliferating
markets have caused inequities
between markets and tended to
confuse and befuddle the average investor.
For an illustration, take the
stock of XYZ Corp., traded
both on the New York and
Philadelphia's PBW stock exchanges. Although XYZ may be
quoted at two different prices
simultaneously on both exchanges, the investor may not
be able to get the better price
because exchange rules prohibit his broker from operating on
both exchanges.
Likewise, XYZ trading may
be halted on the Big Board because of an imbalance of buy
or sell orders, even as it continues to move on the regional exchanges.
The third-market can be even
more frustrating to the average
investor. There, large blocks of
XYZ moved at undisclosed
prices. For example an institution may be able to buy
XYZ at 625 a share from a
third market firm, while the
Exchange ticker shows a price
of $2525. The small investor
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Sure
ANTI-PERSPIRANT

UISH
VANQ
The extra-strength

9 Ounce

2.49 Value

$1.79 Value

28

TIMED -RELEASE ASPIRIN

TABLETS

pain formula with
gentle buffers

Regular
Menthol
Lemon Lime
6"A-oz.

$1.17 Value
EXTRA
HOLD
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46'
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TIMED-RELEASE
ASPIRIN

1.05 Value

89' Value
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50 Tablets
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and Powder
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SHAVE CREAM

68;

60 Tablets
14 Ounce

BAYER

VANQUISH_

RIGHT
GUARD

•SILVER
• NATURAL SCENT
• POWDER DRY

1.25 Value
6.5 Ounce

Your Choice

DEODORANT
4-oz. Size
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For Beautiful,
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7
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Bill Bryant Named Officer
In Charge Of AFN Station
MUNICH, Germany--2LT I
William A. (Bill) Bryant from
Murray has been named Officer
in Charge of the Munich station
of the American Forces Network, Europe.
AFN Europe provides disc
jockey music shows, news,
current events and feature
programs 24 hours a day to the
thousands of
Americans
stationed in Germany, Belgiiun
and Holland. AFN Munich, the
oldest member of the seven
station network, broadcasts
50.000 watts AM from studios in
a 200 year old mansion in the
heart of the Bavarian city

ORV Area
Is Closed
To Traffic

THURSDAY—NOVEMBER 8, 1971
management;financial analysis
and the mathematics of
business;communications and
I of participants to be accepted t decision making and office
I and becuause of existing precedures.
demands for the training.
Based on an analysis of
appedrine.
secretarial work, with em.rseOt the
Conic
phasis on judgment, understanding and administrative
c
ability
gained
through
education and work experience,
the new secretarial course will
review such business areas as:
Environmental relationships
in business; business and public
policy;
economics
of

Special Course For Secretaries To Be Offered At Murray State

The off-road vehicle (ORV)
area in the 'Turkey Bay area of
Land Between The Lakes will
be closed to ORV traffic on
November 12-13, 19-20, and
November 30-December 1
because of the gun hunts for
deer scheduled during these
periods.

The area will be closed the
days of the hunts only. The ORV
area is a heavily wooded tract
near the Kentucky Lake
shoreline that is honeycombed
with old logging roads and other
As Munich is both the entrails suitable for trail bike
tertainment capitol of Germany
Lt. Bill Bryant
riding Facilities at the Turkey
and a university city, AFN
Munich provides interviews AFNE as station mamager and Bay staging area include
with such celebrities as Burt program director of the Munich unloading ramps, camping
space, sanitary facilities, and
Reynolds, Gene Hackman,Sean facility on September 1st.
The lieutenant is the son of bulletin boards with maps and
Connery and the Rolling Stones
for network feature programs. Col. John T. Bryant and Mrs. rules and regulations.
Pauline G. Bryant and is
Waterfowl Refuge Closed
Bryant worked at WNBS-- married to the former Mary
The waterfowl refuge area on
WAAW while completing the Matarazzo, also of Murray.
Lake Barkley from Hayes
R.O.T.C. program at Murray
Landing Light at River Mile
State University and graduated
CHRISTIAN
1RM ) 51 to the Crooked Creek
majoring
in Radio .and
CHINESE
Light at RM 57.3 is closed to all
Television in May 1972. His
K. H. Ting, presiBishop
hunting, fishing, and boating
initial assignment in Germany
of the Nanking Union
from November 1, 1973, to
was with the Information Office dent
Theological College reports
February 15, 1974. Boat launat 32nd Army Defense Comthat 500 Christians still meet
ching ramps at Cravens Bay,
mand
Headquarters
in for ‘eorship in the Nanking
Taylor Bay, and Shelley Hill
Kaiserslautern. He joined area of China. — CNS
will be closed throughout these
dates.
A cooperative arrangement
between TVA, the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife, and the US. Army
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
Corps of Engineers, the refuge
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.
area covers that portion of Lake
Barkley from the main channel
west to the Land Between The
WHILE-YOU-WAIT
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
Lakes shoreline including all
PRINTING AND
embayments. In addition to the
Camera Ready Capy.Ody.
refuge area, waterfowl hunting
DUPLICATING
is also prohibited in the Crooked
Creek embayment of Lake
Barkley and Energy Lake.
Hunters can use the Shaw
Branch boat launching ramp for
reaching their blinds on the
main lake.
An integral part of the
cooperative program, the
refuge helps maintain a good
population
waterfowl
throughout the fall and winter
season for wildlife observers,
50441 MAIN STREET — PHONE 753-4442
hunters, and other visitors to
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
TVA's Land Between The
mNIIIIINININmondllemsommipmesimeomemen••••••/
Lakes.

A special evening course,
designed for professional
secretarial development, will
be offered at Mar-nay State
University during the spring,
1974, semester, Dr. John
Devine, chairman of the
Department of
Business
Education and Administrative
Management, has announced.
The new course, to be listed as
"Professional
Secretarial
Development, CPS Review I,"
will be offered Thursdays from
6:30 until 9 p.m. in Room 206 of
the Business Building, beginning with registration January
5.
It will cover one-half of the
material content for the Certified Professional Secretary
examination, and will be team
taught under the direction of
Mrs. Laverne C. Ryan, an
assistant professor in the
department, Dr. Devine said.
The examination's remaining
contents will be covered in
"Professional
Secretarial
Development, CPS Review II,"

to be offered during the fall,
1974, semester, he said.
Instrumental in bringing the
new course to Murray State,
along with Mrs. Ryan, has been
Mrs. Faye Wells, chairman of
the Kentucky Division CPS
Committee of the National
Secretaries Association (International) and a secretary in
the public relations department
at the university.
Tuition for the three-credithour course will be 154 per
semester, or $18 per credit hour,
or $108 for the complete review
of the CPS examination
requirements. both sections of
the course may be taken for
undergraduate or graduate
credit.
''This is a secretarial
review for anyone who wants it,
and enrollment is not limited to
members of the National
Secretaries Association," Dr.
Devine emphasized, adding,
"nor will anyone taking it be
required or obligated to take the
Certified
Professional

Secretary examination because
they took the course.
Notifications of the course
have been sent to representatives of 35 major employers in
the area for their secretaries,
Dr. Devine went on. Admission
forms may be obtained by
the
calling
or
writing
registrar's office at the
university, and it is suggested
that admission applications be
filed as early as possible
because of the limited number

strongest diet aids

Army Enlistees Get Pay Increase
Effective October 1, 1973,
Army personnel received a 6.16
percent pay increase, according
to Sergeant Jerry Work, Army
Representative at Mayfield,
Ky.
According to Sergeant Work,
starting pay for a new enhstee
is $326.10 and that increases to
$363.30 after four months.
Along with the pay increase,
the Army has a new two year
enlistment option whereas an
erilistee may choose one of two

LOSE
UGLY
FAT!
TRIM POUNDS & INCHES

a
r:
71NEt aW
nI
d

options; a skill training in one of
125 different jobs, or enlist for
an initial duty assignment to
Europe following basic and
advanced individual training.
Individuals who enlist under
this option receive the same GI
Bill benefits as those who enlist
for three or four years.
More information may be
obtained
by
contacting
Sergeant Jerry Work at the
Mayfield Shopping Plaza, or by
calling 247-4525 (Collect).

W
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Lose 10, 20, 30 pounds and more of excess
tabweight. AOPodrine, a remarkable little
diet-aids

let, contains one of the strongest
available without prescription. Start losing
weight very first day. Have the slim, trim
fiEure you've always wanted as you follow
this extraordinary, easy slimming plan.
'ahoy eating 3 meals and 3 snacks every
day. Don't go hungry as ugly fat disappears
fast from waist, tummy, thighs, legs, everywhere. ApPedrine is fully guaranteed, You
10S4 weight fast starting very first day or
your money back without question.

Feglev'd
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•
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Fast Print Copy Canter

8 RECORD ALBUMS OR 8 STEREO
8-TRACK TAPE CARTRIDGES
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY 1974
RCA STEREO CONSOLE

A beautiful Christmas gift
at a sensible Christmas price.

Bulova Accutron®

Spanish style Console Stereo with
phonograph, AM-FM Stereo radio
and 8-Track stereo tape player.

for men and women.

tic Cabinet
p
is

v
IV
Sound
UU for an enhanced stereo effect that surrounds you in
sound. Built- in 8- Track
stereo tape player)

Spanish Credenza Console Stereo'with phonograph,
AM-FM Stereo radio and 8-Track stereo tape player.

Plue

Features Dimensia IV Spatial Sound,
an enhanced stereo effect that surrounds you in sound. Solid state
AM-FM Stereo tuner. Plays all record sizes automaticalfy or manually.

U0

Early American Credenza Console Stereo
with phonograph , AM - FM Stereo radio
and 8-Track stereo tape player
An equal opportunity watch—that provides split-second accuracy, beauty and
dependability—to both men and women.
Every watch has the famous tuning fork movement. Guaranteed accurate to
within a minute a month.'
Our Bulova Accutron Christmas watches are in the newest shapes and designs
with beautifully coordinated straps and bracelets.
•We nil *Must to this precise tolerance. necessary Guarantee os for one year

nt
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II
II

A. Notching shaded brown dial and strap Raised gilt hour martiers
U. Satinteme anise CBS. with contoured Sensoren strap
C. Stainless steer skieni.shaped rase with mist grey dial
U. Finely textured case and dial with ebony edged hour rearliers
I. thetquele tesistoned antti weed tnne panels on dial and band
V. Satin brushed case with champagne dial, gilt hour 'Nutters
S. 14N sand geed day/ate model with gunmetal grey drat and strait
U. owmioes goes 'Urgent in 141( told gold White or green 'mover dial

II
II

II

Features Dimensia IV Spa
tial Sound felescribed above)
built-in 8-Trick stereo tape
player, and buttç n antennas. Feather Acti
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arm with RCA's
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Protection System
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We recommend genuine Accutton power colts. Other cells not meeting Accutron specificatrona met cause a malfunction
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Son Wins Over
Father In Iowa
Mayor's Election

THURSDAY-NOVEMBER 8. 1973
down one of those recommendations yet, she said.
The priority used by the state
office is, first, homes, followed
from selling any fuel to customby farms( which would be seaers this month who had not
sonal and thus temporary), hosbought that amount from them
pitals and energy producers,
in Novemer, 1972.
such as generating plants.
The task force in Harrison's
"We are forced to use the 10
roffice has been approving indiper cent state reserve without
vidual requests the last few
really knowing its real volume
days for allocation of fuel to
if immediate needs are to be
meet emergency situations
met," Harrison said. "It was
called in to them. Many of
our decision to take action raththose callers have been houseer than wait for statistical
holds, Mrs. Badharn said. The
data ."
situation was made worse, she
Mrs. Bedham said she exnoted, by the recent cold spell.
pected the job to slow down in
Actually the state office is
a few days, as information gets
authorized to only recommend
around, so the allocations can
making such allo4Kions but the
be made by mail and in a more
federal office has not turned
orderly manner.

Allocation Office Deluged With Emergency Requests In Recent Days

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API The state office that has been
trying to allocate scarce diesel
and fuel oil in Kentucky has
QUASQUETON,Iowa I AP)The father failed and the son been deluged with individual
prevailed in the race for emergency requests over the
last few days.
Quasqueton mayor.
The problem has been that
Reuben M. Hansen, 69, tried
to oust his son from the mayor- the energy situation in Kenal post in Tuesday's municipal tucky is more serious than
Washington assumed and the
election.
But incumbent Ronald M. federal government began an
Hansen, 33, was returned to of- allocation program before it
fice in this Buchanan County was ready, state officials said
town of 450 persons by a vote of Tuesday.
The State Allocation Office
107 to 31. Third was Jerard
14/Larsen with 24 write-in votes. received more than 400 calls
Mayor Hansen said before since the program began Nov.
the election it was "a family 1, said State Commerce Com
•Iluabble" rather than an issue- missioner Damon Harrison
oriented campaign. The mayor Tuesday. And most of those
is a union steward at the Col- were from diesel and fuel oil
lins Radio Co. plant in Cedar users facing emergencies," he
Rapids, Iowa, 28 miles from said.
Harrison is chairman of he
here.
The father accused his son of Kentucky Energy Council, The
-too much one-man rule" and State Allocation Office, which is
said local residents wanted a part of the federal program, is
.naj•or who would be in town an arm of that council.
Harrison said the first few
all the time.
-He runs it his waj and no- days of the federal mandatory
body else has anything to say," allocation program has been
the father had complained of marked by "confusion, chaos
and uncertainty." He said the
his son.
problems resulted from "either
federal inaction or dilatory acBillingsgate Fish Market was
opened in London in 1558 as a tion."
Also, he said, the federal govlanding stage tor provisions.
ernment assuhled falsely that

House Committee Nears
Approval Of Bill To
Boost Social Security
WASHINGTON IA?) - A
House committee is nearing final approval on Social Security
legislation that would boost
benefits by 10 per cent in mid1974 and payroll deductions in
January.
The bill is before the Ways
and Means Committee which,
Tuesday, approved 13-12 the
Republican plan to raise the Social Security benefits and the
payroll deduction tax base.
However, final approval
which would have sent the bill
to the full House was delayed
until today by Rep. Al Ullman,
D-Ore. Ullman said he looks for
a full House vote on the measure next week.
Meanwhile, the House prepored to vote today on a bill
Whim tompseary ilmeesfeess Mows yes Mom

INCREASE MENTAL
ALERTNESS!
Parlors** grealor efficiency

Don't lot tomPorary fatigue Mut you.
leeMne the advantage you'd possess It
times when swttl, lure action is called for.
Its almost like carrying an extra reserve of
power in your pocket, a stimunint reagents
whim you need gut cora edge of alertness.
msenory or the power of Quick decision.
Each Gaff/Anne Stimulant Capsule contains
hundreds of tiny cantinuous-achon pellets
Some ol each pellet dissolves right away tor
fast action the balance is scientificallytimed to dissolve gradually providing up to
4-hours ol continuous alertness. Buy
Cilledrine today J031 $1 98 lor a OaCkago of 20
sate yet effective capsules.
Satisfactim gearestood eir money Wick,

anio
ns:sre
,
the
strongest capriariger
stimulant "."'7 MoCeonr.
available without prescription

that would temporarily raise
the nation's debt ceiling from
$465 billion to $478 through June
30, 1974. Unless Congress acts,
the ceiling will automatically
drop to its permanent level of
$400 billion Nov. 30, at which
time the national debt is expected to be about $467 billion.
The financing provision of the
Social Security bill calls for
hiking to $13,200 on Jan. 1 the
amount of earnings from which
Social Security taxes would be
automatically withheld. The tax
rate of 5.85 per cent would remain the same.
Translated, this would mean
a worker and his boss, each of
whom paid a maximum of
11631.80 in Social Security taxes
this Year, would pay $772.20
each in 1974.
Under existing law, the wage
base for withholding is to rise
from $10,800 this year to $12,800, which would mean employe
deductions up to $737.10 and an
equal amount for employers.
Democratic backers of an alternative Social Security proposal, calling for a two-step
benefit boost of 12 per cent next
year, were expected to press
for giving the House a chance
to vote also on their version. Its
financing is similar to the Republican-backed measure.
A Nixon administration
spokesman said the President
would be urged to sign the 10
per cent plan since it would be
effective with paychecks beginning in July, meeting Nixon's
goal of holding down expenditures during the fiscal
year ending June 30.

suppliers had more fuel and
diesel oil on hand now than
they did in 1972.
Ann Badham, an assistant to
Harrison who is working on the
energy task force, said that "at
this time, we don't know of any
major supplier who has 100 per
cent of his 1972 supply." One
major supplier, she added, has
90 per cent less such fuel than
he had last year.
"We had no idea in our wildest dreams it would be this
bad," Mrs. f3adham said in explaining problems sn the ppar
gram .
The federal mandatory allocation program seeks to set up

a system by which states can
establish a reserve of scarce
fuels and recommend shifting
the allocation of that reserve to
meet emergency needs. The reserve is made up of 10 per cent
of the supply available to each
wholesaler.
A major breakdown in the
early part of the program, Harrison said, was that "the (federal) Office of Oil and Gas did
not make it clear to suppliers
that they should continue to
furnish fuel is possible to current users with no 1972 allocation.
"The suppliers as a result,"
he explained, "interpreted the

regulations to say that persons
with no 1972 allocation for November must be cut off."
That word was conveyed to
wholesalers and distributors, he
said, and individuals who thus
were cut off were told to contact the state office.
The result has been more
than 400 calls to the state office
since last Thursday.

office. Harrison urged Kentuckians to follow that procedure
now.
Another reason the suppliers
have ceased making any questionable sales is that the federal government has set a $3,000
penalty for violating its regulations.
To help relieve the situation,
John Love, the head of the federal energy program, has sent
a telegram urging all suppliers
"to use common sense" in allocating fuel to their customers.
Previously, suppliers had interpreted the federal regulations as preventing them

The state had intended, instead, to have individual customers who anticipated ihadequate supplies to contact
their whotesealer or distributor,
who in turn would file applications for them with the state
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BRING THE KIDS SATURDAY NOVEMBER 10th TO SEE THE CLOWN
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Come in And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
HIGHWAY 641 -MURRAY, KY
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DI-GEL

POTATO
CHIPS

Special Rack!
LADIES

ANTI-GAS ANTACID
YAIUTI
Takes the acid and the gas
AM
out of acid indigestion. Choice
of 12-oz. Liquid or bottle of J
100 Tablets. $
Sale
Your Choice Reg. '2.10 ea.

.
a Twin Pack
2'9-oz. Cans

56;

LINED DENIM

ASPIRIN

VICKS

FORMULA
44
Extra strength
cough mixture.
Reg. '1.98

1 Be
211
3 To

Pt

$895

49

for Gifts!

Gift Sets

aLl

FINAL
NET

BL•

1 Table
Ladies

Invisible hair net.
8-oz. bottle.

HOUSE
SHOES

Men's Black

Reg. '2.25

Reg. 971

Oxfords

99;

6-oz. Bottle

Reduced to
Famous Brand Name

Blanket Lined

Bottle of 200 Limit 2

100% Pure Pain Relief
Reg. '1.09 Sale

SLACKS

JUMPER

19

St Joseph
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46 C.
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(a50 Ho
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52 Wi
54 Se
55 Ga

Lace & Slip-On Styko$0
166
Reg. 5.5.99 Now

2
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Season Opener for Christmas Gifts
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COLEMAN STOVES
2-Burner-425E-Reg. 121.99 $16.57

LP Gas Picnic Stove-5404-731-Reg. '15.87 $ 12.47

2-Burner-413G-Reg. 124.99 $20.97

Sportster Stove-502-700-Reg. '12.99

$ 10.99

3-Burner-426D-Reg. 134.99 $29.97
wIjd
BE

COLEMAN LANTERNS

L

Single Mantle-200A19-Reg. '15.99 $ 35 ,
Standard Double Mantle-220H-Reg.'
19.99 $ 1657
Propane Lantern-5107-708-Reg. '14.97 $
77
Double Mantle with Wide Flood Light Hood -228H -Reg. '20.99 $
J
SINGLE MANTLE

11

767

COLEMAN COOLERS

COLEMAN
WATER JUGS
Insulated with Faucets
1-Gallon Jug 5501B700
Reg. '7.47
2-Gallon Jug 5502B700
Reg. '8.87

$517

Green & Red

SC

Metal Cooler-5253-700-28 Qt-Reg. '15.99 $ 12.99
Snow-Lite-5255A703-56 Qt.-Reg. 125.99
$21.99
Poly-Lite-5280A704-30 Qt-Reg, '12.49 19.47
38 Qt-528513700-Yellow & Green-Reg. 113.97 $ 11.47
55 Qt.-5287-712-Tangerine-Reg. '2449 $ 18.27

Coleman

COLEMAN

3500 BTU

Sleeping Bags

[i=1
COLEMAN

Catalytic
Heater

8122-704

Model 512A700
q22
227 Broadway
Paducah,Ky. Dial 443-3696

...

Reg. '15.97

23,9.7
I ZA 700

Reg. '27.99
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Authorities Search For Two Men In Slayings
VICTOR, Calif. (AP) - Authorities say the nine persons
slain in a luxury ranch home
near here were executed in
"professional style." They want
to question two men being
sought on an Arizona murder
warrant.
The victims, including two
children, were all shot in the
head and left in a bedroom and
closet of a new $60,000 home

surrounded by vineyards in the
San Joaquin Valley 80 miles
east of San Francisco. The seven adults had been bound and
gagged.
San Joaquin County Sheriff
Michael N. Canlis said the bodies of the adult victims were
found Wednesday in a semicircle in a blood-splattered
closet. He said powder burns
indicate the killer or killers
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pressed high-powered weapons
against the heads of some of
the victims and pulled the trigger. The bodies of the two children were found in a bedroom.
San Joaquin County Sheriff's
I.t. Donald Morrow said two
men who are sought on a twocount murder warrant by Phoenix, Ariz., authorities are also
wanted for questioning in the
Victor case.
Morrow said the crimes are
similar, and that one of the two
men, Willie Luther Steelman,
28, lived in Lodi, about four
miles from where the nine bodies were discovered in the
home of the Walter Parkin
family.
However, Morrow said, We
have no evidence at this time
to show that they have been
here." The other man sought
on the Arizona warrant is
Douglas Gretzler, 22, of New
York City.
The victims were identified
as Parkin, 33, who owned a
food market two miles away;
his wife, Joanne, 31; their children, Lisa, 11, and Bobby, 9;
Richard A. Earl, a neighbor
and accountant; Earl's wife,
Wanda; their son, Ricky, 15;
their daughter, Debbie, 18; and
Mark Lang, 20, who was identified as Debbie's boyfriend,
Canlis said an undetermined
amount of cash is missing from
a floor safe in Parkin's market,
and that there may be a connection between the slayings
and the theft. He said there is
no evidence that force was used
to open the market safe.
Carol Jenkins, 18, a roomer
in the Parkin home, discovered
the slayings. Canlis said she
told deputies that she came
home after a date at about 3

THURSDAY-NOVEMBER 8, 1973

Classified Ads

a.m. Wednesday and went
directly to bed, suspecting nothing.
But he said she was awakened at 6 a.m. by two friends of
Lang, who were knocking on
the door because he had not
come home the night before
and his car was parked in front
of the Parkin house.
Then she discovered the bodies of the two children on a bed
in the master bedroom, and
called authorities. Canlis said
investigators -found the other
bodies.

CALL NOW

753-1916

1111111111111111111111111111*

6. Help Wanted

1

APPROXIMATELY iu acres WOOD FOR fireplace. Highway
This is to notify that the
non tillable land,five or six miles 68 near Aurora. Easy to load.
Planning Commission for the
from Murray. Phone 492-8837 Pick up for $7.50 per rick. Phone
City of Murray, Kentucky, will
800 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
354-8628.
hold a public hearing on
November 20, 1973, at 7:30 p.m. at
FIREWOOD-cut to order.
I WILL be buying all kinds of furs Phone 436-2382 or 753-6145.
City Hall.
The purpose of this meeting is PLUMBERS HELPER wanted, again this season. Thanks for last
to conduct a public hearing on a ages 21 to 40. Write P.O. Box 32-A, year's business. Highway 641 NEED TO close in porch? Like
South, 2 miles from shopping new, 1 aluminum Storm door
proposal tg„ rezone the following Murray, Kentucky.
center, Murray, Kentucky. equipment complete, 32" x 80"
described area in the City of
Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle
Murray, Kentucky, from R-2 SALESMAN WANTED for Douglas Shoemaker, Phone 753- with door frame $25.00. Eleven
100 00000
4 Sion
ACROSS
Residential
District
aluminum Storm windows, 32'4 x
WOMB GOOMMD
to selling hardware and related 3375.
5 Debatable
6 Uncouth
1 Vapor
MOVMODM
DO
MO
Professional Office District.
items. Write P.O. Box 32-B, WANT TO BUY good used pool 39", $9.00 each or all for 895.00.
persons
6 Box
150 CLIMM MUM
Beginning at a point on the Murray, Kentucky.
7 Spanish for
701 Sycamore Street after 4 p.m.
11 The next day
table. Phone 753-8216.
NORM 0000 MOO
(poet)
northwest corner of the 8-2
8 Man's
IMMO
DOOM
MP
1
.4"*AW
-3 Person who
nickname
Business District located on the
RCMP MOO
bails out water
l_fkkaingSaMAI
ANY U.S. silver coins, also
9 Collection of
southwest intersection of South WANT EXTRA money for
OM 011(10 MODAU
14 Plural ending
tour
10 Wipe out
15 Underwater
COM MOM MDCM
9th. Street and Sycamore Street, Christmas? Pleasant work! Part collections, one piece or more. USED ELECTRIC stove, 40",
12 Enclose with
explosive
Phone Bill Harris, 753-6328.
time! Phone 753-1470.
MUM
UOMM
CO
white, good condition, extra
paper
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) thence west 50 feet to a point on
17 Symbol for
OM IROPMMOO MC
13 Struck hard
clean, $40.00 or best offer. Call
tantalum
the
south-right
-way-on
Sycamore
- More than 16,000 seta of the
(slang)
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
18 Snake
753-5868.
16 Dock
BO BOP
HatfielcLs and McCoys liquor Street; thence south 190 feet to a away! Let
20 Caudal
19 Leopard
Avon help you make WANT TO BUY large farm, with
appendages
21 Commissions
decanters have been ordered by point; thence east 50 feet to a holiday
34 Disturbance
44 Those in favor
money. As an Avon or without house, in Calloway
21 Bitter vetch
23 European
36 Deers horn
47 Man's
WESTINGHOUSE Refrigerator,
West Virginians, Alcohol Bever- point; thence north 190 feet to
capital
22 Harvest
Representative, you can earn County. Phone 762-2557.
nickname
37 Reserved
point
of
beginning.
15
cubic foot. Can be seen at 104
25 City in Vermont
age
Control
Commtmeitiner
J.
24 Fondle
48 Drink slowly
27 Shallow vessel 39 Performs
All interested parties are extra cash-and it's easy and
25 Scottish
South 12th or phone 753-8136.
Richard Barber said WednesS1 Symbol for
29 Tibetan gazelle 41 Item of
fun!
Call
hillside
or
write
Glenda
Duke,
FPI
property
cordially invited to attend this
cerium
31 Gem
day.
26 Break suddenly 33 Thini
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky.
43 Sailors
53 Artificial
28 Esteem
The two bourbon decanters public hearing.
scattered
(colloct
language
RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday, THREE PIECE maple bedroom
Murray Planning Commission 42001,443-3366.
30 Snare
depict
the
leaders
of
the
two
November 10, 12:00 noon, till 5:00 suite, triple dresser. Real good
10
32 Girls name
Robert E. Moyer, Couunission
families that fueded along the
p.m., 641 North to Wiggins condition. Phone 753-1803 after
33 Black eye
(slang)
West Virginia-Kentucky border. Chairman
Furniture, turn right, second 4:00 p.m.
PLANNER TRAINEE
35 Wild buffalo
They
were sold via special orhouse on right. Phone 753-0930.
of India
PRODUCTION CONTROL
37 Imitates
der at state ABC stores ieet
Wig, 100 per cent human hair
38 Succor
month and Barber expects de- •••••••••••••••••-•
with stand and case, $10.00; air CLEARANCE
Fisher-Price Toys, a
40 Girls name
SALE-Sewing
livery of the bottles by the Jim
42 Malay gibbon
purifier (great for people with machines. Brother heavy duty,
division of the Quaker Oats
ADVERTISING
43 Body of
Beam distillery the first week
dust allergies or hay feaver), full size model number 1381,
Co., is accepting apsoldiers
DEADLINES
of next month.
$10.00; AM-FM radio, battery or Regular $79.96, now only $44.97.
45 Saints (abbr.)
plications for a production
•
46 Coniunchon
The sets sold for $25 each reelectric, $5.00; two wooden Heavy duty zig zag, model fal,
All display ads, classified
control planner trainee.
47 Nooses
sulting in total sales of over
chairs, $3.00 each; tape cases, Regular $99.95, now only, $63.56.
display
The individual selected will
49 Legal seal
and
regular
labbr
$400,000. Barber said the state
$4.00 each; T.V. stand with
display must be submitted
have a minimum of exluxe 4 zag model number
50 Hollywood
profit on each set was $10,
rollers, $3.00, knick-knacks; 3'x5' 751, regular $159.95, now
by 12 noon, the day before
posure in production
prizes
only
52 Wild revelry
meaning the state will realize
braided rugs, $4.50 each; $114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 68,
scheduling, planning and
publication.
54 Senses
over $160,000.
women's clothing, shoes, size 441 Benton, Kentucky.
All reader classifieds
expediting
of
raw
55 Game
Barber said the latest decanand 5; men's hats and coat;
ust be submitted by 4
materials. Interested
DOWN
ter promotion was the most
purses; trunk.
.n1 the day before
candidates should apply at
successful. Previous bottles had tpublica non,
1 Besmirch
Fisher-Price Toys.
2 Hurls
depicted the Mountaineer man
Murray, Ky. Equal Em- POOL TABLES-% price sale, 1952 FORD tractor, plow, pick up
w4+•••••••4;••••••4
3 Teutonic deity
NOY. by United eater! Syndicate, nc..
while they last. 44", regular
and woman and John Henry.
ployment
Opportunity
disc. Phone 492-8801 after 5:00
$24.86, now only $12.43. 60",
Employer.
p.m.
Quality
regular $49.60, now only $24.80.
WHAT 6000 DOES IT
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
THIS IS
MK FOOT 15 ASLEEP,
WHERE CAN THEY 60
IMILMIMILIIIIIIL'ILIIk. Kentucky.
RIDICULOUS
twr mg TOES ARE AWAKE!
00 FOR THE 10E5
WITHOUT THE FOOT ?!
ID 5TAK AWAKE ?
HELP
WANTED
from White Electronics
1973 CHEROKEE bass boat, 65
We are expanding our saleso
"World's Largest
t
aorce and need good sales men. WOODEN SLABS. See Tommy H.P. Johnson motor and Paris
Thurman, five miles east of Line trailer. Call 753-7965, 753nd women in this area.
Line"
0406.With assets in excess of $500d Murray an Whiskey Ridge.
For a special holiday offer 04illion,our national companyr
-.TENT W x 12', used
authorized dealer: Os greatly expanding its sales MOBILE HOMES urxlerpenned CALVIN
only 4 days. Excellent condition.
!I
r-s
Phone
753-3920°c
753-5461
'force. We urgently need good
835.00. Phone 753-6213 after 5:00
Phone
grepresentatives who can
BLONDIE
Mon. thru St.
LOOKING
FOR an unusual gift? p.m.
aproduce results But we will
zratrain people with potential Give an art piece sculptured by
I REMEMBERED
nature; varnished and hand 14' JON boat, aluminum, $100.00.
rsales ability
''''''
IT vit4,5 11:4JR BiRTHDAY,
polished driftwood with assorted Phone 753-8885 or 489-2475
earn
A
You
up
can
to
$200
to
MR.
SO
decorations.
Phone 753-2415 or
FISHER
PRICE
Toys,
a
slivision
It
$300
a week to start and go on
I BAREDNIM 1, CAKE
of The Quaker Oats Company is P,up from there. Annual ear- see at 1628 Farmer Ave.
DUCK 'HUNTERS!!! Solid 16'
accepting applications from Pnings of $15,000 to $25,000 and
semi-cruiser, ideal duck blind,
PIGS,
old.
EIGHT
8
Six
weeks
LPN's and RN's interested in Omore are not unusual.
$50.00. 18 H.P. Evinrude and 33
cylinder Ford truck motor.
being trained for the position of
No canvasing qualified
H.P. Evinrude. Will sell or trade
437anytime
4374548
or
Phone
Industrial nurse. Outstanding gleads are furnished.
for motorcycle or aluminum
4297
mornings.
working hours and fringe benefits /Call or Write....
fishing boat. Phone 753-3672
including profit sharing. Apply in aT.J• Alexander
GLAD-MANGLE Ironer. $25.00. 14ks' CHEROKEE boat, trailer,
person to George E. Lovell, jBakers Life & Casu.ality C
Phone 753-7497.
personnel manager Fisher Price 21200 Broadway
18 H.P. Johnson motor, one
Toys, Murray, Kentucky or call SPaducah. Ky.
swivel seat. Phone 753-6885 after
COLLECTOR'S
SET
In- 5:30 p.m.
502-753-0450. Equal Employment 42001
THE PHANTOM
ternational Encyclopedias,
Opportunity Employer.
/Phone
443-1192
STUFF...
fn(401041--5iii.Y
FAULT.
OH,MADGE AU_ MY
PETE.,',40U KNOW
"An equal opportunity leather backing, $1.25 per REMINGTON 1100 20 gauge
SOMEBODY TOLD ME To YELL
I CAME
VINAT'LL HAPPEN TO US.. AND
IF WE GOT IN TROUBLE..
volume. Television, $20.00. Gas
PAD„ WHEN THEY FlNiSN LACING
TO PROTECT pope-r isiAmE
company"
shotgun with case and shells.
GUESS ir Doe5,a'1 MEAN
YoURSELF, PETE.
YOU
THAT TRUCK..!
range,4 burner with oven, $15.00.
ANY MING
WHAT-- WERE
Used twice. Indistinguishable
Phone
753-5750,
902
Main.
YOU YELLING?
from brand new. $135.00. Phone
-1
436-5571
CARPET
cleaning
KEEP
FOR YOUR insurance needs for problems small-use Blue Lustre
owner, wall to wall. Rent electric
automobile, home
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP)- A business, farm, mobile homes, shampooer $1.00. Western Auto, MUSIC LESSONS, band Inguitar,
search continued Wednesday in contact Wilson Insurance & Real home of "Wishing Well Gift struments, piano,
beginner violin. Phone 753Western Kentucky for a light Estate, phone 753-3263.
November 8C
1470.
aircraft piloted by an Alabama
man,
GIRL'S COATS, pea coats, size
TUNING -repairPIANO
A spokesman for the Ken14J and 10. Dress coats, 12,8 and rebuilding. Prompt. expert sertucky wing of the Civil Air Pa6X. All in excellent condition.
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
BEATLE BAILEY
trol said 12 aircraft and about
$5.00 each. Phone 753-1364.
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
40 people were involved in the
Ne STAYED
THAT
TEC,
753-8911.
Phone
Owensboro
search
of
south
LOOK AT
GARAGE SALE, 410 South 6th
UP LABT NIEN4T
DARN
'
Which covered an area of 40
kAM,
p.m.,
a.m.-3:00
9:00
Street,
TO WATCi-1
KILLER!
USED VIOLIN; electric guitar
SA4UCNSE5
miles wide and 60 miles long.
Saturday, November 10.
•B)K IN I BEACN
and amplifier. Phone 753-4104'
OIN THAT 11
The pilot of the craft was
PARTY"
after 5:00 p.m.
SCREEN!
identified as Paul Parsons, 44,
INSURANCE
LARGE QUANTITY of birch
of Bessemer, Ala. Another percabinet doors and drawers. 75 G.E.
CLEARANCE SALE-8
son was believed to be on
cents each. May be seen at 1600 track
stereo tape players.
board.
----7
Keenland.
Automatic record changer, audio
The plane, en route from
system, duo-mode systems, triIowa to Alabama, has been
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 20' and mode
systems, four chrome
missing since Sunday.
treated fence posts. Murray sound
systems, FM-AM-FM
Lumber Company, 104 Maple stereo
receiver. While They last.
0) 0)
Street.
Model-Reg. Price-Sale Price
Students To Compete
M8616
$62.95
149.81
MILUONS
been
OF
rugs
have
NANCY
$124.95
$99.95
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's SC2705
In Language Festival
I'M SORRY--WELL, AT LEAST
$109.91
$124.95
America's finest. Rent electric SC2005
I CAN'T
THIS IS THE
$126.95
$159.95
shampooer $1.00. Kwik-Pik SC2015
RETURN MY
Students from eight area high
DO THAT
SC2305
$154.95
$199.35
SADDEST MOVIE
Market,
Five
Points.
schools will compete in the
Main
E.
$168.95
$209.96
SC3300
210
I EVER SAW
Foreign
annual
second
TAX
$199.94
$259.95
CONCRI, r. STEPPING stones SC3205
Murray
at
Festival
Language
-OlVerroxes.
5HIELD Of
and concrete splash blocks. 40 watts peak music, power oft.
State University Friday, Nov 9.
Murray Lumber Company, 104 our most deluxe set. Roby Sales,'
Sponsored by the department
Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky.
Maple Street.
of foreign languages at the
university, the event will in- WANT TO BUY shell corn. Call
clude competition in exhibits, collect Puryear 901-247-5371, if no TRUCK LOAD tire sale. Custom BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
premium 4 ply polyester white Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo.
examinations and talent in answer call 901-247-3216.
Piano Company, across from
wall:
French, Spanish and German.
F78114" or 15"-$18.88 + $2.27 Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.
Mrs. Suzanne Keeslar, in.LILI ABNER
structor of foreign languages WANT TO BUY used fireplace G78:14" or 15"-$19.67 + $2.80
and festival chairman, listed grate, screen and fixtures. Phone H78xI4" or 15"-$20.52 + $3.01 PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00.
AN GOTTA 15E.
AN'
MIGHT fNE
IF
L78x14" or 15"-$21.93 + $3.31 Lonardo Piano Company, across
ONE
0'
Ti
high schools to par- 753-2582.
-10C
these
BE
E
YO'
A
Ai-I'LL
MIL
KETCH
LETS
W1FOLTT 4O MARRIA3E.
Wide 60 series with raised white from Post Office, Paris, TenTREMBLIN'
'AD',
LOVESICK
IT'LL
PROVE
NIO'
(Tenn.),
County
ticipate:
Henry
LICENSE TO PROVII.
WANT
TO
BUY
light
pole
with
BACHELORS
nessee.
letters:
GAL
LIKES
MIN/
MARRiED--AH IS
Obion County Central (Tenn.),
114 114111•ADM A-CHASit.1'
MARRIED
100 amp. Service for trailer. G60114" . or 15"-$27.83 -4- $2.85
Paducah
Paducah,
St.
Mary
in
TOME04AWKINI1
Yo'
Phone 753-5472.
L80
Tilghman, Heath, Mayfield,
DAV
!!
L63x14" or 15"-$31.79 + $3.49
Calloway County and Murray.
PACS!!
LLY'S TERMITE and Pest-7,
ARE YOU interested in selling GR79 ,
To- begin- at l'o'c4oek, the
;pt-ame 4134914,-44)10.4outts,1
your farm. We has c. aieS•cliailir Steele Radial white wall, the
morning events will be held in
13th Street. "Every day you for
all
types
.We
of
farms.
have
mile
tire:
40,000
Faculty Hall, with the talent
the buyers who are interested. GR70x14" or 15"-$36.31 + $3.06 • lay lets bugs have their way."
competition in the afternoon
Contact Wilson Real Estate 753- HR70x14" or 15"-$37.50 + $3.33
scheduled in the University
3283: Wayne Wilson, broker, 753- LR70x14" or 15"-$39.47 + $3.70 FOR TM; best in pest tronisall,
Mrs.
Auditorium.
School
service and termite control call
5086; Loretta Jobs realtor
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton Superior Exterminating ComKeeslar said awards will be
associate 753-60/5; Ronnie Pea, Kentucky
made at about 3 p.m.
pany. 753-7266.
TFC
435-5792.
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EXPERIENCED
WANTED
tractor trailer driver. Apply in
person to Mr. Waller at Paschall
equal opTruck Lines. "An
portunity employer."

Decanter Sales In
W. Virginia Boom
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Search For Plane t
Reported Down Near
Owensboro Continues
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LOOK TO THE SHIE
For your life,
health, home, car
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AMUSEMENT

Ronnie
Ross

steria 753-0489
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24. Miscellaneous

26. TV-Radio
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32. Apartments For Rent

41. Public Sales
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Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

.46.7;1M 46. Homes For Sale

753-1916
-

Dwain Taylor Corner

FALL FENCE sale, now through
COLOR T.V.-1973 Magnavox
most of these old pieces a long REDUCED-THL FE bedroom
November 26. For free estimate with
remote control. If interested ONE BEDROOM furnished time, but is adding a few old two bath brick home,central heat TWO BEDROOM all modern,
Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753apartment, electric heat and air pieces and a lot of modern pieces and air, dishwasher. A good buy. brick home, large front and back
phone 753-8909.
.2310.
conditioned. Close to university. for this sale. After sale building Phone 753-8416.
lot. About a mile southeast of
Murray on 121. Phone 753-5526.
,'BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any CLEARANCE SALE,G.E. multi- Real nice. Phone 753-4478 or 753- may be for rent, or used in his
REDUCED FOR quick sale.
6199.
business.
'car, discount to dealers. Atomic band radios.
Three bedroom house, two baths,
batteries, 401 North 4th Street, 3 band models P-4920. Regular
Will sell inside. Warm- fireplace, ki basement, on 60' x
VACANT
NICE
bedroom
two
$36.95, Sale Price $29.88. 5 band
BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom
Murray, 753-8572.
rooms and lunches. 450' lot. Phone 753-2588.
models P-4950. Regular $49.95. apartment in country. Electric lights-rest
brick home, 2 baths, living room,
variety
good
and
Will
a
sell
heat. No dogs. $75.00 per month.
paneled
family room with
24" BOYS Spider bicycle, two Sale Price $38.88. 7 band models Phone 753-8833.
quality of hard to get antiques LESS THAN $11,000 for a home in
fireplace, wall to wall carpets,
mens sport coats, 40 long. Phone P-4980. Regular $124.95. Sale
furniture, such as real the country. Living room,
good
and
kit- draperies, built-in range, central
price $89.88. 8 band models P489-2643.
nice three piece walnut bedroom chen,3 bedrooms, utility, storage
1973 Chevrolet Malibu, 4 door, green, 16,000 miles, one
4960. Regular $69.95. Sale Price
heat and air, utility room with
suite, nice hall tree, oak wash room, and separate garage.
owner, air, steering, automatic transmission, V-8.
$49.88. 12 band models P-4990. FURNISHED APARTMENT,
hook-ups, double garage, large
stand, large gate leg table, two Located on blacktop road, 5 miles
FIREWOOD-Cut to order. Regular
sharp. $2977.
$199.95. Sale Price $140.00. Unfurnished $120 00
lot, city water. Two miles outside
cabinet,
drawer
dish
chest,
Phone 436-5591.
nice West of Murray. John Randolph
$139.88. Roby Sales, Highway 68, Located at Embassy Apartcity limits on Overby Road.
secretary, brass and spool beds, Realty & Auction Company, 753Benton, Kentucky.
Phone 753-2715.(No Friday night
ments.
Available
Hazel Hwy.
now. Phone 753- oak dressers, oak tables, Murphy
Phone 753-2617
FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 7538382 or Keith Hays 489-2488.
or Saturday calls).
4331.
November 8C bed,small drop leaf table, a good
4147.
27. Mobile Haiie Sales
adjusting Morris chair, victrola,
Ike safe, wood and metal ice
MARBLE TABLE tops, all sizes. EXTRA NICE 8' x 35 trailer, 33. Rooms For Rent
Shapes and colors. Phone 767- carpeted and air. Boyd's Trailer FURNISHED SLEEPING i,MiIi boxes, claw foot organ and piano
Park, Highway 94 East.
1449
with bath and refrigerator, stools, sewing rocker, lion head
private entrance. Also adjustable rocter, two matched walnut
1963 MOBILE home, 10' x 50', two dress form for sale. Phone 753- chairs, old time chest or china
ALUMINUM SIDING
bedrooms. Priced to sell. If in- 1394.
cabinet with walnut finish and
2,per cent
terested see A.R. Hatcher at
square nails, a spool cabinet,
We purchased 200 squares
Bank of Murray or phone 753-3184
phene, pictures and frames, harp
34. Houses For Rent
of white 8" aluminum
after 5:00 p.m.
and other pieces.
siding at the old price.
UNFURNISHED THREE Small pieces include a camel
before the price was
29. Mobile Home Rentals : bedroom house, $125.00 per saddle
(you should see), Aladdin
raised. We can send this
SALES CONSULTANTS HOME PHONES:
MOBILE HOMES: 10' x 45', two month. Phone 753-9842 or 753- lamps, Lincoln drape and others,
savings on to you , while it
59187
J.S.
Smith,
tin
bedrooms,
advertising
$60.00
lamp,
per
month.
10'
x
lasts. Call 498-8886 for Free
7534910
aimKonbi yt
glass oil and electric, iron, brass
Ron Talent
40', two bedrooms, $40.00 per
Edna
P
753-1607
Estimate.
TWO BEDROOM house at 310 and pottery ( hull), two wash
month. Phone 489-2595.
South 8th Street. $50.00 per bowls, brass fireplace sets.
Mobley
753-8958
C. Bailey HendrIcks....753-7638
1969 CHEVY II, Nova SS, body
month. Possession immediately. Japanese
figurines,
aponly. In good condition, nice FOX MEADOWS and Coact Phone Bob Miller, 753-2920.
proximately 200 depression age
interior. 1967 Chevelle, new 4 Estates Mobile Home Parks.
glass, cranberry water set, red
speed transmission. New 396-375 Small parks. Superior ac37. Livestock - Supplies
blue and other glass nutted
HP engine, 100 per cent commodations. Residential area.
COMMERCIAL & INCOME
vases,
crocks, jars, churns, . HOMES
South
16th
Street,
THREE
753-3855.
ANGUS
bulls
guaranteed. Body average, could
and one
marbles,
coca cola tray, silver
holstein bull, full blooded. Phone
be repaired cheap. Can be seen at
WE HAVE SOME GOOD NEWS-WE HAVE SOME BAD
WANT A BUSINESS ALL YOUR OWN? Here is a proven
back vanity set, bottles, old
436-5898.
Walston Auto Repair Dixieland
To Rent
NEWS-The good news is this 3 bedroom brick with central
money
maker. A downtown restaurant that has an outbooks,
china
salt
and
peppers,
Shopping Center, Murray.
WANT TO RENT apartment for
electric heat and air,family room with fireplace and large lot
standing business. The price includes all stock, fixtures, and
brass knob gear, collars, hames,
three girls for spring semester of POLLED HEREFORD bull, wagon jack, plug tobacco cutter, . in Lynnwood Estates for only $26,900. The bad news is if you
inventory. Possession with bill of sale. Start making bread
LARGE
POTTED
plants, 1974. Phone 767-6319 or 767-6322. weighs about 1300 or
1400 lbs. logging tongs, cant hooks,old tine
are too late.
now. It's only $37,500.
Bougainvillea, Philodendron and
Contact Wade Green 436-5454.
cookie boxes, porcelain door
Hibiscus, $10.00 to $15.00. Phone
REPEAT AFTER ME-Do you take this 4 bedroom home
32. Apartments For Rent
THIS HAS BEEN FOR SALE FOR A LONG TIME. Have you
knobs, and daisy churn.
753-8215.
with drapes and carpets, large family room with fireplace,
thought about what it has to offer? The lot is 100 x 250 and is
FIVE REGISTERED angus
LARGE TWO bedroom furnished heifers,
21
/
2 baths, formal dining room, large kitchen with all builtlocated at 1311 Main St. on one of the busiest streets in town.
10 to 14 months old. New and like new furniture has
apartment with living room and
ins, double garage and extra large lot in one of the best
There are nine units that bring in almost $600 a month. We
been added to this sale, such as
Phone 435-4362.
Check Price and Quality kitchen. Inquire at Kelly's Pest
subdivisions in Murray, to be your very own? For only
think it is a good buy for someone who wants to make money.
real heavy oak bedroom suite,
Control, located 100 South 13th
$4-1,500' THEN for crying out loud, callus at 753-4342 to sar---- It is priced at 40,000 dollars. For additional information give
hard rock maple dining table and
before buying your
.Pets - Supplies
Street.
four chairs, 2 nice cherry 4
us a call.
. ''I do."
PUPPIES-AKC,red Dachshund dressers, a desk dinette sets, air
ONE BEDROOM furnished and AKC West Highland Whites. conditioner, child's doll bed, V IF I HAD A HAMMER and a little imagination, I could
9 ACRES ON HWY.94 just across the railroad tracks. There
apartment. $75.00 per month. Phone Paducah 4-43-8533.
turn this nine room home into a first rate family home with a
is over 1300feet of highway frontage. It's only $66,000.
desks with mirrors, coffee and
Phone 753-9642 or 753-5918.
room for everybody. Or I could turn it into a nice 3 bedroom
end tables, rugs and chest of
home with a rental apartment upstairs. The location is close
APARTMENT BUILDING AT 918 N. 16th St. Almost new
AKC REGISTERED German national silverware.
We Sell at Wholesale
ONE BEDROOM furnished shepherd puppies, 9 weeks old, Adjoining this building is the
to the schools and off the busy streets. It's priced at only
with 4 two bedroom apartments and 2 efficiency apartments.
Prices
apartment also 3 new two black and silver. Nice. Phone 437- Mexican import place, only such
$15,000. Call us to take a look!
The gross monthly income is $800.00. It's listed at $85,000.
bedroom trailers. Water fur- 4628 after 4:00 p.m.
Take a look at it.
business in this section. His son,
Seivies Center
nished at 121 Apartments under
NOTHING'S CHEAP-On today's market but talk is free.
Edd, Jr., and wife, owners, invite
Let's get together and talk about this 3 bedroom frame home
Central Shopping Center new owner, also one bedroom THREE BIRD dogs, trained and you to visit them while at the
14 RENTAL UNITS ON WEST MAIN ST. for $110,000. All but
unfurnished apartment in town. untrained.
Hardin. It has a real nice yard, a large eat-in kitchen, is on
in
one unit is furnished. There are 11 one bedroom houses, one
sale.
acquainted
Get
and
buy
Two to Five years old.
753-5865
Phone 753-4017.
city water and sewer. There is an extra room that can be
mobile home, one three bedroom house, and one duplex. If
Phone around 9:00 p.m. 498-8274. some of their nice unusual imused as a fourth bedroom, a study, or a den. Priced to sell at
you need a tax shelter, retirement income, or just want to
ported gifts as Christmas is not
appointment.
823,000.
Call
for
an
make money just give us a call.
FURNISHED, FOUR bedroom 641 PET Shop, 7 miles north of far off. You will enjoy seeing
their
nice
things.
Murray,
Kentucky.
Irish Setter
BETWEEN STELLA AND KIRKSEY on excellent wooded
A BUSINESS without a sign is a and efficiency apartments near
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY on S. 12th St.
Eats and drinks available. Not
lot, home with 3 bedrooms. 2 baths, large utility, kitchen and
, sign of no business. Hanna Sigr. university. Ideal for students, puppies, tiny top poodles,
with frontage on Glendale Rd. This is a large tract with a
and
cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and responsible for accidents.
living area. Has extra large garage in use now as clean-up
Company,753-8346.
TFC phone 753-7575.
lot of potential. For additional information give us a call.
hampsters, fish and supplies. Detailed announcements day of
shop
sale.
Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.
LOTS
Douglas Shoemaker, phone 753CLEANED UP,FIXED UP AND READY for a small family
ATTENTION GROWERS
3375, Murray, Kentucky in
6 lots in Sherwood Forest at $1,800 each: 6 lots in Sherwood
with small income. 404 S. 9th Street has 2 bedrooms, living
Chrisman Popcorn Company is now buying
DOBERMAN PINSCHERS, adult charge of sale.
Forest at $3,000 each: 1 lot in Grove Heights at $2,500; 1 lot in
and dining area kitchen and bath for only $10,750.00.
field corn and dry soy beans. Have capacity
males, also male puppies "Must
Kingswood Subdivision at $2.600: 1 lot in Kingswood Subsell." Phone 474-2263
for large quantities and good service Please
COUNTRY CHARM only seconds out of Murray on Lynn
division at $3,000: I lot on Keenland Drive at $3,300; 1 lot at
call or come by our plant on East Poplar
Grove Highway. Brick home with central heat and air.
Tr -City at $3,900; 2 lots on Oakdale at $4,500 each: 2 lots near
UKC REGISTERED, female, BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141' x
Entire home in excellent condition on over 2 acres of wooded
Street near Railroad.
Kirksey
at $1,100 each: 2 lots near Kirksey at $1,350 each; 1
Black and Tan coon hound, six 204' on U.S. Highway 841 South.
land.
lot near Kirksey 51,600: 1 lot on Van Cleve Rd. at $8,500; 8 lots
months old. AKC registered For new home or mobile home.
CHRISMAN POPCORN COMPANY
in Ky. Lake Development Corp. Sub, all for 81,800.
female,
WHAT A VIEW OF KENTUCKY LAKE you will have from
red, miniature Phone owner 753-0774.
101 EAST POPLAR ST.
dachshund puppy with four
the oversized deck of your 3 bedroom home in Keniana
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
FARMS & ACREAGE
generations typewritten $10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per
Shores. Central heat and air and carpeting for added com502-753-1722
month will buy a large wooded lot
pedigree. Benton 527-9700.
fort. A bonus feature is the 2 bedroom basement apartment
at Keniana Shores. Lake access30 ACRE Tree Farm near Ky. Lake. It's the ideal place to get
that rents for $100.00 weekly during tourist season. Priced
central water-all weather
. •
away from it all. Build your vacation retreat here for the
now for only $29,500.00. To see is to buy.
.-Poultry - Supplies
maximum enjoyment and quietness. Its only $8,500.
streets Phone 436-5320 or 436'
* LARGE PRICE REDUCTION.*
On this nice frame home and * FIFTY NICE white rock OEM 3473.
HIGHLAND OAKS SUBDIVISION. Neat 3 bedroom home
* new 28' x 40' clean-up shop. Offers 3 bedrooms, 2 lit $1.00 each. Phone 763-5817.
14 ACRES on 641 South. Excellent highway frontage. Could
with all the built-ins, carpet and storage you could want
* fireplaces; located in Hazel and can you believe all this for *
be subdivided. Owner will finance. All for just $20,000.
45.farms
For
Sale
Available now for only $21,500.00.
•
. Public Sales
*
-* only $9,800. Call now on this on&
37 ACRE farm, two bedroom
,*
70 ACRES on the Perry Rd. just North of Almo Heights.
*
NEED ROOM TO LIVE but have modest income? Take a
* WANTING A SMALL FARM? With a beautiful brick home, * AUCTION SALE, Friday night, house, 2 car garage on 641 North.
There are about 25 tillable acres, 30 acres of pasture, and the
*
* November 9, 5:30 p.m., 1/4 mile Phone 753-3645 after 4:30
look at this charming home on South 11th. 4 bedrooms, large
close to town. Well this is it. situated on 5 acres off 94 west, *
rest in timber. Some fence. Old home could be made liveable.
p.m.
'*
den and kitchen, basement and small rental property in
has good stock barn and farrowing shed. Large shady * west of Lynn Grove on Highway
It's not overpriced at $21,000.
*
back.
94. This will be a three hour
yard, home has fireplace, nice drapes, all built-in ap*
*
* antique auction of furniture,
*
pliances. Better look at this one before you say "no".
.•,
80 ACRES south of Lynn Grove. Nearly all tillable. Just grow
HOME WITH THAT "cared for feeling." Three bedrooms, 2
* glass and china and collector's 1819 CATALINA, Nice 3 bedroom
*
beans and wheat and let it make money. It's only $21,500.
*
*
baths,
fireplace.
with
den
full
Nice storage cabinets, all
* SMALL ACREAGE-11 acres located about 6 miles north of * items. Some items are old brick, carpeted living room,
electric kitchen, finest appliances, carpted and drapes, 2 car
,*
Murray. Excellent building site with vie* of reservoir. * spinning wheel, mantle clock, washer-dryer hookup, kitchen,
garage, large patio. Excellent location.
60 ACRES ON 121 East There's about 30
* fancy rockers, trunks, glass, tile bath, draperies remain. Call
Property is fenced with 265' of highway frontage.
acres tillable and
*
the rest is in timber. Good building site. Only
china
cabinet,
for
Fancy
appointment.
old
dressers
John
*
Randolph
$22,500.
LARGE AND SPACIOUS describes this home on No. 20th.
f*
li qBEAUTIFULit),)taltBRICtur E
* and wash stands, walnut buffett, Realty & Auction Company, 753- Every room is oversized with storage and closets galore.
s
ated
ite
Mhui
e-r
nay
livain
nd
g:
143
ACRES ON BROOKS CHAPEL ROAD.
high back beds, lots of glass and 8382 or Keith Hays 489-2488.
Has 1a4r7e attrawcetsivteokf
Presently there
Must be seen to really appreciate-call today for an apare about 80 acres tillable and the rest is in
•*
room,large paneled den, beautiful bath with large vanity; * china of all kinds. jars, jugs and
timber, Some of
pointment.
the
farm
is
churns,
SPEND
*
under
more
YOUR
it's just like new, better take a look.
fence
good collector's
and there is water on the farm. A
holidays in this
*
*
bulldozer could add more tillable acreage. Let us
* items that I can describe. For new, well planned, 8 room brick
show this to
FOR NEW OCCUPANTS in Kingswood Subdivision.
READY
you. It's only $40,000.
information call Chester & Miller home in one of Murray's finest
• PRICE 56,800-On this fine 2 bedroom frame home located
*
i*
Well built, clean home in good repair offers 3 bedrooms, 2
g*
about 4 miles from Murray. Home is about 6 years old and * Auction Service, 435-4042.
areas. Tile entrance foyer, large
baths, large kitchen-den combination, central heat and air
80 ACRES ON 641 SOUTH. This farm
1 in good condition. Excellent for newly-weds or retiring
formal dining room, separate
$26,000.00'
has a stock barn, 2
:
and garage. Can all this be available for less than
tobacco barns, 3.45 acres of tobacco base, is
AUCTION SALE, Saturday breakfast room and a cozy den
couple.
I
all fenced, and
* November
L.*
has a year around spring. Has Highway
10, 10:00 a.m. at the with fireplace. You'll like the
'
*
*
frontage and a home.
LARGE LOT WITH EXCEPTIONAL HOUSE on Concord
I.et
us
show this to you. Priced at $75,000.
* 158 ACRES-Southwest of Murray, would make an excellent * Uncle Andy (Doc) MathiS home, convenience of
21
/
2 baths,
Highway. If your needs include a 2 or 3 bedroom house close
'*
cattle farm, and the price is right. Year round water on:1 mile south of Farmington. This generous closets, and storage
to city with room for a garden this is the answer to your
57 ACRES of subdivision land. Some of
*
property, partially fenced.
it fronts on the 121
* is an all day antique collector's areas, the large fully equipped
problem.
*
Bypass and some fronts on N. 16th St. 8136,000.
sale
kitchen,
with
lots
thermopane
of
good
furniture,
*
windows
C*
•.•* WANTING TO BUILD-We have residential or lake lets,
* glass and china and collector's and 2/
1
2 car garage. For more
OLDER HOMES HAVE CHARM. This well cared for home
call *
425 ACRES North of Almo. 350 acres
:*
items. There will be dressers, information
call
on Elm near the hospital has all the space most families need
Warren
.•* for list of properties.
are fenced. 300 acres
*
tillable. This is an excellent farm in tip top
in quiet neighborhood near schools. Under $20,000.00.
*
* wash stands, beds, lamps of all Shropeshire, Building Concondition. Owner
will finance. $148.750.
kinds, depression glass, glass and tractor, 753-8277.
* china, wash bowls and pitchers,
:*
LIVING
in
•
QUIET
a
home
everyone
can afford only 2 miles
..
.. *
30 ACRES just 2 miles south of
too many good items to describe
from city limits on 11
/
2 acres. 2 bedroom home in good conMurray
House
and itemize.
only $8,600.00.
Oa.4
For
dition,
Sole
*
*
*
30 ACRES just 2 miles south of
1Val •
Murray. The land is all
For information call Chester & V Bedroom Modern Home
*
PEALTY CO.
LARGE LOT WITHIN WALKING distance to shopping on S
tillable, is under fence and has a stock
•*
*
barn. The home is a
Miller Auction Service 435-4042.
.-i-.../
2 bath, brick home in good
12th Street, has 3 bedrooms, 11
Brick, 4 bedroom ranch with a basement.
Pretty lot on Wells Blvd
* ''ft
It is also on a paved
pays .To Sell The Cheaterroad. Lttaahow thia
;
*
NydecrateHss- .condition,If conyeniencels a MUST this is for you!
y 153,00t. .
Miller Way."
.
*
f*
'
•
753-3597
*
.*
FOR RENT
than a block of the main
*
*
304 Main, Murray, Ky.
..
* AUCTION SALE, Saturday, campus. Former Lottie
One 2 bedroom apartment available
*i
* November 10, 10:03 CM. Mr. Suiter home.
HOME PHONES;
Nov. 15th. 8150.00 per
* Edd Morgan's sale will be in his
month
Keith Moffitt...753-5068
Robert Young...753-8941 * new building on
Highway
94,
one
Bonnie Moffitt-753-5068
For Appointment Call
*-* mile east of
One efficiency apartinent loeatt-d
Murray, Kentucky.
behind University inn
He is not a dealer. He has had 753-4152 after 4:00 p.m.
Available Nou
xisciegieelobeinitees< vase New Nfige votw
A I,

Tucker Realtors
502 Maple Street - Phone 753-4342

Matching Properties With People
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ASSUMABLE LOAN, 6 per cent 1972 SUZUKI XO, good condition. 1963 CHEVROLET, in goodFHA, $134.00 per month, better Must sell due to leaving town. hape. Radio, Factory air,
than new, large three bedroom, Will take best offer. Phone 753- heater, pod tires. Call before
2 bath, den-kitchen com- 0713.
/
11
10:30 a.m., 753-3757.
bination. large fenced lot. Excellent condition. Equity with
CHEVROLET IMPALA 1966 two
terms or new conventional loan. DODGE POLARIS-1964, green door hardtop, power and Stereo
four door. Good mechanical tape. Phone 7674453 after 6:00
Phone 753-1359.
condition. $250.00. Phone 753-7619
NICE-NEAT, four bedroom or 753-0525. ,
house, two fireplaces, basement,
1967 CHEVROLET, two door
gas heat, large screened front FORD GALAXIE 500-1969, two hardtop, air conditioned and all
porch, 301 North 5th. 753.7935. door Fastback, power steering, power. Phone 489-2358.
air conditioning. Locally owned.
Extra clean. Low mileage. One
FORD EXPLORER-1969, long,
mer. Phone 753-6040.
wide bed, V8 straight shift. Looks
TAKE OVER payments of $17.00
a month-1973 Harley Davidson, PONTIAC CATALINA-1969 two and runs like new. Phone 75390cc trail bike, only 12 miles. door hardtop, vinyl roof, new 6935.
Bought for wife to learn on, tires. $750.00. Phone 753-0375 or
1972 OLDSMOBILE, cutless S,
chickened out. Save plenty. 753-3815 after 5:00 p.m.
Full power, air conditioned. Low
Phone 489-2176.
miliage. Phone 474-2346.
FORD-1966, six cylinder,
YAMAHA 250 MX,new Knobbies, straight shift, 52,000 actual miles. MALIBU-1971, six cylinder,
chain and sproket. In very good Clean. Phone 753-1733 after 3:00 automatic, power steering, 43,000
p.m.
condition. Phone 753-0263.
actual miles, $1100.00, two door

JERRY'S REFINISHING & SEAMLESS GUTTERS, baked
Built Furniture, 6 miles

baby-sitting days, by
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30 WILL DO
in my home. Phone 753week
the
years. For free detailed estimate
phone Atkins Gutter service, 8694.
Murray 753-6407 or 753-8992.
COMMERICAL WORK, four or
TIMBER-1.01Xat, on Tennfive days a week, three hours,a
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
day. Phone 75349116 after 5:00
Tennessee, will build complete
Indoor boat and camper
p.m.
:fireplaces, starting at only
storage. Phone 474-2778
$695.00. Selection of stones
Inquire at
available. Satisfaction
KOA Campground
WILL TOP and trim trees. For
guaranteed. Phone 901-593Aurora, Ky.
information phone 753-0230.
TFC
3534.
Custom
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492TFC
8837.

tilitasnradll

-rules, one
mon, V-8,

753-2617

Boyd-Majors Real Estate
"A Friendly Place"

607

638

Come by our office at 105 N. 12th St. Meet our friendly
salespeople. Enjoy the informal and relaxed atmosphere. We
are anxious to help you with your real estate needs. Whether
you are looking for your dream home, farm property, or a
nice lot to build on. If you would like to sell your property, let
us give it our personal touch
THESE ARE TWO OF OUR NEWER LISTINGS:

S a proven
as an outxtures, and
king bread

Have you
x 250 and is
ets in town.
month. We
ake money.
nation give

1209 DORAN ROAD-A 3-bedroom, 3-bath beauty. All the
luxury you'd want including wall-to-wall carpeting,
draperies, and a lawn landscaped out of this world.
GREENGATE DR.--Gatesboro Subdivision-Brand new 3bedroom, 2-bath brick Wall-to-wall carpeting, lots of
storage. Large lot.
TELEPHONE - 753-8080 OR 753-3579
James Majors
Barbara Erwin
John Boyd
Residence-753-4136

95 PER CENT FINANCING AVAILABLE on Mobile Home Lots in Denham Mobile Home
Estates Subdivision, adjacent to Keniana Shores Subdivision at Hamlin, Ky Various sizes
and prices to choose from.
WELL BUILT 3-BEDROOM BRICK home in Plainview Acres. Has a spacious floor plan
that consists of a living room, kitchen-family room combination, unfit) row),
carport, attic storage. Price includes kitchen range and two air conditioners. Available
immediately.

5GET YOUR I7Fao__6:4k •ou cAdY FOLLOW

THEAC11O1.1 Y41-1HOIP A PROGRAM.

hardtop. 1969 Volkswagen, new
tires, good condition, $950.00. 1967
Chopped Honda motorcycle. A lot
GARAGE BUILDING,abaninum
of chrome. Excellent condition.
1965 Econo-Line Ford camper, PONTIAC LEMANS-1969, two siding, carports and additions.
bunks, carpeted, refrigerator, 6 door hardtop, maroon with black Now is the time to build. Call
top, mag
wheels, Collect Mayfield 247-7672.
cylinder, $500.00. Phone 753-2231. vinyl
automatic, floor shift, bucket
PICKUP-1960, seats, good condition. Good gas B & C CONSTRUCTION, ComCHEVROLET
plete basements, foundations,
good condition. Must sell. $400.00 mileage. Phone 753-7941.
patios sidewalks, driveways,
or best offer. See at trailer, 1630
CHEVROLET IMPALA-1966, retaining walls etc. Septic tank
West Main.
two door hardtop, power and air. installations. 437-4734 or 437-4765.
Phone 753-7619 or 753-0535.
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
CHEVELLE-1970, two door
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
hardtop, power steering, brakes
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
and air. Stil andw warranty.
TFC
Phone 489-3411 after 6:00 p.m. PICKUP CAMPER topper, 753_7625 nights.
brown and white. Excellent
repair work.
1962 RAMBLER, 6 cylinder condition. Insulated. Must sell. CERAMIC TILE
also
remodeling,
or
Repair
753or
753-1323
Phone
$100.00.
straight shift, easy on gas. Make
enclosures.
tub
and
doors
shower
a good second car. $100.00 or best 5763,
November 10C
Call 474-2263.
offer. Phone 753-1566.

1111111111111111111•111

111111111111111111111111111i

FOR ALL ?our additionsPONTIAC CATALINA-1969, LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. remodeling, residential or
those
getting
Having
trouble
four door sedan with air. Excommercial. New or old. Free
cellent condition. Must sell. Only small jobs done? Call Ernest estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
White 753-0605.
$650.00. Phone 489-2187.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
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flr.0330:503333.:*3:40100.:*::0::03.3::0::.*3.10er-.7..C.COIXO41.:010/03:30:40F installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Murray and Calloway County are on the move!
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
today!
relocate
Why not join the crowd and let ROBERTS REALTY help you
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
and
convenience;
your
at
appointments
parking;
Five salesmen; plenty of
PROFESSIONALLY
that courteous know-how service are just a few of the reasons that make ;CARPETS
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
TFC
Master 489-2504.
ROBERTS REALTY the place to be!

-

pill
-i
I41
:W.
,..„? JUST LISTED AND PICTURED HERE is one of the nicest.
!Ili three bedroom bricks to be found! This features a double
garage and two baths. The kitchen is a womans dream come
If true with all of the extras imaginable. There is a large
:4; fireplace and it is carpeted throughout. Imagine all of this for
S 8 less than $40,000.00!
OF ,
10
NO NEED FOR TWO CARS WITH THE PURCHASE of the
:113 house at 516 S. 11th. This is a three bedroom brick close to
groceries and shopping center. This is a house of great
convenience and livability. Priced at only $32,000.03.

4

ture!
t ; HUNTER? FISHERMAN? This is your dream come
A: The half acre of land joins large portion of T.V.A. land and
4g Blood River is in your front door! Large fireplace ready for
that evening of relaxing after a hard day in the wilds! Hang
,
; that sporting gear in the full basement and just enjoy life!
4

7:11; CHILDREN APPROVED IS THE HOUSE AT 512 South 1 lth'
t
This is a three bedroom brick with a large family room or
W playroom. There is a large lot just waiting for that childrens
party. Less than $25,000.00 and waiting for occupancy!

:
:.111:
:

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT? The three

filli bedroom brick at Grove Heights is paneled throughout'
3 : There are two full baths, fully equipped kitchen and carpets.
4
:le Make an appoinbnent today to see this one $29,250.00.

TIMBER-LODGE of TennTucky lake, Route 1, Springville,
Tennessee will do your stone
work. Large selections of stones
Trq
Phone 901-593-3534.
t

ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
TFC
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE 10 SCHOOL is one of the 4C 1/ Phone Paris,642-6551.
44
three
a
is
This
1417
at
Street
Vine
attractions for the house
SIGNS PAINTED.Phone 4113-21(e!
bedroom house with central heat and drapes included. z after 5:00 p.m.
-°°"
$213,
.; 4 WILL DO trash and brush
A LOT FOR A LITTLE is the house on 641 North. This is 0 hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
TFC
priced at $21,500.00 and has four bedrooms as well as a •. 4 753-6130.
fulldry. basement. Large family room with fireplace for ilk
those winter months ahead!
ELECTRONIC ORGAN service,
'., modal.
makes and
all
MAINTENANCE FREE AND ONLY $20,000.00 describes the .411j Authorized Baldwin service.
or
house on Highway 94 East! Three bedrooms: carpets; storm *
2 4 Phone Hopkinsville 886-1877
after 5:00 p.m Cadiz 522-8660.
doors and windows and an extra large lot make this a dream
**
come true.
,s
ilk DOZER SERVICE D-6 caterts
pillar. Phone 753-9807.
ONE MILE WEST OF SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
2 acres and five room house. This is the
/
CHURCH is 301
perfect place for that small time farmer. Less than $20,000.00 ::117 GUTTERING BY Sears sears
t 4 seamless gutters, installed per
and featuring tobacco base, wheat base and corn base.
ip.
t_.2 your specifications. Call Larry
:1ii
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
166 ACRES AND NICE MOBILE HOME in the Backusberg ik estimate.
TFC
Community. Approximately 120 acres fenced with cattier...!
fencing. Check with us to find out about the two prices!
WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Ex'elli: terior Painting. Phone 753-4832
67'7 ACRES NEAR BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH with :-.1 from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
W. 753-7464 after 4:30 p.m. for free
approximately 58 acres in crop land. Fair stock barn and
fences; two nice ponds and just limed! $17,500.00.
A estimates.

1
111;

03 Stop by ROBERTS REALTY at 12th and Sycamore today and let us tell you 4
40
fil more about the featured listings. We have other listings and are members of till
0 the Multiple Listing Service. For all of your real estate needs, see the friendly*
I:1 personnel at ROBERTS REALTY.
Jean Bennett Hoyt Roberts - 753-3924
!III Ray Roberts - 753-5583
0 Lela Parker - 753-6086
i
0
For all of your Rea) Estate
tit

w
o
A

LI:1
K7
land is all
le home is a
D on a paved

PRIVACY WITHOUT ISOLATION describes the location of
the four bedroom brick approximately eight miles from
Murray. The house is located near a grocery and neighbors
yet it is situated on three acres of land to secure that privacy.
This has central heat and air conditioning and is carpeted
throughout. The price is less than $40,000.00.

*

753-2590

T. C. Collie - 753-5122

needs ROBERTS REALTY is the place to be!

Member of Multiple Listing *
Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing

WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE ...
SEE

II;

ill3
ill .
Iv
°A 12th & Sycamore

Office Phone 753-1651

:63-33.7.37.0micarxmcir.or.mccomccit:Accm..x...-033::+3
0111111111111•011111111
•••,

Complete
Radiator 81
Heater Repair
SHOLAR
AUTO REPAIR

REMODELED 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE in Hazel. Has carpeting, draperies, kitchen
yet priced at only $5,750. Owner was transferred out of state and
range and refrigerator
needs a quick sale.
LARGE STORE BUILDING,living quarters,two double garages, 1 1,4 acres of land Located
in the center of the Kirksey Community. A real bargain price on this one.
THREE YEAR OLD 3-BEDROOM BRICK home in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision, 2 miles
Southeast of Murray. Has hardwood floors, ceramic bath, kitchen built-ins, carport and a
well landscaped lot. On city water
IN CENTER RIDGE SUBDIVISION we can offer an above average 2-bedroom cottage that
is used for year around living. Has a living room with fireplace, glassed-in dining room,
family room, 2 baths,semi-detached garage and boathouse. Only $7,000 down and the owner
will finance the balance at 7 per cent for 15 years
3-BEDROOM BRICK AND STONE HOME in Grand Rivers, Ky. Situated on a 100' x 125' lot.
Has a living room, kitchen-dining area combined, 142 baths, utility room, carport and a
detached 20' x 32' concrete block shop building. Purchase price includes dishwasher, range,
refrigerator, air conditioner, draperies, TV antenna.
TWO ACRE BUILDING SITE just West of the intersection at Wiswell Road. Lot size is 145' x
600'
TWO ACRE TRACT on State lane Road,3 miles West of Crossland. Only $700.
LOT NO. 10, Block D, Kingswood Subdivision. Priced at $2,500.
CHOICE LOTS IN Jackson Acres Subdivision. Priced from $2,000 to $3,000. Community
water system available.
THREE ACRE COMMERCIAL TRACT, located within the city limits of Murray. Suitable
for almost any type of business.
SIX ACRE TRACT at the intersection of US-841 South and Green Plains Road. Corner would
make an ideal business spot, balance of land suitable for residential or commercial.
22 ACRE TRACT, practically overlooking Kentucky Lake. Has good home building site and
a large wooded area. Priced at 0,000.
$500 PER ACRE FOR A 35 ACRE TRACT of land located between Sandy-Concord Road and
Cypress Creek. Suitable for lake area subdivision.
ONE MILE OF SHORELINE on Barkley Lake. Located on the Little River, 5 minutes from
Barkley Lodge. Property totals 45 acres and includes a 3-bedroom house, stock barn,
tobacco barn, crib, tool house.
100' x 140' RESIDENTIAL LOT on North 20th Street, Murray
50' x 120' LAKE AREA LOT that joins TVA waterfront property. Located near Cypress
Springs Restaurant (formerly Morgans Boat Dock.
OTHER LAKE AREA LOTS priced as low as $300 each. Located in Pine Bluff Shores,
Panorama Shores, Lakeway Shores, Kemana Stares.
8 ACRE TRACT. all tillable, located 2'1 miles Southwest of Hazel. Ky. Priced at $6,500.
40 ACRE TRACT of land, no buildings, located 5 miles East of New Concord on SulphurBuffalo Road. Priced at $12,000.
137 ACRE FARM, located adjacent to the above 40 acres. Has an almost new 2-bedroom
brick home that has central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, fireplace, separate dining
room, kitchen with built-in dishwasher, range, disposal. Farm has a 115 ft. deep well, stock
barn,crib,tool shed,and an elaborate dog kennel. Entire farm is fenced and approximately
75 per cent of the land is sowed down in permanent pasture.
44 ACRES OF INEXPENSIVE LAND in the edge of Graves County. Blacktop road runs
through the property. Approximately 15 acres sowed down in Red Clover. Priced at $9,500.
85 ACRES OF GOOD PRODUCING LAND, located 1,,2 miles Southwest of Underwood
Crossing. Has approximately 45 acres of cropland that produced 36 bushels of soybeans to
the acre in 1973.
92 ACRE FARM, in the North part of Henry County, Tennessee. Has a good 2-bedroom
frame house,concrete block machinery shed,stock barn, good fences, stock ponds, 75 acres
of open land that is high producing. Lots of road frontage.
85 ACRE FARM,located on Ky.614,9 miles Southeast of Murray. Suitable for row-cropping
or for cattle farming. Has new fences on 2 sides of the farm, running water year around, 45
acres of open land, 4-stall stock barn,dug well. Priced reduced to sell.
block
150 ACRE FARM. located on Faxon-Newburgh Road. Has a 4-bedroom concrete
cropland
of
acres
71
approximately
Has
etc.
home,stock barn, crib, tool shed,
200 ACRE FARM, located just West of the Crossland-Jones Mill Road in Henry-County,
Tennessee. Had approximately 85 acres in soybeans in 1973. Farmhouse and all outbuildings
are in a poor state of repair.
375 ACRE CATTLE FARM,located in the New Concord area. Has lots of road frontage, 100
acres of river bottom land,310 acres under fence, year around water supply for cattle.

Gerrald Boyd, Owner
209 S. 7th, Murray
3-1751

25 ACRE TRACT, located on Ky. 121, 5 miles Southeast of Murray. Has fences but no
buildings. Soybean yield in 1773 was 32 bushels per acre.

WILL DO sewing and mending in
my home. Phone 753-7497.

JUST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK home in Fairview Acres. Has 11
2ceramic baths,
/
wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air, built-in range, oven and hood. House contains
slightly more than 1400 square feet of living space plus a utility room and an attached
garage. Available for occupancy.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
Shop (old ice plant). Complete
and
remodeling
repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors, formica work, finish carpentry,
contracting. Phone 753-4124 or
753-0790 nights.
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
hour
24
offers
Electric
emergency service for well
pumpa, plumbing and electrical
problems. We now have 2
qualified crews and trucks to
serve you. Phone 753-5543. •

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.

7,40,& MAp

Phone 753-7333

Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -
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Deaths and Funerals J
Rites Are Today At
Funeral Chapel For
Waylon Rayburn

+if

•

The funeral for Waylon
Rayburn, former county judge
and former national Woodmen
of the World executive, is being
held today at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. H.C.
Chiles and Rev. Richard Walker
officiating.
Pallbearers are Johnny
Rayburn, Tommy Paschall,
Tommy Shirley, Jimmy Fain,
Max Snider, and Pat Ely, all
nephews of Mr. Rayburn.
Entombment will be in the
Murray Mausoleum.
Mr. Rayburn, age 69, died
Tuesday at 5:45 p.m. at the
Methodist Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. A practicing attorney, he
served as Calloway County
Judge for two terms, state
legislator from 1933 to 1937, and
was executive vice-president of
the WOW before his retirement
in December 1971. He was
active in many civic and
community clubs and was a
member of the First Baptist
Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mary Ely Rayburn, 712
Olive Street, Murray; son, Mike
Rayburn and two grandchildren, Douglas Michael and
Beverly Gayle Rayburn,
Memphis, Tenn.; sister, Mrs.
Edgar Shirley, and brother,
Raymon Rayburn, both of
Murray.
-

I

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Audry R. Hill
Funeral services for Audry
Ray Hill of Almo Route One are
being held today at one p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
William McKinny officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ellis Wrather, James Belcher,
Laverne Wallis, Richard
Schroeder, Billy Joe Hale, and
Frank Albert Overbey. Burial
will be in the Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Mr. Hill, age 64, died Tuesday
at 3:35 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was a member of the Pentecostal Holiness Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Autumn Duncan Hill; daughter,
Mrs. Paulene Morris; five eons,
Linard, Frank, Howard, Glenn,
and Daryl Hill; five sisters,
Mesdames Beatrice Phillips,
Myrtle Parrish, Ruby Parrish,
Irene Ludon, and Earline
Cunningham, all of Murray and
Calloway County; two brothers,
Norman Hill of Arkansas and
Leon Hill of Louisville; twentyone grandchildren.

World Roundup

SAIGON (AP) — Some 400
South Vietnamese soldiers driven from their bases along the
Cambodian border straggled
back to safety today as the
North Vietnamese kept up a
campaign military observers
said is designed to open a new
supply corridor along South
Vietnam's western border. Observers said only a few government positions along the Cambodian border northeast of.Saigon are blocking the new route
from below Abe demilitarized
zone to the Viet C,ong's administrative headquarters at Loc
Ninh, 75 miles north of Saigon.

QUAD-STATE FESTIVAL CHORUS-352 students from 72 schools participated in the 28th Annual
Quad-State Festival Chorus which was held at the Murray State University campus on Nov. 5, Shown
during a practice session are (left to right): Pat Vincent, a McLean County High senior; Elizabeth
Moses,a Hillsboro High (Nashville) junior; Tricia Williams, a White Statham High (Memphis) senior;
Dyan Shelton, a Covington (Tenn.( High junior; Susan Hainsworth, a Murray High senior; and
Phyllis Cottrell, a Murray High senior. Standing is Robert K. Bear who conducted the program.
(photo by Wilson Woolley )

Calloway High Honor
Roll For Period Is
Released By School

Mrs. Williamson's
Brother Dies At
Milan Hospital

The honor roll for the first Weatherford, David Williams.
Freshmen: Rhonda Adams,
nine weeks at Calloway County
High School has been released Susan Adams. Regina Bean,
by Principal Howard R. Crit- Kevin Bowen, Debbie Brooks,
tenden. Students making all A's Leanna Brown, Crest Bucy,
Christi
Compton,
and B's are eligible for the Terry
Eldridge,
students
Those
Debbie
honor
roll.
Conaway,
Term.,
Milan,
Jones
of
Orell
brother of Mrs. Gladys making all A's will be Terri Lynn Erwin, Jill Falwell,
Treasa
Futrell,
Tommy
Williamson of Murray, died designated by a +.
Seniors: Phyllis Adams, Garland, Ronnie Gibson, Candy
Wednesday at a hospital at
Milan. He was 42 years of age Robert Allen+, Rebecca Hargis, Betty Howard, James
Bourland, Yolanda Brown, Lovett, Linda McCuiston, Steve
and a painter
McKenzie,
Funeral services are being Rebecca Burkeen+, Danny McCuiston, Marilyn
Mrs. Hattie Cole, 87, Benton held today at two p.m. at the Chadwick+, Kenneth Sharon McKinney, Patricia
Route Six, died Wednesday at Bodkin Funeral Home, Milan, Cleaver+, Don Cox III, Cindy Melvin+, Linda Miller, Penny
2:10 am.at the residence of her Tenn., with burial to follow in Coleman+, Cindy Compton, Moody, Jerry Morris, Teri
Outland,
daughter, Mrs. Wilma Culver. the Shiloh Cemetery near Randy Conner, Earlene Cooper, Morris+, Tammy
Joby Cooper, Darnell Cockren, Tammy Overby, Carla RamOther survivors are three Milan.
Donna
sons, James Cole, Benton, Clay
Survivors are three sons, Karen Crick, Pam Cun- sey, LaDonne Roberts,
Cole, Benton Rt. 3, Joe Cole Jr., Donald, James, and Glenn ningham, Freda Duncan+, Smith, Gail Smotherman,
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Opal Jones, and one daughter, Miss Nancy Duncan+, Tim Erwin, Teresa Starks, Vanessa Stone,
Roach, Benton Rt. 2; one half- Elizabeth Jones, all of Cicero, Lynn Erwin, Quentin Fannin+, Roger Stubblefield, Ronny
sister, Mrs. Evelena Cresson, Ill.;
sisters, Mrs. Christie Fielder, Paula Foy, Stubblefield, Sherri Thomas,
six
Benton Rt. 3; nine grand- Williamson of Murray, Mrs. Melinda Fulkerson, Brenda Renee Thompson-f, Renee
children and 14 great- Doris E. Groeneveld and Mrs. Kelso, Jessie Darnell, Danny Tobey, Pamela J. Todd, Dan
grandchildren.
Dorothy Popelka, both of Futrell, Kimberly Gray, Julia Watson.
She was a member of New McHenry, M., Mrs. Laverne Greenfield, Steve Harper,
Harrel+, Janet Hart,
Bethel Baptist Church.
Kelly of Durham, N.C., Mrs. Lamar
Herndon, Amanda
The funeral will be at 1 p.m. Pearl L. Toy of Wikiersville, Vera
Friday at the Linn Funeral Tenn., and Mrs. Susan Hun- Hoke+, Warren Hopkins+,
Chapel, Benton, with Rev. Jim danall of Baytown, Texas; Suzette Hughes+, Nancy Jones,
Calhoun officiating. Burial will eight brothers, B.M. and Laurel Guy 4-, Renita Jo
Mrs. J.T. (June) Wilson
Jennifer
Lynn
be in Cole Cemetery.
Kenneth Jones, Milan, Term., Latimer,
suffered injuries to her left arm
Friends may call at the John Jones of Suitland, Md., Lovett+, Douglas B. McCann, and wrist in a fall on the front
funeral home.
Paul Jones of Huntsville, Ala., Cynthia Gay Mills, Sheila steps, west side of the Seventh
Durell Jones of Aurora, Ill., Morris, Marion. Outland, and Poplar Church of Christ
Brenda Overcast+, Marilyn
Stanley Jones of La Grange,
following the morning worship
Edward H. and James Jones, Prescott, Johnny Riley, Kathy services on Sunday.
Rose, Karen Saylors, Richard
both of Nashville, Term.
Mrs. Wilson underwent
Scott, Dot Pierce Stallons,
Melia Spann, Juana Stockdale, surgery at the MurrayMalinda Taylor+, Tina Todd, Calloway County Hospital. She
Clyde Ray Tucker, age 43,
had a bone broken in her left
Tommy
West.
died Tuesday from injuries
arm, a dislocated wrist, and a
Juniors:
Pat
Barnett,
Sharon
sustained in a truck accident at
chipped bone in her wrist, acBourland,
Beach,
Barbara
Charleston, Mo.
WHEREAS,all of the citizens Robin Bryan, Patsy Burkeen+, cording to her husband, J.T.
be
held
Funeral services will
of this County of Calloway are
Wilson of Jim's Shoe Outlet.
Friday at ten a.m. at the chapel saddened by the passing of Vicky Butterworth+, Janet Mrs. Wilson is a teacher of
Cassity+,
Byerly+,
Narita
of the White-Ranson Funeral Judge Waylon Rayburn, and
Anita Chaney, Ronda Clark, English at Calloway County
Home, Union City, Term., with
WHEREAS, Judge Rayburn Valerie Crabtree, Rita Crit- High School.
burial to following in the Obion served for more than hmterms
The local teacher is scheduled
Janet
County Memorial Gardens. as County Judge of CiEloway tenden, Jim Davis,
to
be dismissed from the
Deering, Craig Dowdy+,
He is survived by his mother, County and rendered out- Sandra Duncan, Sandra Farris, hospital on Friday.
Mrs. Flora Tucker of Union City standing service to the county, Debbie Garrett, Larry Geib,
Term.; two daughters, Mrs. to the Jackson Purchase, and Margaret Faye Greer, Alan
Tommy Toone and Mrs. Buddy especially to the citizens of Haley, Bob Hargrove+, Mack
Mosley, both of South Fulton, Calloway County and Murray, Harris, Mary Beth Hays,
(Continued from Page 1)
Tenn.; four sisters, Mrs. Helen and
Russell Hopkins, Cheryl pane gas already are under
WHEREAS, Judge Ftayburn Jackson +, Jimmy Jarrett,
Peoples of Mayfield, Mrs. Alene
Barlean of Garden, Grove, has endeared himself to all Patsy Kirk, Linda Lee, Tim mandatory federal allocation
Iowa, Mrs. Christine Owens of Calloway County citizens by his Letterman, Christine Mc- controlling their distribution at
Nashville, Tenn., and Mrs. devotion to public service, his Cuiston, James McCuiston, the wholesale level.
Love said mandatory allocaFreda Autry of Memphis, dedication to all civic endeavors Mark Miller, Sherry Mohler,
tion
would be extended soon to
of
this
County,
and
Is
Term.; four brothers, Willmont
loved and Tom Murdock, Jerry Don
all petroleum products under
Tucker of Mayfield, Hubert respected by every citizen,
Nance, Marketia Orr, Brenda existing presidential author,
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Outland, Martha Outland, Alene
Tucker of Farmington, Hobart
Nixon's actions and requests
Tucker of Washington, Mich., Robert 0. Miller, County Judge Paschall+, Caron Phelps,
and Earl Tucker of Warren, of Calloway County, Kentucky, Danny Pritchett, Rita Pritchett, for new authority were brought
for and on behalf of the county Helen Rudd, Ralpn Rogers, on during recent weeks by the
Mich.
officials and the Fiscal Court of Pamela Robertson, Bobby Middle East war and the Arab
Calloway County, do hereby Scott, Joni Tidwell, Rhonda nations' decision to cut off oil
PROCLAIM
Thursday, Towery, Janet Usrey, Sara Von to friends of Israel.
Explaining the urgency of the
November 8, 1973, as a day of Schoech, Jean Walker, Lisa
mourning
for
JUDGE Walls, Alison Wilferd, Susan administration's requests, Gov.
Dale Bumpers of Arkansas, one
WAYLON RAYBURN, and
Williams, Cheryl Yancy+.
of those briefed by the PresiI
DO
FURTHER
ORDER
Sophomores: Pat Adams,
The annual Christmas dance,
dent, said: "I think the people
sponsored by the Welcome AND DIRECT that all flags on Stanley Anderson, Linda Avery, of this country don't
want to be
County
Properties
be
flown
at
Sandy
Bibb,
Becky
Blackford,
Wagon Newcomers Club, will
blackmailed and don't want to
half-mast
on
Thursday,
Danny Brittain, Kathie Broach, be
be held on Saturday, December
dependent on Arab oil."
8, staring at nine p.m. at the November 8, 1973, and that all Reesa Buchanan, Sharon
public
buildings
be
dosed
from
Buchanan,
Greg
Byars,
Debbie
Club.
Country
Murray
Stump Daddy will be the band the hours of 1:00 to 2:30 o'clock Bynum,Kathy Calhoun+,Gena
featured at the dance Tickets p.m., during the funeral hour. Cleaver, Regina Cook, Theresa
(Couttimed from Page 1
Given under my hand as Dover, Leeann Edwards,
are $7.50 and will be on sale to
Eickhoff, Beth ington, gave this summary of a
the general public after today, County Judge of Calloway Venessa
November 8, a club spokesman County, Kentucky, on this the Eldridge, Charles Enoch,Teesa reported U.S.-Egyptian propos8th day of November, 1973.
Erwin+, Mike Farris+, Pam al:
said.
Robert 0. Miller, Judge
The United Nations would
Foster, Sherry Haley, Randy
For tickets persons should
Calloway County, Kentucky Herndon, Ride Hicks, Debora control delivery of nonmilitary
contact Mrs. Jane Prince 753Hill, Doug Holt, Rebecca Imes, supplies to the 3rd Army on the
9368 or Mrs. Janet Kirk 753-7418.
Legion And Auxiliary
Kathy Jackson+, Rodney southeast bank of the Suez CaJones, Judy Kirnbro+, Reta nal, but Israel would retain
CLARIFICATION
Plan Meet On Friday
Kimbro, Martha McCallon , control of the access routes adSome figures in the Peoples
American Legion Post No. 73 Don McCuiston+, Diane Mc- jacent to the west bank; prisonadClub
Bank Christmas
and Auxiliary will meet Friday, Cuiston, Teresa Moody, Sherry ers of war would be exchanged
vertisement in Wednesday's November 9, at seven p.m. at Morris, Kevin Penick, Kim without delay and Egypt
would
paper were 'listed incorrectly.--the 'Ainerlean LeglOh Hall, Verlilni-V,- -Barbara -Pierte, liftits blockade-atthernoutfrnf
week
Persons who pay $5 per
located on Maple Street at South Benny Pittman, Joe Pat the Red Sea; Egyptian and Iswould receive a $250 check and 6th Street.
Robertson, Lisa Rogers, Peggy raell military commanders
persons who pay $10 per week
A service officer will best the Rogers+, Kathy Scott, Bonnie would meet to work out the
a
receive
into the club would
legion hall from five to setrn Sinith, Sherry Snider, Sandra Cease-fire lines; aridlater prepcheck for $500 at Christmas p.m. to assist persons needing Stark, Joe Dan Taylor, Cynthia arations would begin for a
time next year.
assistance, a spokesman said. Thor,iton, Kathy Todd, Vicki L. peace conference.

Mrs. Hattie Cole
Dies Wednesday

Mrs, J. T. Wilson
Injured On Sunday

Clyde Ray Tucker
Dies In Accident

Proclamation

Stock Nerket
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon today, furnished
to the Ledger & Times by I. M
Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco
Am. Motors
A.T. &T.
Ashland Oil
Ford
Gen. Motors
Gen. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Tappan
Quaker Oats

14% +/
1
4
9 UNC
48% UNC
27% +%
50 UNC
62% a-%
17% -141
20% UNC
23% +/
1
4
24% +%
+%
34% +44

Mayor Ellis
Care Unit
In Cardiac
Officials of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital have
reported that City Mayor
Holmes Ellis is in satisfactory
condition in the cardiac care
unit.
The extent of the Mayor's
illness is not known at this time,
but hospital officials said that
his condition is unchanged.

I

16 among the bishops and 117-58
among lay delegates.

Mrs. McKenzie
Named Winner
Mrs. Henry McKenzie, a
writer of poetry and articles for
a number of years, was a
winner in the 1973 Kentucky
State Poetry Contest held
recently at Barkley Lake
Ledge. The Edna Earle Swift
Memorial Award, in which Mrs.
McKenzie received recognition,
was open nationally to senior
poets.
Mrs. McKenzie is a native of
Mount Vernon, Mo. Always
pursuing knowledge, she has
attended Stanford University in
California, Southwest Missouri
State Teacher's College,
Springfield Business College
and Murray State University.
She is presently a member of
Purchase Poets, a group of
Western Kentucky and Tennessee writers who meet
quarterly at Murray State.
Since coming to Murray in
1960, Dorothy Burke McKenzie,
wife of Rev. Henry McKenzie,
also a published author of note,
has been active in Presbyterian
Church groups, American
Legion Auxiliary, Magazine
Club, Alpha and Creative Arta
Murray
departments
of
Woman's Club.
In 1921, Mrs. McKenzie was
initiated by her mother into
Chapter CN of P.E.O. at
Monett, Mo. She has held all
local offices of the Sisterhood at '
various times in Missouri,
Colorado, Ohio, Michigan and
Kentucky. She has been a state
officer in Michigan and Kentucky and is now 2nd incepresident of the Kentucky State
Chapter. She also selected the
Charter List for Chapter M in
MUrraY.
The McKenzies are the
parents of two sons, Hillis and
college
Douglas,
both
professors.

VATICAN CITY (AP) —
Pope Paul VI will receive Poland's Foreign Minister Stefan
Olszowski on Monday in the
first meeting between the pontiff and a member of Poland's
Communist government. The
meeting could lead to formal
diplomatic relations. The Polish
population is overwhelmingly
and devoutly Catholic despite
the Communist government,
and a Vatican prelate said
Warsaw may offer diplomatic
ties in return for papal restraint of bishops who are critiLONDON (AP) — Special cal of Polish authorities.
elections to fill two English and
two Scottish seats in the House
of Commons today could make
or break the Liberal party's
hopes of winning the balance of
power in the next general elec- Federal State Market News
tion. Three of the contested Service November 8, 1873
seats have been held by Prime Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Minister Edward Heath's Con- Market Report Includes 9
servatives and the fourth by Buying Stations
Harold Wilson's Laborites. But Receipts: Act. 497 Eat. 700
public disgust with both major Barrows and Gilts uneven
parties has given the Liberals mostly 25 cents higher instances
several seats in recent special 25 cents lower Sows 50 cents
elections, an they are running lower
neck and neck with the Tories US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 41.25-41.75
and Laborites in recent public US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 40.75-41.25
US 2-4 240-2e0 lbs., 40.25-40.75
opinion polls.
US 3-4 260-290 lbs., 39.75-40.25
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet Sows
Union's major literary weekly US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 35.50-36.00
has accused China of killing US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 35.00-35.50
more than 12,000 Tibetans last US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 34.50-35.00
year and suppressing minority few at 33.50
uprisings "with flame and Boars 32.04.34.00
sword" in six regions in iecent
years. Literaturruiya Gazeta
said the Maoists "imagine
themselves the inheritors of the
empire of Genghis Khan" and
have executed or totally assimilated "several dozens" of peo- Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale
ples and tribes. The article was November 7, 1973. Total Head
apparently in retaliation for a 322. Compared to last week pigs
Chinese attack on the Soviet sold steady per 100 weight,
ALMO FTC
Union as "a colonial empire of
The Parent-Teacher Club of
U.S. 1-2 35-44 lb., 68.50
a Tsarist type."
Almo Elementary School will
U.S. 1-2 45-54 lb., 62.50
meet Monday, November 12, at
two p.m. at the school lunLONDON ( AP) — The U.S. 1-2 55-84 lb., 60.00
chroom. All parents and inChurch of England has rejected US. 1-2 over 85 lb., 53.00
terested persons are urged to
moves to end its ancient ban on U.S. 1-2 under 25 lb., 74.00
attend.
marrying divorced persons. U.S. 3 25-34 lb., 71.50
The vote Wednesday by the U.S. 3 35-44 lb., 62.50
General Synod climaxed a 15- U.S. 3 45-54 lb., 55.50
CHORUS REHEARSAL
year battle that deeply divided US. 3 55-64 lb., 50.50
The Chorus of the Music
the church. The decision means US. 3 over 66 lb., 50.00
Department of the Murray
that the Anglican church, like US. 4 25-34 lb., 31.00
Woman's Club will have a
the Roman Catholic church, US, 4 35-44 lb., 56.00
rehearsal at the dub house on
continues to regard the sacra- US. 4 over 65 lb., 40.50
Sunday, November 11, at two
ment of marriage as in- US. 4 under 25 lb., 47.00
p.m.
dissoluble. The vote was 40 to
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Are there Prison Bars
in YOUR Future?
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There could be ... if you have the idea that shoplifting is

bl

a game or a prank. The stores don't see it that way ... neither
do the police. Get the facts straight now. Get your head straight,
too: shoplifting is stealing. And stealing is a crime. It can get you
arrested, convicted, fined and put in jail. Then you have a police
record, too ... and THAT can mess up the rest of your life. Keep you
out of college. Make it hard to travel. Bar you from your chosen career.
That's a high Orice to pay for acting on a whim. You'd better just pay the clerk
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